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1. The Centre: Governance, infrastructures, management for
excellence and contribution to the Basque Science System
1.1. General description, scientific field and main strategic objectives of the centre.
This section should include (Max. 3 pages):
Rationale of the creation and development of the centre. Mission and vision of the centre. Definition of
medium to long-term strategies and areas of activity, including completion of the recommendations made
by the evaluation board in both the previous BERC call and midterm follow-up.
BCBL, Understanding Language in the Brain.
Rationale of the creation and development of the centre
The BCBL—Basque Centre on Cognition, Brain and Language (www.bcbl.eu)—is a world-class
interdisciplinary research centre for the study of cognition, brain and language founded in September
2008. It is one of the centres of the BERC network (Basque Excellent Research Centres). Its mission is to provide
a platform for researchers and professionals to carry out frontline research, development, innovation,
training, education and knowledge and technology transfer in the area of language sciences,
complemented with science dissemination and outreach.
The main goal of the centre is the study of language from an experimental point of view. Language and reading
are the most unique human abilities and involve complex cognitive processes. However, despite current
impressive technological and scientific advances, we still do not understand the complexities of the cognitive
processes involved, the causes of language disorders and reading disabilities and how to remedy them, or what
would be the best way to learn a second language in our multilingual, globalised world. The BCBL carries out
research using the most advanced techniques in these fascinating areas.
The BCBL is located in Donostia-San Sebastián, an ideal and unique environment to study language. It offers
access to speakers with a wide range of linguistic profiles (monolinguals, early and late bilinguals) and a
combination of languages that is very different from a typological point of view, such as Basque, Spanish, French,
and English. As an isolated language, Basque has unique characteristics and therefore provides an unrivalled
opportunity to unveil both the specific and the universal characteristics of language. Importantly, to pursue our
aims, the centre uses a variety of methods, including cutting-edge neuroimaging techniques, behavioural
methods and computational modelling in our different labs (see description below). In addition, since the moment
we started operations, we opened calls to recruit the best scientists from all over the world (staff scientists,
postdoctoral researchers, etc.) and hire highly selective supporting personnel (managers, technical staff, etc.).
We managed to assemble a unique combination of outstanding researchers coming from many different labs,
universities, nationalities (more than 29 different ones since the birth of the centre, and 15 different
nationalities currently working at the BCBL) and backgrounds (linguists, engineers, psychologists, medical
doctors, etc.), all chosen through a very competitive process, always under the principles of equity, transparency
and concurrence. Every recruitment process is open, efficient, transparent, supportive and internationally
comparable, as well as tailored to the type of positions advertised, being the EU’s OTM-R (Open Transparent and
Merit-based recruitment strategy) fully implemented. We have been using the best selection practices with
selection committees with diverse expertise, competence, adequate gender balance, external expert assessment,
and face-to-face interviews.
Thus, the combination of a first-class centre equipped with the most advanced research techniques, a
unique linguistic environment, and an exceptional combination of different human resources makes this
excellence research centre unique in the world. The International Scientific Advisory Board (ISAB), composed
of international highly-reputed scientists led by Professor Mangun from the University of California at Davis
(founding director of the Centre for Mind and Brain at UC Davis), is actively participating in shaping the Strategy
and Scientific decisions of the Centre providing an independent vision of our activities from an international
perspective. The last report from the ISAB dated November 2020 is attached as Annex 1.

To achieve the specific aim of our research, that is, understanding the neurocognitive mechanisms involved in the
acquisition, comprehension and production of language, we designed three lines of research when the centre was
founded: (1) Language acquisition, representation, and processing; (2) Multilingualism; and (3)
Neurodegeneration, language, and learning disorders.
In addition, we were committed to education, science dissemination, and knowledge and tech-transfer, with
the aim of contributing to social welfare by applying the knowledge and technology derived from our
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research. Some examples are the Master in Cognitive Neuroscience of Language, the PhD programme in
Linguistics in collaboration with the University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU, Neure Clinic—a clinic for
advanced diagnosis of developmental disorders—,or a collaboration with neurosurgeons from Hospital Cruces to
assist them during surgery and previous presurgical mapping.
The centre was set up in December 2008, when we began recruiting personnel and creating the necessary
research environment, including research equipment. After the planning and start-up phases, on-site research
started in January 2010. Some activities carried out then, amongst others, included (1) recruiting personnel
(researchers, technical and administrative personnel), (2) designing the working area and the laboratories, (3)
deciding on and acquiring the equipment, (4) developing procedures for the functioning of the centre, (5)creating
the webpage and the web Participa that allow us to advertise experiments and participants to book the
experiments at a particular time, (6) launching procedures and campaigns to recruit participants with different
profiles (undergraduates, patients, babies), (7) training research assistants to help create experimental materials
in Spanish and Basque and run the experiments (8) creating, in collaboration with the UPV/EHU, a master’s and a
doctoral programme in Cognitive Neuroscience.
In 2015 the centre was granted with the “Centre of Excellence Severo Ochoa” Award, within the subprogramme of
Institutional Strengthening of the Spanish Economy and Competitiveness Ministry (MINECO), initially for the
2016-2019 period, and it has been successfully renewed in 2021 for the 2022-2026 period, with a final score of
99.60 out of 100.
The Overall remarks on the final evaluation review, received in July 2021, indicate that:
The BCBL is a centre of excellence with a clear mission, high productivity, diversity, and evident projections for the
future. The new Strategic Research Plan is promising, and its success is backed up by strategic hires, promotions,
filling gaps (e.g. computational modelling) that will undoubtedly lead to more scientific success and national and
international recognition. The centre is very active in building its reputation worldwide and already recognised as one
of the most influential European centres for studying languages. It benefits from the peculiarities of its environment,
particularly to study bilingualism in a region where the Spanish and the neighbouring French learn Basque and their
mother tongue. The centre is also interested in issues related to language development and its disorders. The
scientific output is exceptionally high quality, and publication impact patterns reflect high standards of stability and
persistence.

The BCBL is now internationally recognised as a hub for exceptional young researchers that contribute to highquality science and become leaders in their fields. Today, the BCBL comprises 80 Researchers (Professors,
Post-doctoral fellows and PhD students) from 15 different countries with an average age under 35, supported by a
Lab team (14 members), Tech-Transfer (5), IT (3), and a Management Department (9).
Mission, vision
The mission of the BCBL is to provide a platform for researchers and professionals from related areas to carry out
frontline research, development and innovation in the field of Cognitive Neuroscience of Language. We are a
multidisciplinary research centre, within the Basque Country Science Network, dedicated to pursuing excellence
in research, training and knowledge transfer within this area.
Aim of our research: The specific aim of our research activity is to unravel the neurocognitive mechanisms
involved in the acquisition, comprehension and production of language and language disorders, with particular
emphasis on bilingualism and multilingualism. Some of the areas we study include the processes involved in
normal child language acquisition and second language learning in adults, as well as language disorders,
developmental disorders, and the language-related effects of brain surgery, brain damage, ageing and
neurodegeneration, and language use in different social contexts.
Our commitment: Our commitment to education and knowledge transfer in the area of Cognitive Neuroscience
extends across different contexts, including university, healthcare and social and business environments, with the
aim of contributing to social welfare by applying the knowledge and technology derived from our research. To this
end, we have forged links with institutions and organisations in both the local and wider communities, to provide
expertise, consultancy and technology-development services, all to the highest international standards.
Research Agenda: Our research agenda also takes advantage of our centre’s location in the bilingual Basque
Country to study language processing in Basque and Spanish.
Definition of medium to long-term strategies and areas of activity
The BCBL Research Programme for the next term 2022-2025 is two-pronged: (1) Investigating the basic
processes underpinning language and language impairments; (2) Translating knowledge of basic processes to
applied uses in society. To do so, firstly, we have optimised our research lines to address new ground-breaking
2

directions on language research. The objective is to continue concentrating our efforts on addressing frontier
research on language and language disorders. Secondly, we expect to grow, in terms of high-skilled researchers,
incorporating new capabilities and more expertise on different and complementary areas to our current strengths,
reinforcing multidisciplinarity and combining theoretical depth in different areas of cognitive neuroscience with
expertise in advanced neuroimaging and other methods. We will increase the depth and impact on the research
done, spread the training capacities, and raise our international visibility. Thirdly, we need to improve and update
our facilities, to keep improving our research and be appealing to young researchers. Fourthly, we would like to
play a fundamental role contributing to more applied fields such as (1) Neuroscience and Education, bringing
neuroscience to inform education in sensitive areas such as methods for learning to read, the time for introducing
second language learning or reading in another language, detecting learning disabilities early, and developing
software for learning a second language and diagnosis and remediation of language disorders, and (2)
Neuroscience and Health, using neuroscience to improve brain surgery, improving perspectives of brain damage
recovery and neurodegeneration, and developing software for training patients with aphasia and
neurodegeneration.
Completion of the recommendations made by the evaluation board in both the previous BERC call and
midterm follow-up.
All the recommendations made by the evaluation board, in both the previous BERC call and the midterm follow-up
report, have been considered, and actions have been implemented as per this Strategic Plan.
Throughout this document, we will address all these improvement suggestions one by one:
IMPROVEMENT AREAS according to INITIAL EVALUATION (January 2018):
•

New staff might be needed to develop the research line on neurodegeneration, stroke, ageing, and the neuroscience
of education.

•

The computation modelling on all research lines is not strongly developed.

•

Some attention should be paid to publications as the distribution of publications across first-, second-, and third-tier
journals display a rather lower number of high- impact journal successes in the last period.
The organisational structure of the centre could be defined as hierarchical and this may be hindering adequate
development of the potential of both senior and junior members of staff.
While the BCBL attracts many young researchers, the representation of senior staff and senior researchers is
generally still missing.


•
•

The International Scientific Advisory Board lacks gender balance and some attention should be paid to this.

IMPROVEMENT AREAS according to MID-TERM EVALUATION (March 2020):







Developing areas may need more short-term evaluation and follow up.
Review whether the collaboration with external researchers being initiated in this period to include computational
modelling expertise in the already existing research lines is working.
The match between the research lines and the group organisation is difficult to see since many groups contribute to
the three research lines in a transversal manner. While this might have the advantage of fostering between group
collaboration, it might also introduce some difficulties in some decisions regarding the research lines. But this is
something to evaluate and assess in the future, since the reorganisation of the decision structure and research lines
is very recent.
The groups’ structure has been strengthened through the creation of a Directorial Executive Board composed of
group leaders with monthly meetings with the director and manager to decide on scientific and managerial issues.
Thanks to this, in general, the representation of senior staff or senior researchers has been strengthened.
To specify that now we have more lines and that these lines now reflect more closely the group structure while still
allowing for transversal collaborations.
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1.2.

Governance and management

This section should include (Max. 4 pages):
Description of the legal entity of the centre and the partner institutions/persons and the agreements
among them and the centre. Organisation of the centre. Systems or procedures for internal evaluation
and quality assurance.
The BCBL was established as a non-profit association
on November 19, 2008. The Association currently
comprises the following founding partners:
Governing Bodies
The General Assembly is the Association’s supreme
governing body; it includes all members.
The Steering Committee is the body responsible for
administering the Association; it ensures that the
articles of the Association are complied with and that
the agreements reached at the General Assembly are
fulfilled.
The Chairman of the BCBL’s General Assembly and
Steering Committee for the 2018-2021 period has been
Ikerbasque, the Basque Foundation for Science, represented by:


Aldofo Morais Ezquerro, Viceconsejero de Universidades e Investigación del Gobierno Vasco (Basque
Government Deputy Councilor for Universities and Research).

Governance
The BCBL is a non-profit institution. The structure and composition of the centre are based on the BERC (Basque
Excellence Research Centre) model, developed by the Basque Government and Ikerbasque, the Basque
Foundation for Science. The main Management Board is the General Assembly, in which all BCBL partners (the
Basque Government through Ikerbasque, the University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU, Innobasque—the
Basque Innovation Agency—, and the Diputación Foral de Gipuzkoa—Provincial Government—are represented.
The General Assembly delegates a Steering Committee, which meets several times per year and ensures the
proper management of the centre. Both the General Assembly and the Steering Committee are headed by the
President of the BCBL, who is the Deputy Minister of Universities and Research of the Basque Government.
The International Scientific Advisory Board (ISAB) of the BCBL is an external strategic body consisting of
renowned international researchers (Anne Cutler, Ron Mangun, Jay McClelland, William Marslen-Wilson, Cathy
Price, Tim Shallice), all high-profile scientists with extensive experience in the management and evaluation of toptier research centres. The main role of the International Advisory Board is to advise on the centre's orientation and
overall strategy, providing an independent vision of our activities from an international perspective. Having
incorporated Cathy Price to the ISAB in 2020, the composition of the ISAB is now better gender-balanced,
according to the recommendation received from the BERC Evaluation Board.
Internal organisation
The Scientific Director provides scientific and management leadership in the BCBL by defining and coordinating
the implementation of the overall strategy of the centre. The Scientific Director promotes a comfortable
atmosphere that stimulates high-quality research production, efficient collaborative management, and technical
support. As the main centre representative, the Director also designs and promotes alliances and relationships
with partners and stakeholders to achieve BCBL's primary objectives. While the director of the centre provides
leadership, responsibilities are highly distributed among researchers, fostering collegial strategic decisions.
The Group Leader Committee, which includes the Scientific Director, the General Manager and the Group
Leaders, meets once per month to coordinate activities, recruitment and lab organisation as well as funding to
establish priorities, follow the progress of research projects and support management and outreach structures at
the centre.
The Scientific Committee evaluates all the projects to be carried out in the BCBL and is composed of three
Group Leaders, currently, Dr. Martin, Dr. Molinaro and Dr. Paz Alonso.
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The Ethics Committee evaluates that all the projects comply with the ethical rules and is composed of three
Group Leaders, currently Dr.Kalashnikova, Dr.Lallier and Dr.Mancini. When additional external advice is needed,
we contact the Basque Ethics Committee (Comité de Ética de la Investigación con medicamentos de Euskadi—
CEIm-E).
The PhD Graduate Directors in charge of running the PhD programmess are two Group Leaders, currently
Dr.Soto and Dr.Samuel.
The Headmasters in charge of running our MSc programme are two Group Leaders, currently Dr.Caballero and
Dr.Samuel.
The Researchers are grouped into research groups that dynamically change/increase as research programmes
develop, new human resources are recruited or new grants are obtained. They are led by a Group Leader (see
full list at www.bcbl.eu). The Group Leader provides expert guidance to PhD students and postdoctoral
researchers and is also responsible for establishing the research goals of the group and for managing the group
budget. Each group leader is independently responsible for establishing the research goals of their group,
managing group members and handling their group budget. The BCBL provides each group with money for
running costs, free access to lab resources and at least one postdoctoral fellow and one PhD student. Additional
resources required by a group can be obtained through external grants.
The Ombudsman Team is made up of members of the Administrative and Research staff, who are elected to be
part of the team based on proposals and consensus from the doctoral and postdoctoral researchers. The Team is
currently composed of Dr. Costello and Dr. Samuel (Research), and A. Fernández (Admin). The Ombudsman
Team has several functions, including providing conflict resolution, offering advice and support to BCBL staff,
monitoring work practice issues and making recommendations for improvement. Over the last four years, the
team has handled over 20 different cases, ranging from supervision issues and authorship resolution to pastoral
care and mental health referrals.
The Management Team led by the General Manager supports all research activities, crossing the organisational
chart transversally (See chart at Section 2.2). This includes support for departments such as Administration
(finance control, projects and grants management, human resources, outreach), Information Technologies,
Laboratories and Tech-Transfer. It is important to highlight that since many researchers are foreigners, the BCBL
needs a group of trained research assistants in its four different laboratories to be able to run experiments in the
local languages, Basque and Spanish.
See the research and support staff at the BCBL below:
● Director: Dr. Carreiras
● Group Leaders: 12
● Staff scientists: 6
● Postdoctoral Researchers: 17
● Predoctoral Researchers: 44
● Affiliated Researchers: 9

●
●
●
●
●

General Manager: Dr. Arocena
Laboratories Department: 14
Information Technologies & Technical: 3
Administration: 8
Tech-Transfer: 5

Internal procedures
BCBL has standardised internal procedures which govern all relevant aspects of its operation. This helps clarify
and simplify organisational processes and assure the quality, ethical nature and proper financial control of
research. There are specified procedures for running experiments, hiring new researchers, assigning funds, joint
scientific activities at BCBL, purchase of equipment and supplies, resource management, travel management,
etc. We have also put in place the following resources for conducting research activities and training using our lab
facilities: (1) Procedures and activities to carry out and communicate research projects, (2) Platforms based on
web technology for management, (3) Working Processes and Key Policies, and (4) Procedures for internal
evaluation, continuous improvement and quality assurance.
1)

Procedures to support communication about research at the BCBL and other international labs, and
procedures to carry out research at the BCBL:
a)

b)

The entire BCBL research community holds a weekly Lab Meeting. This Lab Meeting provides an
opportunity for all research personnel to internally communicate and improve ongoing research. Each
researcher has to present their findings at least once per year at the Lab Meeting.
The External Speakers Series are scheduled every other Thursday. The speaker is expected to deliver
a talk and also participate in a Journal Club organised by the PhD students around a paper selected by
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c)

2)

Platforms based on web technology for management: The BCBL has created several platforms, accessible
from outside the BCBL to facilitate employee mobility and remote work. These include:
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)
f)

g)
3)

the external speaker. Moreover, speakers interact with members of the BCBL interested in their
research.
To run an experiment in any of the BCBL labs, researchers, with the approval of their Group Leader,
must submit a project request form, including all the information necessary to access the data or re-run
the experiment (similar to the process of pre-registration). They should also submit slides for a short
presentation of the project. After clearance is granted by the Ethics Committee, each researcher will
defend the project at the Project Presentation Meetings held on Wednesdays. All members of the BCBL
are invited to participate in these meetings and encouraged to ask questions and suggest
improvements. If, after this meeting, final approval is granted by the Scientific Committee, the
researcher will send the request form and the slides to the lab managers, who will allocate all the
needed resources to carry out the experiment and arrange for this information to be stored together with
the collected data.

An Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system. This is a system that integrates internal and external
information management across an entire organisation, embracing finance/accounting, purchasing and
services, customer relationship management, etc. ERP systems automate this activity with an integrated
software application. The ERP contains an extensive list of procedures for purchases, accounting and
financial control.
Resource-demanding statistical analyses: There are large capacity machines with either Windows or
Linux server operating systems. Software packages for statistical computation include, amongst others,
Matlab, SPSS and R, complemented with open-source toolboxes and well-known specific neuroimaging
tools. Remote access to data and applications is enabled by a VPN SSL appliance. BCBL is connected
to the Internet through RedIRIS and i2Basque, the Basque equivalent of RedIRIS, which can provide
symmetric broadband of up to 1Gbps, thus covering any potential need.
Our wiki is continuously and collaboratively updated. It includes all kinds of information relevant for our
employees, such as the employee handbook, experimental procedures, all meeting minutes, the
repository of publications and conference proceedings, grants, resources, training courses, news and
media and a FAQ.
The Participa website (www.bcbl.eu/participa): Laboratory management involves recruiting and
managing a large number of voluntary participants. The Participa website is a very valuable asset for
booking and managing participants. When the lab managers open an experiment on the website, all
participants whose profile is compatible with the requirements specified in the experiment request form
will automatically receive an email explaining the content and duration of the experiment, the techniques
used (e.g., behavioural, MRI, EEG), etc. To be able to participate, they can go to the website and book a
specific time slot available for this experiment. Researchers can obtain the complete linguistic profile of
all registered users and can also filter potential candidates based on relevant variables in the database.
Importantly, the BCBL does not treat participants merely as a resource to exploit, but as coequals in a
bidirectional learning opportunity. In this way, participants themselves can gain knowledge about our
scientific investigations and the role BCBL plays in society. For example, it is mandatory to give
participants feedback about the research goals of all experiments run at the BCBL.
Our ticket system allows employees to request general and lab maintenance, travel, purchases, laptop
loans, and any required IT support.
The main corporate website (www.bcbl.eu) provides information about the mission of the BCBL, our
research lines, research output, human resources, job offers, recruitment processes (according to the
OTM-R principles) facilities, infrastructure, equipment, events and conferences organised by the BCBL
and news related to our activities. This is a portal for disseminating our research to other scientists but
also to society at large. It is continually updated in English, Basque and Spanish.
Our Conference website allows us to self-manage all conferences organised by the BCBL.

Working Processes and Key Policies: This is a collection of processes covering practical and logistical
aspects of the centre, which aims to provide a suitable framework for fulfilling legal requirements. The key
policies established at the centre are:
a)

Personnel Policy.
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b)
c)

d)

e)
f)

g)
h)
i)
j)
4)

HRS4R Strategy: We received in 2017 the European Commission's HRS4R (Human Resources
Strategy for Researchers) award.
We fully implemented the OTM-R process which includes the following steps: (1) Pre-advertising; (2)
Advertising and Application; (3) Evaluation/Selection; (4) Appointment; (5) Negotiation; (6) Welcome
Plan.
Open Access Policy. Following our “Open Access” policy, the results of publicly-funded research are
disseminated more broadly and quickly for the benefit of all researchers, the general public and society.
To this end, since January 2016 the BCBL has honoured an agreement with the UPV/EHU to use ADDI
(Archivo Digital para la Docencia y la Investigación) as its official repository to register all the scientific
production of the centre.
Health and Safety policy.
Personal Data Protection Policy. BCBL guarantees the confidentiality of personal data and protects
personal freedom and the fundamental rights of physical persons, especially as regards their family,
dignity, intimacy and privacy. These regulations apply to all BCBL personnel and all external personnel
who collaborate with the centre.
Gender Equality and non-discrimination policy and Plan.
Work-life reconciliation policies and tools.
Procedure for preventing and managing workplace violence against any kind of harassment at work.
Internal Communication policy.

Procedures for internal evaluation, continuous improvement, and quality assurance: Existing processes for
assessment are used as a basis for developing each employee's professional career. We have implemented
an annual review process both for administration and technical staff and researchers, giving them a detailed
description of the skills and capabilities required to further develop their careers, as well as necessary
guidance, mentoring, career advice and training. PhD students and postdoctoral researchers are evaluated
once per year by the Group Leaders. In addition, PhD students provide a progress report on their project at
the BCBL Lab Meeting. Moreover, the PhD Graduate Director meets with all the group leaders to discuss the
progress of each PhD student. Finally, we carry out an annual evaluation following the HRS4R protocol.

Evaluation and quality assurance: Existing processes for assessment are used as a basis for developing each
employee’s professional career. We have implemented an annual ongoing review process both for admin and
technical staff and researchers, giving them a detailed description of those skills and capabilities required to
develop their careers, the needed guidance, and training. A scheduled training plan and a professional
development plan are outlined for each member.
For researchers, this will involve setting guidelines to suggest possible professional career paths within the BCBL
goals, not only in terms of scientific expertise but also managerial skills to evaluate researchers’ performance and
development; we will follow the usual criteria used by the largest funding agencies in the world, for instance, NSF
in the USA and the ERC in Europe. While it is unclear if current metrics are providing the expected knowledge
regarding the real improvement of the scientist or research centre, we defined the following indicators considering
(1) the scientific quality through the number of publications appearing in the Web of Science (WoS) or Scopus; (2)
competitive fund-raising, such as ERC, Marie Skłodowska-Curie, and Plan Nacional grants; and (3) other
indicators based in recruiting, training and technology transfer: theses, researchers recruited, agreements with
sectorial entities and tech-transfer initiatives.
The BCBL also adopts three pillars of Corporate Social Responsibility, which include:
Economic and Social Responsibilities: The BCBL adheres to a culture of social responsibility, voluntarily
assuming commitments that go further than regulatory obligations and accepting Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) through a global focus from its own corporate strategy.













To collaborate in the economic development of the community.
To meet legal obligations.
To be a non-profit entity and reinvest surplus into its own activities.
To establish transparent corporate managerial criteria and transmission of values.
To ensure equal opportunities.
To provide personal, family, and work-life conciliation.
To establish active ergonomic policies and occupational health and implement a balanced salary system.
To promote communication channels between management and workers.
To pay attention to training needs.
To support and respect protection of human rights.
To respect occupational rights.
To establish an environmental policy.
7

1.3. Infrastructure and Equipment
This section should include (Max. 3 pages):
Detail of the current and future infrastructures to achieve the strategic objectives of the regional and the
centre. Detailed justification of the need and opportunity of the equipment.
Today the BCBL has four laboratories. The headquarters (main laboratories and offices) are located in San
2
Sebastián’s Miramon Technological Park with a total surface area of 1,823 m2 (1,170 m for offices, meeting
2
rooms, auditorium, library and lounge and 653 m for labs). The second location is a 100 m2 space located in the
Jose Mª Korta building in the University of the Basque Country Campus. Finally, the BCBL extended its facilities
with the Junior Lab in Vitoria (120 m2) and the Murcia Lab for Spanish monolinguals:
Laboratories (Miramón, Korta, Murcia & Junior Lab)
A full complement of neuroscience methodologies is available, including EEG/ERP, MEG, and fMRI. All facilities
are connected to a high-speed local network that also supports communication between user workstations. As far
as possible, the same stimulus presentation and data recording hardware and software are employed across the
experimental facilities, to ensure comparable experimental setups across different experimental
methods/platforms (Behavioural, MEG, MRI, EEG, Eye Tracking, BabyLab and NIRS).
Miramón
3 Behavioural
1 Production
1 MEG (includes EEG,
Eye Tracking)
1 MRI (includes EEG,
Eye Tracking)
3 EEG
2 Eye Tracking

Miramon Bay Lab
1 Eye tracking,
1 Behavioural,
1 NIRS,
1 EEG

Korta
4 Behavioural
1 Production
1 Eye Tracking

Junior Lab
2 Behavioural
1 Eye tracking
1 EEG

Murcia Lab
1 Behavioural
1 EEG

For special-purpose applications, a skilled technical group supports the installation and use of different hardware
and software.
Research Facilities
Behavioural
Soundproof chambers are available to conduct behavioural experiments. Each chamber is equipped with a
standardised, quality, experimental setup, which can collect reaction-time data such as push-button responses or
naming latencies. Chambers can be used for individual testing sessions with one experimenter monitoring
individual participants, as well as for testing up to 4 participants simultaneously.
The hardware for each chamber includes monitors (ViewSonic G90FB 19” CRT), soundcards (Soundblaster
Titanium X-FI, with ASIO support) and headsets (Sennheiser HMD 280 pro push-button response boxes).The
standard software packages are DMDX and Presentation but the technical group can build and develop specialpurpose hardware and software when the standard configuration does not provide the functionality for a particular
study. Additionally, we have a special sound booth in order to prepare and run production and perception
experiments.
MEG
Magnetoencephalography (MEG) provides a non-invasive method for recording cortical activity with exceptional
temporal resolution and fine spatial resolution.
The MEG facility at the BCBL is a 306-sensor (204 planar gradiometers and 102 magnetometers; arranged in a
helmet configuration) Elekta Neuromag® device with 16 digital trigger lines and 8 auxiliary analog input channels.
The setup will allow for the delivery of both auditory and visual stimuli, and recordings can be performed in either
supine or sitting position. The MEG device also includes an integrated 64-channel EEG system (60 single channel
and 4 differential electrodes) for simultaneous MEG and EEG recordings that can be acquired at a sampling rate
of up to 8 kHz (5 kHz standard) in either AC or DC. Throughout the experimental session, a participant’s head
position within the scanner is sampled so that the data can be linked to independently-acquired anatomical MRI
images.
The facility at the BCBL includes passive shielding to reduce external noise, as well as MaxFilter™ software,
which filters artifacts as well as internal and external noise sources. For data analysis, the Elekta Neuromag®
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includes advanced analytical software, including powerful tools for visualisation and source modeling of the
recorded data. We acquired some new Phantonics panel speakers and are presently evaluating the effect of the
speakers as there is a long discussion thread on the MEGCOMMUNITY list about auditory stimulation. Most of
the concerns relate to artifacts with a different system (Etymotic earplugs) and could be resolved with this system.
MRI
Since June 2016 BCBL houses a Siemens 3T MAGNETOM PRISMAfit MR scanner that allows BCBL
researchers to perform functional MRI (BOLD and perfusion ASL), structural MRI, diffusion-weighted MRI and MR
Spectroscopy studies. This system uses the Siemens Total Imaging Matrix (TIM) 4G technology including the
TimTX TrueForm and TimTX TrueShape technologies for parallel transmission and selective RF excitation for
better B1 homogeneity, reduced Specific Absorption Rate (SAR), and enabling zoomed imaging with the ZOOMit
application. The Tim 4G technology with up to 64 independent channels available for parallel reception are
exploited with two dedicated 20-channel head coil and a 64-channel head/neck coil. The fully digital transmission
and reception design with the DirectRF technology integrates all components inside the magnet room, connected
with fiberoptic cables with the equipment room, for reduced noise and improved stability. The Prismafit system
offers a large anatomical coverage with a maximum field of view (F0V) of 50 cm. Decisively, it comprises a unique
XR 80/200 gradient coil with a maximum amplitude of 80 mT/m and a slew rate of 200 T/m/s simultaneously on all
three axes for increased SNR in the most demanding applications, enabling us to obtain higher spatial and
temporal resolutions, reduced scan times and excellent workflow with subject’s comfort in mind. The scanner also
integrates real-time monitoring of cardiac pulse, ECG and respiration signals.
The PRISMAfit system includes a new generation of MRI protocols, for example, the CAIPIRINHA and MP2RAGE
sequences for structural imaging, and the simultaneous multi-slice (SMS) sequences for highly-accelerated
functional and diffusion-weighted imaging. The BCBL has a research agreement with Siemens Healthcare Spain
for technological support and access to the latest MR sequences and protocols developed for MAGNETOM
systems, as well as developing its own tailored MRI sequences with the Siemens IDEA and ICE programming
environments. Furthermore, the BCBL has established agreements with international research centres (e.g. the
Athinoula A. Martinos Centre in MGH/Harvard, the CMRR at the University of Minnesota, the Donders Institute in
Nijmegen) to make the best imaging protocols available to our researchers.
In addition, the BCBL MRI lab is equipped with multiple stimulation and response MR-compatible peripherals for
all types of fMRI studies, including 4-button optical response pads (Current Designs), response grips (Nordic
Neurolab), a rear-projection video display (Panasonic SXGA+ 7000), an audio system comprising noisecancelling headphones (MR Confon) and microphone (Optoacoustics), S14 insert earphones (Sensimetrics), an
MR-compatible EyeLink 1000 Plus eye-tracking system (SR Research), and a MP-150 BIOPAC system for
external monitoring of physiological signals (e.g. cardiac pulse, respiration, electromyography and skin
conductance). For simultaneous EEG-fMRI experiments, an MR-compatible BrainAmp Plus system with up to 64
electrodes (Brain Products) is also available.
EEG
The centre is equipped with EEG systems that are installed in Faraday cage - soundproof chambers. Each
chamber is equipped with a BrainAmp DC® amplifier. Using the recording software (Brain Recorder®) all the
amplifier options, including the switch from DC to AC recording mode as well as selecting different filtering
bandwidths, can be controlled. The BrainAmp DC® is more stable than older EEG systems in a variety of
applications, and it supports simultaneous EEG/TMS and EEG/MEG input to the Brain Computer Interface and
Neurofeedback.
Two chambers are equipped with a 64-channel system and the rest with 32-channel amplifiers. The BrainAmp
DC® is a portable amplifier that connects to any laptop and can be powered with batteries. As a result, the 32channel amplifiers can also be used for experiments outside the centre (e.g., in schools or hospitals).
Each chamber is also equipped with sets of electrodes that can be arranged on EasyCaps® in whatever pattern
that may be needed for a given experiment. Each cap has 64 equidistant electrode positions (10%-System);
several different sizes are available, including those suitable for children.
For off-line EEG/ERP analyses, Vision Analyzer® 2.1 software is available on each computer via a network key.
Our centre is equipped with the hardware and software resources to carry out and analyse a wide range of on-line
reading experiments and experiments using the visual world paradigm.
An EEG fMRI compatible BrainAmp MR Plus (32 channels) is also available so that multimodal type experiments
can be carried out.
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EYETRACKING
Our centre is equipped with the hardware and software resources to carry out and analyse a wide range of on-line
reading experiments and experiments using the visual world paradigm.
Our Lab has one of the latest and most complete systems for eye tracking: EyeLink 2K (SR Research
Ltd.).EyeLink 2K provides an excellent sampling rate (2000 Hz) and is especially suitable for real-time data
collection. EyeLink 2K can be used for monocular as well as binocular eye tracking, and the system is perfectly
compatible with most contact lenses and eyeglasses. This system has a very high average accuracy, down to
0.15º. Many paradigms can be implemented in the EyeLink 2K, such as the visual world paradigm, the boundary
technique (parafoveal previews) or silent sentence reading. The EyeLink2K system uses a remote desktop
mounting, which allows participants to be liberated of any head-mounted cameras.
The EyeLink 2K is also portable, which enables fieldwork to be conducted in other locations than the centre,
depending on the needs of the test population.
BABYLAB
In our state-of-the-art infant lab, a number of methods and techniques are available to discover the first steps of
human language development. The behavioural set-up supports the Visual Habituation, Head-turn Preference,
and Intermodal Preferential Looking procedures to assess preverbal infants’ general language skills (from 3to 12
months of age), and to investigate older infants’ syntactic and lexical knowledge up to 28 months of age.
The behavioural set-up is supplemented with an electrocardiogram (ECG) system that collects heart rate
recordings of the infant during behavioural tasks. ECG activity reflects how infants’ attention is being modulated
and regulated in the context of specific language experience.
In addition to the methods at the behavioural and physiological levels, we are also equipped with EEG/ERP
systems suitable for infants and children. Electrophysiological recordings are advantageous in infancy as they
provide a direct and online measurement of processing abilities; moreover, the same technique can be applied
throughout the whole lifespan, making it possible to track language-related developmental changes. Our
EEG/ERP systems can be integrated with the ECG system as well. The BCBL babyLAB offers a cutting-edge
research venue within an exceptional environment for investigating monolingual and bilingual language
development comprehensively.
NIRS
Near-infrared spectroscopy is a light-based imaging technique that may be of great value in our studies. In
particular, our system, NIRScout, is an ultra-compact and scalable solution for applications where flexibility is the
dominant concern. This system is ideally suited for longitudinal studies with children, combined EEG-functional
NIRS studies and freely moving studies. For instance, it provides a flexible methodology for measuring cortical
activity during overt speech production while avoiding some of the limitations of traditional imaging technologies.
The BCBL Nirscout has eight illumination points and sixteen sensors, can enlarge, is EEG-compatible and has
three available caps form baby- to infant-studies.
COMPUTING FACILITIES
The BCBL Information System provides high degrees of performance, reliability and availability of both data and
computing resources. High-performance computing clusters allow the execution of sophisticated data analyses.
Network services facilitate secure data sharing within and between research teams. The extensive software
resources include tools for the development and execution of experimental tasks, data processing, and production
of scientific communications. Fast delivery of network services is guaranteed by a high-speed optical backbone
network.
Eduroam (Educational Roaming) is an international project to provide a single Wi-Fi space in the member
institutions. The objective is to deliver an Internet connection service most easily and transparently. The BCBL is
integrated into the eduroam network, so the visitors/people from other institutions integrated in the eduroam
network who are in transit at the BCBL are able to use our Wi-Fi service. In the same way, our staff members in
transit can use the Wi-Fi service in the associated institutions.
The BCBL also has full access to the ATLAS High performance computing cluster located at the DIPC.
Researchers thus have all the information technology that they need to design, execute, analyse, and report on
an almost unlimited range of behavioural and neuroscientific investigations of language and cognition.
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Financial planning: quantification and economic justification

1.4.

1.4.1. Budget
This section should include (Max. 3 pages):
Include information on the expenses for the period 2018-2021. All the expenses must be justified by
means of a detailed description of its specific destination.
Include the table supplied in the Excel file.
2018-2021 PERIOD

BUDGET

2018

%

2019

%

2020

%

2021

%

TOTAL 20182021

Personnel

3.167.182

68,15%

3.808.686

67,95%

3.468.128

62,16%

3.540.967

70,64%

13.984.963

Other costs

1.337.906

28,79%

1.671.264

29,82%

1.942.053

34,81%

1.390.000

27,73%

6.341.223

142.555

3,07%

125.281

2,24%

169.568

3,04%

82.000

1,64%

519.404

4.647.643

100,00%

5.605.231

100,00%

5.579.749

100,00%

5.012.967

100,00%

20.845.590

Investm ents (total)
TOTAL BUDGET

Personnel
The expenditure on the BCBL personnel has entailed, on average, a 69 % of the total annual budget of the
centre. Thus, it has been the major expenditure item.
The BCBL personnel are distributed in 3 main departments: Research Personnel, Lab Personnel, and Admin and
Technical Personnel. The total expenditure gets divided into these three items as follows:

BERC
2018-2021
Euros

PROJECTS
2018-2021
Euros

GRANTS
2018-2021
Euros

TOTAL
2018-2021
Euros

RESEARCH PERSONNEL
Staff Scientist
Postdoc
Predoc

250.455
150.811
140.260

556.074
1.551.164
454.357

1.007.121
2.258.365
3.103.429

1.813.650
3.960.340
3.698.046

LAB PERSONNEL

729.073

1.457.974

6.744

2.193.791

ADMINISTRATION
Admin and Technical

1.692.695

593.290

33.151

2.319.136

TOTAL
Funding percentage

2.963.294
21%

4.612.859
33%

6.408.810
46%

13.984.963
100%

It is also relevant to outline the origin of the funds supporting the cost of the BCBL personnel. Funding derives
from three different resources: Grants, Research Projects and General Budget of the BCBL (BERC programme).
The average distribution of these three origins can also be seen in the chart.
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Other management costs

This item includes all the BCBL costs that are not related to personnel or investments. Therefore, it is broad and
varied in terms of the nature of the expenses. See below the items detailed for every year:

2018

2019

2020

2021

Average

OTHER COSTS
Other management costs
Renting of facilities
Other renting costs (venues, assets, etc.)
Works, repair and maintenance
Conference Proceedings Abroad
Publications
Social Expenses
Participants, lab specific tools and Helium
IT related expenses
Other general costs (electricity, insurances, indirect costs, etc.)
Tax Inspection
TOTAL
FUNDING SOURCE: BERC
FUNDING SOURCE: GRANTS AND RESEARCH PROJECTS

(estimated figures)
259.443
70.557
90.000
40.000
45.000
25.000
120.000
32.000
708.000

289.709
47.778
167.915
163.793
18.453
28.379
160.304
64.571
397.004

268.501
68.465
177.928
249.577
18.344
30.345
170.607
38.944
648.553

256.601
67.479
114.916
39.368
24.609
24.691
78.069
23.039
499.605
813.676

1.337.906

1.671.264

1.942.053

1.390.000

41%
59%

35%
65%

76%
24%

54%
46%

268.564
63.570
137.690
123.184
26.601
27.104
132.245
39.638
563.291
203.419

17%
4%
9%
8%
2%
2%
8%
3%
36%
13%

1.585.306 100%
51%
49%

Importantly, the Operational Costs of the BCBL are supported by general funds (BERC grant), as well as other
grants and research projects, both in direct and indirect expenditure items, depending on its nature. The evolution
over the years has been towards increasing self-finance capability, considering this derives from sources
unrelated to the BERC programme.

There has been an exception, in 2020, as a consequence of a tax inspection that overcharged BERC budget with
a significant extra expense.

The most significant items are outlined in the following cost breakdown:
a)
b)

c)

d)
e)

Renting: See chapter 1.4.3. Cost of renting of premises.
Work, repair, and maintenance: The BCBL subcontracts the maintenance work for the offices and lab
building, and also for some technical and IT equipment. Depending on the budget available and the need
for each year, the maintenance expense can vary significantly.
Conference proceedings abroad: It has historically been a quite high expense item, normally covered by
grants/projects’ specific budget. During 2020 and 2021, the expense amount has decreased significantly
as a consequence of the Covid19 Pandemic situation.
Participants, lab-specific tools, and Helium: See chapter 1.4.4. Degree of lab-based practical work of the
centre
Other general costs: This item includes a great variety of expense categories. The main ones are
detailed in the table below:
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f)

Electricity
Telephony
Insurances
Consultancy
Outreach
Cleaning services
Taxes
Bank expenses

2018
99.676
13.563
16.761
73.433
53.506
31.408
24.870
12.352

2019
94.649
14.240
22.668
126.685
62.071
35.224
107.466
11.149

2020
60.253
12.672
13.571
72.933
34.972
17.640
80.205
28.233

2021
85.000
14.000
18.000
79.000
9.000
36.117
103.553
125.000

TOTAL

325.570

474.152

320.479

469.670

TOTAL CATEGORY

397.004
82%

648.553
73%

499.605
64%

708.000
66%

Tax Inspection: In early 2020 the BCBL finished a Tax Inspection that started in April 2018. In 2020 it
meant an extraordinary expense of €813.676. The Tax Inspection finished with negotiation, due to the
ambiguity of the criteria and the difficulty of the calculations.

Investments
Investments in fixed assets are a major item in the BCBL since the labs and technical equipment need to be kept
abreast with the necessary updates and upgrades and get adapted to the growth of the centre, both in terms of
the amount of personnel, as well as participants in the lab and data derived from the studies. Therefore, the
investments made vary in nature, being the lab and IT facilities the most remarkable. See below the yearly
breakdown by categories:

2018

2019

2020

2021

TOTAL

SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE
LAB EQUIPMENT
GENERAL INVESTMENTS

106.576
19.293
16.686

90.400
32.860
2.021

84.054
84.900
614

TOTAL

142.555

125.281

169.568

82.000

519.404

58%
42%

32%
68%

9%
91%

49%
51%

34%
66%

INVESTMENTS

FUNDING SOURCE: BERC
FUNDING SOURCE: GRANTS AND RESEARCH PROJECTS

estimated figures
62.000
17.000
3.000

343.030
154.053
22.321

As can be seen at the bottom of the table, funding of investments fluctuates yearly depending on the available
grants.
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1.4.2. Incomes
This section should include (Max. 3 pages):
Detail of all the financial sources obtained for the period 2018-2021.
Justify the information provided and include the table supplied in the Excel file.
PERIOD 2018-2021
INCOMES (BERC only)
PUBLIC FUNDING
BERC program m e
UPV/EHU funding
IKUR funding
Other Basque funding
CSIC funding
Other Spanish funding
EU & International funding
Other funding
PRIVATE FUNDING
R+D contracts

%

TOTAL

%

4.178.755

2018

%
89,91%

4.662.134

2019

%
83,17%

4.056.149

2020

%
81,69%

4.323.593

2021

86,25%

17.220.631

85,12%

1.367.868

29,43%

1.350.875

24,10%

1.350.875

27,21%

1.350.875

26,95%

5.420.493

26,79%

1.000

0,02%

1.000

0,02%

1.000

0,02%

1.000

0,02%

4.000

0,02%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

456.794

9,83%

225.401

4,02%

393.873

7,93%

386.613

7,71%

1.462.681

7,23%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

1.873.449

40,31%

2.157.627

38,49%

1.155.042

23,26%

1.569.080

31,30%

6.755.198

33,39%

469.806

10,11%

927.231

16,54%

1.155.359

23,27%

1.016.025

20,27%

3.568.421

17,64%

9.838

0,21%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

9.838

0,05%

468.888

10,09%

943.097

16,83%

909.055

18,31%

689.374

13,75%

3.010.414

14,88%

6.057

0,13%

61.644

1,10%

34.138

0,69%

16.177

0,32%

118.016

0,58%

patronage

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

donations

13.000

0,28%

12.000

0,21%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

25.000

0,12%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

449.831

9,68%

869.453

15,51%

874.917

17,62%

673.197

13,43%

2.867.398

14,17%

4.647.643

100,00%

5.605.231

100,00%

4.965.204

100,00%

5.012.967

100,00%

20.231.045

100,00%

returns via patents, licencing…
other private funding
TOTAL INCOME (m ust m atch total
budget)

(*) In 2020 Expenses and Incomes do not match. This is because the BCBL needed to take part in the Net Equity to afford the extraordinary expense derived from a Tax
Inspection which finished with negotiation, due to the ambiguity of the criteria and the difficulty of the calculations. The amount afforded by Net Equity has been €614.545.

The left chart below shows the budget distribution amongst the main expense families. Besides, the right chart
shows an income distribution detail regarding the funding origin.

Concerning the origin distribution, the following chart shows the evolution of each funding item during the 20182021 period:
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BERC grant has been the steadiest one during these four years, which gives the BCBL’s budget consistency and
security.

The rest of the Basque Funding family includes
personal grants and competitive projects as well as
some incomes related to conference organisation, and
other specific general grants.
The “Basque Funding Evolution” chart displays the
path that all these grants have followed during the last
4 years.

The Spanish funding item includes a wide variety of
personnel grants and projects, which can change from
one year to another. However, the substantial drop
between 2019 and 2020 belongs to the funding derived
from the Severo Ochoa programme which ended in the
first months of 2020 (General Grant in the chart).
The “Spanish Funding Evolution” graph shows the
details about the evolution of these funding sources.

EU and International Funding increased significantly
from 2018 to 2021. Here, we can find mainly Marie
Curie personal grants and ERC Research Projects.
This chart shows the evolution of personal grants and
Research projects.
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This chart shows the investment made by the
Basque Government’s BERC programme
(direct support) for the years 2009-2020, as
well as the competitive grants obtained during
the same period. This indicates that the
“investment” made by the BERC programme
has a €1.33 per euro payback coming from
external competitive support (profitability of
133 %).
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1.4.3. Cost of renting of premises
This section should include (Max. 2 pages):
Please indicate the expenses in renting the premises or building for the period 2018-2021. Include
documents (invoices) of the expenses in order to justify the cost and any comment or additional
information that could be taken into consideration in this regard.
Justify the information provided and include the table supplied in the Excel file.

Additional information
BUDGET (BERC only)

2018

Cost of renting of facilities

289.709

2019
268.501

2020
256.601

2021
259.443

TOTAL 20182021
1.074.254

The renting cost of the buildings during the period 2018 - 2020 is detailed in the table above, and it is
approximately 5 % of the total annual budget of the centre. Such cost is distributed amongst premises of the
st
nd
Technology Park of Miramón, where the offices (1 and 2 floor) and lab (ground floor) are located, and an
auxiliary lab in the Korta building, belonging to the UPV/EHU. The rental costs are divided as follows amongst the
aforementioned premises:
Miramón building:
In 2020, the rental fee of the premises the BCBL uses
inside building number 69 of the Technology Park of
Miramón amounted to 252.622,92 euros (VAT incl.). Find
outlined below the monthly invoices. Moreover, a copy of
three of these invoices is attached to this document
(Annex 2 – Finance Planning - Invoices). The offices and
head lab of the BCBL are located in these premises,
representing the main location of the centre.

Renting Expenses: Miramón Euros VAT Excl. Euros VAT Incl.
Vendor
January
17.398,27
21.051,91 Parke Gipuzkoa
February
17.398,27
21.051,91 Parke Gipuzkoa
March
17.398,27
21.051,91 Parke Gipuzkoa
April
17.398,27
21.051,91 Parke Gipuzkoa
May
17.398,27
21.051,91 Parke Gipuzkoa
June
17.398,27
21.051,91 Parke Gipuzkoa
July
17.398,27
21.051,91 Parke Gipuzkoa
August
17.398,27
21.051,91 Parke Gipuzkoa
September
17.398,27
21.051,91 Parke Gipuzkoa
October
17.398,27
21.051,91 Parke Gipuzkoa
November
17.398,27
21.051,91 Parke Gipuzkoa
December
17.398,27
21.051,91 Parke Gipuzkoa
TOTAL

208.779,24

252.622,92
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Invoice Number
FV20/0018
FV20/0189
FV20/0380
FV20/0660
FV20/0757
FV20/0934
FV20/1123
FV20/1287
FV20/1598
FV20/1616
FV20/1784
FV20/1940

Invoice Date
21/01/2020
03/02/2020
02/03/2020
21/04/2020
04/05/2020
01/06/2020
02/07/2020
07/08/2020
08/09/2020
02/10/2020
02/11/2020
02/12/2020

Korta building:

The premises rented by the BCBL in the Korta building, belonging to the
UPV/EHU, houses a small but highly-valued and necessary auxiliary lab to
be close to the university community, which is of great importance in the
research area at issue. See below the invoices of the rental fees in detail:

Renting Expenses: Korta Euros VAT Excl.
January - March
1.705,05
September
568,35
October
568,35
November - December
1.136,70
TOTAL

Vendor
UPV/EHU
UPV/EHU
UPV/EHU
UPV/EHU

Invoice Number
Liquidación nº 1/2020
Liquidación nº 2/2020
Liquidación nº 3/2020
Liquidación nº 4/2020

Invoice Date
16/01/2020
16/09/2020
13/10/2020
03/11/2020

3.978,45

In this case, invoices are VAT-free and amount to 1.705,05 euros per quarter. In 2020, the UPV/EHU considered
leaving the renting for free from April to August as a consequence of the COVID19 crisis. That can be seen in the
Invoicing table. A copy of one of these quarterly settlements is annexed to this document (Annex 2 – Finance
Planning - Invoices).
TOTAL 2018-2021:

Additional information
BUDGET (BERC only)
Cost of renting of facilities

2018
289.709
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2019
268.501

2020
256.601

2021
259.443

TOTAL 20182021
1.074.254

1.4.4. Degree of lab-based practical work of the centre
This section should include (Max. 3 pages):
Please indicate the expenses undertaken for research-related tasks such as equipment, reagents,
specific tools or similar, needed to carry out experiments, for the period 2018-2021. Include documents
(invoices) of the expenses in order to justify the cost and any comment or additional information that could
be taken into consideration in this regard.
Justify the information provided and include the table supplied in the Excel file.

The activity of the BCBL lab is the basis of the research work performed at the centre. The table below shows the
main expenses related to the work of the BCBL lab by item and year:

Additional information
BUDGET (BERC only)

2018

2019

2020

TOTAL 20182021

2021

Cost of renting of facilities

289.709

268.501

256.601

259.443

1.074.254

Cost of the lab-based practical w ork of the BERC

834.523

1.033.215

574.298

647.157

3.089.193

equipm ent

610

32.860

84.900

10.000

0

0

0

0

0

specific tools

55.549

25.648

5.357

24.000

110.555

m aintenance of facilities

69.058

74.579

22.041

3.000

168.679

Participants

56.181

87.615

30.952

92.374

267.123

604.551

755.170

389.287

444.783

2.193.791

48.573

57.343

41.760

73.000

220.676

reagents

Personnel
Helium

128.370

Maintenance of facilities
The cost included in this section corresponds to the maintenance expense for the Magnetoencephalography
(MEG).
This service has been very important for the correct running of the machine in previous years, but in 2020 and
2021 the BCBL’s budget has been quite short, and keeping the full maintenance service was not affordable. That
is why the expense has decreased significantly in 2020 and 2021.

Equipment
The highest investment in the BCBL lab has been
carried on in 2020, and was the purchase of the
PROPixx projector, the Eye tracker and all the
accessories needed for the system, such as
screen, lens, illuminator, etc. The cost of the
whole system amounted to 73.308 euros.
This investment was funded by two “Plan Nacional” projects: trainSynchro and OSC-PAD, by PreSpeech Marie
Curie Grant, and by Piermatteo Morucci’s La Caixa Inphinit Grant.
A copy of the invoices is annexed to this document (Annex 2 – Finance Planning - Invoices).
Another significant investment was made in 2018, for a total amount of 40,600 euros. It is the online platform for
the management of Neure software, for the diagnosis of specific language disorders.
This investment was funded by the Severo Ochoa program, and by a direct funding from Gipuzkoa Local
Government.
A copy of the invoices is annexed to this document (Annex 2 – Finance Planning - Invoices).
Specific Tools

Within this section, many costs associated with the daily running of the lab are included:
lab material (syringes, gel, adaptors, towels, etc.), small replacements for the different
techniques (e.g., bulbs), specific materials to carry out particular tests, etc.
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The centre has selected the items of higher value and outlines its concepts in the chart below:

Vendor
Cambridge Research Systems
Asociación Instituto Biodonostia
Bionic Iberica, SA
Nesplora SL
A-2 Alquiler Audiovisual SL
Abyntek Biopharma SL
Bioef
Bioef
Bionic Iberica, SA
Bionic Iberica, SA
Bionic Iberica, SA
Bionic Iberica, SA
Bionic Iberica, SA

Invoice
9412
2018/8/324
18/2232
VEN/2018/0739
2019/A/102
1 001240
2019/1/55
2019/1/170
19/866
19/1074
19/1450
20/455
20/1756

Date
07/30/2018
09/21/2018
11/25/2018
11/09/2018
04/02/2019
02/21/2019
04/17/2019
12/31/2019
04/30/2019
05/28/2019
07/24/2019
03/03/2020
11/24/2020

Concept
fORP 4 Button Bimanual.
Microarray Processing. Genotyping for project PCIN-2015-061 Multilateral.
32 Electrodes Set. 64 positions cap.
Virtual Reality Kit.
Panasonic Lamps.
Saliva Self collection kit (OG-500).
Preservation of 4068 DNA samples from saliva, during 2018 year.
Preservation of 4068 DNA samples from saliva, during 2019 year.
CAC-32-X16: 12 Spare caps for Nirs. Syringes. Gel applicators.
Abralyti 2000-Gel. Medium washer. Cotton buds.
Abralyti 2000-Gel. Medium washer. Cotton buds.
Abralyti 2000-Gel. Medium washer. Cotton buds.
Abralyti 2000-Gel. Medium washer. Cotton buds.

Total Euros
1.020
44.865
5.370
1.160
2.112
4.730
1.220
1.220
2.423
870
904
860
866

A copy of three of these invoices is annexed to this document (Annex 2 – Finance Planning - Invoices).
Participants
The BCBL needs to obtain data of
participants coming to the lab in order to
carry out the research developed in the
centre. Participants of all ages and social
groups turn to our premises, and the
amount has risen exponentially year after
year since the BCBL opened in 2009.
The cost of participants that the BCBL
defrays is a small compensation payment
that is offered in turn for the time and
effort they devote to science.
The monthly distribution of the expense
during the period 2018-2020 it is shown in
the following graph.

In July 2019 the graph shows an abrupt growth of the amount spent. The
reason is that, at the end of July, there was a significant payment related to a
whole project participation expense. It corresponded to the Adinberri project
and there were 78 gratified participants.
In 2020, during the period between March–July, the lab was closed and the
activity stopped. That is why there is no green line in the graph for those
months. In July some online studies started to run, and the online
participation procedure was set.

In order to manage adequately payments to participants, all transactions are duly registered in a book at the lab,
including relevant information such as the name of the study, the date, the principal investigator, name and ID of
the participant, the payable amount, and signature corresponding to the payment made.
Recently, there is also online participation which is compensated through Paypal or bank transfer. However, all
the previously detailed data are also registered in these cases.
Sometimes, besides the monetary compensation, the BCBL offers a small present (voucher for spa, little toy for
children, T-shirts, etc.) to participants. This cost is also included in the previous figures.
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Personnel
The personnel related to the activity performed in the lab comprises the staff members in charge (Lab Managers)
the coordinators of each technique (Lab Coordinators) and the team of Research Assistants, whose duties are to
help the research team to prepare and carry out the experiments at the centre.

The cadre of personnel below shows the total expenditure on BCBL personnel for the last audited year (2020).
Out of that total amount, 11,22 % was designated to Lab Personnel, that is, 389.287 euros. Detailed cost in euros
by category is also included.
BERC
2020
Euros
Nº
RESEARCH STAFF
Staff Scientist
Postdoc
Predoc
Research Assistant
ADMINISTRATION STAFF
Administration
Labs
IT
Neure

PROJECTS
2020
Euros
Nº

GRANTS
2020
Euros
Nº

0
38.186
38.730
0

0,0
0,7
1,0
0,0

102.311
291.191
63.849
304.998

2,6
8,7
4,0
18,1

317.570
741.524
870.510
0

215.664
84.289
148.760
0

5,8
3,0
3,0
0,0

155.012
0
16.686
78.848

5,5
0
1
3,0

0
0
0
0

TOTAL
2020
Euros
Nº

5,7 419.881
14,0 1.070.901
35,0 973.089
0,0 304.998

0
0
0
0

8,3
23,4
40,0
18,1

370.676
84.289
165.446
78.848

11,2
3,0
3,8
3,0
110,8

TOTAL SALARY COSTS

525.629
15%

13,5 1.012.895
29%

42,6 1.929.604
56%

54,7 3.468.128
100%

Other Personnel expenses
TOTAL PERSONNEL EXPENSES

13.206
538.835

0
1.012.895

11.485
1.941.089

24.691
3.492.819

Helium

Helium supply is of vital importance for the BCBL lab since both MEG and MRI use it for operating.
The Magnetic Resonance machine gets filled with helium approximately every three months, whereas the MEG
gets filled almost weekly. In the previous graph, the expense peaks can be seen for the months in which the
resonance machine gets the fill.
In 2020, there have been some months where the Helium expense has decreased significantly. It was due to the
Covid19 pandemics, which forced the labs to close.
A copy of three of these invoices is annexed to this document (Annex 2 – Finance Planning - Invoices)
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1.5.

Future development of the centre

This section should include (Max. 2 pages):
A view on the next steps of the centre after 2025.
The BCBL, on the horizon of 2025, is determined to become:
1.

A world reference point and hub for multidisciplinary research in Cognitive Neuroscience of Language, where
research excellence goes hand in hand with the versatile capacity to develop innovative projects with a high
impact in Education and Health. Following the advice from the ISAB and the BERC Evaluation committee, we
expect to consolidate the current 12 research groups and create 2 to 5 additional groups to strengthen the
research lines described in this report, including ageing, stroke, computational modelling and advanced
methods for cognitive neuroscience as our initial priorities. We expect that each research team will focus
primarily on a research line, but we also expect researchers from different groups to collaborate with
members of other groups and other research institutions, since one of the strengths of the BCBL is its
interdisciplinary character. One of the keys for consolidating the research lines will be the capacity to attract
and retain talent. In addition, in order to reach our goals, we foresee stronger collaborations with other highprofile international entities as well as entities of the Basque network for science and technology, thanks
mainly to the IKUR programme. Finally, to reach and maintain this goal, we will continue attracting resources
by participating in different calls at various levels, including the Basque Government, the Spanish
Government, the EU and other international agencies. In addition, in line with our commitment to
communicate science at different levels, we will continue organising scientific events and events for the
general public.

2.

A field leader in terms of how to adapt, advance and transform the outcome
of fundamental research into products and services to society, through
collaboration with diverse educational and health institutions. For instance,
in order to find an outlet for the knowledge generated by the basic research
of the centre, and offer added value, more services and products to
society through innovation. The BCBL will be present in three fields that
are essential to the welfare state and the future of the country: Biosciences,
Health Care and Education. In Health Care specifically, apart from the
projects that are already in place with leading bodies in the research and
treatment of the elderly, we will continue collaborating with the
neurosurgeons of Hospital Cruces to provide presurgical, surgical and
postsurgical mapping, helping to increase the quality of life of patients that need brain surgery. This is a very
innovative project that combines basic research and assistance to patients. In addition, we will continue
developing cognitive tools to remediate neurodegeneration and brain damage (e.g., aphasia,).
Another pillar of society is Education. The BCBL, given its mission and its
lines of research, will be actively present in studies related to learning
(e.g., learning a second language) and learning disabilities (e.g., SLI,
dyslexia, dyscalculia), especially in a bilingual environment. We are
already collaborating with various schools both in Donostia and Vitoria.
Moreover, in the Sagrado Corazón School of the Carmelite order in
Vitoria, we will continue running experiments in our permanent Junior
Lab in order to perform longitudinal experiments on the children attending
the school more conveniently. In addition, we keep a close relationship
with Dislebi (Basque association for dyslexia) among other associations. It is quite likely that the BCBL will
produce knowledge that can be transferred to the educational area, including information regarding typical
processes and how these can be improved (e.g., when a foreign language will best be assimilated), as well
as knowledge regarding individual differences and learning disabilities and how these can be helped. In
addition, the BCBL is providing assessment tools for the diagnosis of several learning disabilities (dyslexia
and SLI) both in Spanish and Basque, a current demand from society and professionals. Additionally, the
BCBL will provide software for diagnosis and intervention in developmental disorders, and also through
“Neure Clinic”, specialised diagnosis for developmental disorders, based on behavioural and neuroimaging
data. This initiative is based on the experience acquired throughout years of research and, in view of the
opportunity provided by the availability of a first-rate human team and scientific equipment, we have the
opportunity to combine the existing capacities and new technologies to transfer part of the scientific
nd
advances of the BCBL to society (2 axis of Basque Government’s Euskadi 2020 programme) in the form
of a product and a service.

3.

A driving force and catalyst for important projects in the Research Development and Innovation (R+D+i)
system within the HORIZON EUROPE framework. These types of projects should also help to create
synergies that in turn lead to a more comprehensive restructuring of the country. This, in turn, will contribute
to building bridges and common projects among the general public and private bodies belonging to the
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R+D+i system, within the Spanish Strategy of Science and innovation and also aligned to HORIZON
EUROPE programme and Basque Government’s science strategies such as the Technology and Science
Plan—PCTI Euskadi 2030—, the RIS3 Basque Strategy and the IKUR programme. The added value
provided by the BCBL regarding knowledge transfer can contribute to the achievement of the societal
challenges of these programmes, by means of breakthrough solutions from multi-disciplinary collaborations.
4.

An environment that provides young people in the postdoctoral stages of their careers, highly qualified and
specialised international researchers and administrative and technical staff with the opportunity to develop
unusual and ambitious projects in excellent conditions. It is vital for the BCBL to be attractive in this regard.
Nevertheless, we should also take into account that competition in Europe is very intense, so agile
adaptations to changing interests in the field, the development of new techniques, and to available funding
schemes are paramount.

5.

A centre that provides an optimal work atmosphere with an international and multicultural environment for
research; this will help promote the creation of hard-working international and interdisciplinary teams,
summarised in the next points:
a.

Team (Human Resources): People are the key success factor of our strategy. The BCBL is a whole,
where researchers, managers and support personnel work together on a team-based and collaborative
way. We look for polyvalent (e.g., combination of different methods or one method to different theoretical
questions) and complementary (e.g., diverse theoretical backgrounds and expertise in advanced
methods) profiles so that each individual can develop a successful career.

b.

Innovation (Processes): Innovation and creativity are the soul of our activity. We yearn for excellence in
everything we do, fostering people participation. To that end, we recruit personnel from a wide range of
areas who are experts in their particular domain.

c.

Coherence (Excellence): The human resources are aware of the aims established by our governing
bodies, so our infrastructures, equipment and working habits are consistent with the objectives of
excellence.

d.

Knowledge (Transfer): The way to connect our human resources, innovation and excellence to society
by the educational, health and social entities.

The support from the BERC action will be an opportunity to place the BCBL at the forefront of Cognitive
Neuroscience with outstanding research facilities competing for the best human resources with the best centres
worldwide. The BCBL has a remarkable trajectory since it was founded, leading to its current status as a top
research institute in the world. That can then lead to how getting the highest support from the BERC framework
will provide a major new push upward, accelerating what is already a really impressive trajectory. BCBL is very
competitive in attracting young researchers. In overall terms, we are optimistic about the chances of success in
the planned prospective activities. Updating our facilities will help us to continue to produce frontier research and
keep being attractive to recruit new research personnel. Additionally, the support from the BERC initiative will help
to increase our human resources to strengthen some of our strategic research lines.
The BCBL has rapidly evolved in the first term of its academic life and, at present, its management schemes and
international reputation allow us to be much more effective on the attraction and recruitment processes.
Undoubtedly, the highest support from the BERC schema will strengthen our position in the world. In this sense,
this funding scheme is expected to create a chain reaction. This initial funding would greatly enhance our ability to
secure additional major funding sources, excellent researchers, and new and updated equipment to continue our
work far into the future.
Finally, the actions described in the document to be taken to achieve the goals of the centre developed through
the research lines with the increased human resources and research facilities will have a tremendous impact on
the quality and quantity of our research and the generation of new knowledge for not only the scientific community
but for society at large. This is because language is so inherently central to our everyday lives, education, health,
and overall well-being. Consequently, deepening our understanding of language and using that knowledge for the
benefit of society is expected to be an equally-central line of scientific inquiry. We have a trajectory in mind to
accomplish precisely this with the critical help from the BERC framework.
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1.6.

Contribution and integration in the Basque Science System
1.6.1. Alignment with the Basque Science Policy

This section should include (Max. 2 pages):
Description of the Alignment with Basque Science Policy, the Research and Innovation Strategies for
Smart Specialisation RIS3 Euskadi and with the PCTI Euskadi 2030. Impact in the Basque Country of the
research carried out in the centre.
Alignment with Basque Science Policy and Regional Research and Innovation Strategies for Smart
Specialisation
The Basque Government, in its Strategic Priority Action Plan for Smart Specialisation of Euskadi RIS3, has
defined 3 priorities of smart specialisation related to advanced manufacturing, energy and bioscience, in its bid
for diversifying the economy of Euskadi towards areas of great development potential, and to respond to the
major challenges our society will face in the future, including those linked to health and population ageing. The
BCBL’s strategy fits perfectly in the Bioscience field, since it is an active part of the scientific and technological
network of high-level competences existing in Euskadi, focusing on the human-health segment, including healthy
ageing, health and education. Furthermore, the BCBL endeavours to cover the actual gap between fundamental
research and the market with technology transfer initiatives, like the aforementioned in the 1.5.2 subsection of the
present report, following the recommendations of the RIS3 priorities classification as the basis for defining the
way to address their development within the Strategy for Smart Specialisation of Euskadi 2030, in which one of
the priorities with evidence of scientific strengths, but limited business capability, is human health.
Amongst the ongoing BCBL research projects, it is worth mentioning here a couple of innovative ones as an
example of our alignment with the RIS3 priorities, strategies for smart specialisation and PCTI Euskadi 2030
objectives: i) Presurgical mapping. Project in which we have designed and tested individualised protocol for
presurgical mapping using MRI and MEG that provide useful information to the Hospital Universitario Cruces
neurosurgeons for their interventions with each specific patient with low-grade gliomas involving language areas
in the brain. These individualised mappings can be implemented in other health centres at the local, national and
international levels treating this type of brain tumour. ii) In a large project focused on dyslexia, we are developing
and adapting a new protocol for the diagnosis of this developmental disorder in Basque and mapping the reading
circuitry at different ages based on typical and atypical readers in the province of Gipuzkoa. This project will not
only allow evaluating dyslexia reliably and validly in Basque-speaking populations, but also will help to elucidate
the neural markers associated with developmental dyslexia, which in the mid-term may help us to develop new
intervention programmes for the 5-10% of the population suffering this language disorder.
In this ambitious long-term programme (2030), the Basque Government aspires to position the Basque Country
as a scientific pole of international reference with opportunities for development in the scientific-technological
areas to be promoted. BCBL collaborates actively in these areas of Neurosciences and High Performance
Computing and will contribute to achieving the objectives of the Basque Government by promoting our scientific
capacity. We will do so by generating and attracting talent and providing ourselves with infrastructures that
reinforce our research lines as well as collaboration with the other BERCs associated with each IKUR, as well as
and with the other agents of the Basque Science and Technology Network, generating value from basic research.

1.6.2. Collaboration with Basque entities
This section should include (Max. 2 pages):
Description of the collaboration frameworks or agreements with other public and private Basque entities.
Our collaboration framework is fundamentally focused on the fields of basic research, health and education.
Basic Research
The Basque Government has made an important effort over the last 10 years to support R&D through different
programmes and initiatives. Ikerbasque and the CIC/BERC programmes, both of which the BCBL is involved in,
are just a few examples of such initiatives. In order to reach our aforementioned goals, we foresee stronger
collaborations with other entities of the Basque network for science and technology, such as the Achucarro
Basque Centre for Neuroscience, BCMaterials and the BCAM (Basque Centre for Applied Mathematics). These
collaborations will facilitate the development of improved computational tools to investigate, for instance, brain
connectivity.
Health Care
In Health Care specifically, apart from the projects that are already in place with leading bodies in the research
and treatment of the elderly, such as the Donostia Hospital, BioCruces and Biodonostia, we aim to promote
new bonds and joint projects with these and other centres dedicated to aging. In particular, we will build on our
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initial collaboration with the Hospital Donostia in San Sebastián to research neurodegeneration, Parkinson,
aphasia and children with hearing loss. Furthermore, for the aphasia project we have started collaborating with
Aita Menni, a health centre focused on brain damage.
In addition, we will continue collaborating with the neurosurgeons of Hospital de Cruces to provide pre-surgical,
surgical (via brain stimulation) and post-surgical mapping, helping to increase the quality of life of patients that
have a certain brain tumour in the language area. In the near future, we will also extend our collaborations to
ECoG (electrocorticography) for patients with epilepsy that need resection of brain tissue, as we have gained
expertise in this method.
Education
Another fundamental pillar of society is Education. The BCBL, given its
mission and its lines of research, is and will be actively present in studies
related to learning (e.g., learning a second language) and learning
disabilities (e.g., specific language impairment, dyslexia, dyscalculia),
especially in a bilingual environment. Furthermore, during these years the
BCBL has set up additional collaborations with several institutions of the Basque Science and Education System.
We are already collaborating with various schools both in Donostia and Vitoria. Moreover, in the Sagrado
Corazón School of the Carmelite order in Vitoria, we agreed to install a permanent BCBL Junior Lab
laboratory that is running since 2011 in order to more conveniently perform longitudinal experiments on the
children attending the school. In addition, we keep a close relationship with Dislebi (Basque association for
dyslexia) and TEL Euskadi (Basque association for Specific Language Impairment) among other associations.
The BCBL is generating knowledge that can be transferred to the educational area, including information
regarding typical processes and how these can be improved (e.g., when a foreign language will best be
assimilated), as well as knowledge regarding individual differences and learning disabilities and how these can be
helped. In addition, the BCBL is in the final process to provide assessment tools for the diagnosis of several
learning disabilities (dyslexia, dyscalculia and SLI) both in Spanish and Basque, currently demanded by society
and professionals.
The Euskampus Campus of International Excellence (CEI Euskampus) is a project that aims to place the
Basque Country in a position of global leadership regarding education, research activities and its capacity for
innovation and knowledge transfer. The CEI Euskampus has been conceived with a long-term commitment and
with the aim of becoming a key element for the achievement and development of relevant social and economic
values for the Basque Country, showing it to be an internationally competitive alliance that brings dynamism to
the research, the innovation and the economy of its surroundings. In March 2012, the BCBL signed a
collaboration agreement with Euskampus that includes the general collaboration framework between
EUSKAMPUS FUNDAZIOA and the BCBL. It defines the relations within the structure of the EUSKAMPUS
Project and through the EUSKAMPUS FUNDAZIOA that will be maintained between UPV/EHU and the BCBL for
the promotion of training, research and knowledge transfer, innovation and dissemination.
This partnership also provides support for the development of a high-quality postgraduate studies programme in
the UPV/EHU and the deployment of the Master’s and Doctorate School of the UPV/EHU within the context of the
International Excellence Campus.
The BCBL has also signed several agreements with different Basque faculties for the development of internship
programmes and practicum: Faculty of Psychology, Faculty of Philosophy and Educational Sciences,
Faculty of Arts (Letras), Faculty of Business EHU/UPV. University of Deusto, ESTE, Polytechnical
Institute of Easo, ISSA Universidad de Navarra.
Other collaboration agreements with Basque Science system entities
The BCBL has a very active and close collaboration with Ikerbasque, the
Basque foundation for science.
Adhered to i2Basque. i2BASQUE is a “Plan Euskadi en la Sociedad de la
Información” programme, developed by the Basque Government Education, Universities and Research
Department. It focuses on supporting the RDI community in the Basque Country, providing telecom and ICT
service infrastructures to Basque Science and Technology Network players.
There are also several research agreements and programmes ongoing with UPV/EHU research groups, like IXA
Taldea and ELEKIN.
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1.7. Composition and role of the International Scientific Advisory Committee (ISAC).
This section should include (Max. 2 pages):
Description of the composition of the ISAC, role and activities, including information on the evaluations,
follow-up and proofs of completion of the recommendations for the improvement of the centre.
The International Scientific Advisory Board (ISAB) of the BCBL, established in 2009, is an external strategic
body composed of renowned international researchers, all high-profile scientists with extensive experience in the
management and evaluation of top-tier research centres. The main role of the ISAB is to advise on the centre’s
orientation and overall strategy, providing an independent vision to guide our activities from an international
perspective. The fact that these high-profile scientists who were/are directors of international research centres
agreed to be on our ISAB speaks to the BCBL’s potential and drive to play a leading role in the international area.
The most recent reviews were received in September 2017 (full report), October 2019 (interim report) and
November 2020 (interim report). These are the current members of the ISAB:
George R. Mangun, Ph.D. (Chair)
Distinguished Professor of Psychology and Neurology
Director, Centre for Mind and Brain
Dean Emeritus of Social Sciences
University of California, Davis, U.S.A.
Anne Cutler, Ph.D.
Distinguished Professor, The MARCS Institute, Western Sydney University, Australia
Director Emeritus, Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, The Netherlands
William Marslen-Wilson, Ph.D.
Honorary Professor of Language & Cognition, Department of Experimental Psychology
Director Emeritus, MRC Cognition & Brain Sciences Unit, University of Cambridge, U.K.
James L. McClelland, Ph.D.
Lucie Stern Professor in the Social Sciences, Department of Psychology
Director, Centre for Mind, Brain and Computation, Stanford University, U.S.A.
Cathy J. Price, Ph.D.
Professor of Cognitive Neuroscience,
Director, Wellcome Centre for Human Neuroimaging
Queen Square Institute of Neurology
University College London, U.K.
Timothy Shallice, Ph.D.
Professor and Director Emeritus, Institute for Cognitive Neuroscience,
University College London, U.K.
Professor Emeritus, Scuola Internazionale Superiore di Studi Avanzati, Italy
These are the recommendations and conclusions according to the last report from the ISAB, dated November
2020 (all the recommendations made by the ISAB have been considered and actions implemented, as can be
read along this Strategic Plan):
III. Recommendations of the Scientific Advisory Committee
The Board offers the following specific recommendations and observations:
1. As the new Ph.D. programme grows, it will be important to gather specific and detailed information on
the outcomes of the graduates. This should include long-term follow up, such as whether they obtain
postdocs in leading labs, how they are funded in those training positions (individual fellowships, etc.). If
they go instead to industry or public sector positions, efforts should be made to find out whether they
remain in cognitive brain research. Over the long term, their success in obtaining independent positions
in academia or research institutes should also be tracked. This information should also be tracked for the
master’s students (e.g., do they pursue a Ph.D., etc.) and postdoctoral fellows.
2. The Impact of the Severo Ochoa grant has been of great importance for the development and success
of the BCBL, most notably in improving the research infrastructure (e.g., upgrade of the MRI), which is
critical for supporting the recruitment, success and retention of the best researchers. The Severo Ochoa
funding is one of the pillars upon which the BCBL has built its current truly excellent twelve research
groups. In addition, the Severo Ochoa support provided doctoral and postdoctoral scholars that
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additionally fuelled the research efforts at the BCBL, and this has had a major impact. We previously
recommended that the Director develop a strategic plan for continuing centre-wide support of this type,
which has been produced for 2021-2024. Without such support, many important projects might not be
possible, and the success of the BCBL as a whole might be slowed.
3. We applaud the Director and his colleagues for their commitment to and success in advancing
diversity and equity, but also encourage continued progress. Over time, there should be an increase in
the percentage of more senior researchers at the BCBL (e.g., full professors) who enhance diversity and
equity, including in gender diversity. It is praiseworthy that gender diversity is strong among the trainees
and early-career researchers, but it is equally important that the senior faculty members reflect this
diversity. With this in mind, the Board recommends planning that considers not only recruitment but
importantly retention of women and those contributing to diversity. It will be important to continue to
prepare early-career scientists for leadership roles. In this regard, the Director’s actions to create
leadership committees, and to distribute decision-making formally with the Group Leaders follow a very
positive direction.
4. The exceptionally successful programmes in outreach to both the scientific and non-scientific
communities are laudable, and these should be continued as a high priority of the BCBL. These are
noted in the Centre Strategic Plan 2021-2024, but the Board would recommend developing plans to deal
with the issues arising from the global pandemic with respect to hosting scientific meetings, and urges
the Director and faculty to consider how to advance novel means to continue the scientific outreach
under the current (and likely future) limitations in physical gathering.
5. Joint international grants, including with scientific agencies in the United States are encouraged, and
the ISAB believes that as stated in the new scientific plan, that US National Science Foundation,
National Institutes of Health, and private sources could provide additional research funding. Although this
is not usually the case for non-US entities, because two of the Group Leaders are US scientists who
maintain research capability at US universities, this opens the door for properly structured applications
for new awards.
6. The ISAB encourages the Director to advance scientific collaboration with the international vendors
(e.g., Siemens, Philips, Brain Products, etc.) that support the technology used at the BCBL for research.
We appreciate that the BCBL does pursue such collaborations, but suggest that widening those might
lead to advantages in upgrading existing infrastructure and/or replacing it with next-generation
equipment, software and options; for example, upgrades to the MEG or MRI systems.
IV. Conclusions
The ISAB finds that the BCBL has continued a high rate of productivity and successfully advanced its
mission since the full review in 2017. The Board was pleased with the responses to the 2017
recommendations, noting that in many cases the BCBL has gone beyond what was recommended.
Similarly, the new Centre Strategic Plan 2021-2024 is promising for guiding the BCBL forward. The high
quality of the faculty is evident in their continued career advancement, scientific success, and national
and international recognition. The ISAB supports the latest recruitments to the BCBL, as well as the
rapid progress of the training programmes. The Board also notes the international leadership shown by
the BCBL in sponsoring international meetings, and hosting popular scientific events that advance critical
theory in the field of language research. Outreach, technology transfer and societal impact are all
progressing well. The Director is to be congratulated for his continued focus on achievement, while also
championing diversity and equity. The BCBL has established itself as a vibrant international centre for
research and training in human language and brain function, and in so doing, provides impactful service
to society locally, nationally and internationally.
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2. Scientific Excellence and Research Quality: recent main
activities and achievements for 2018-2021
2.1. Research Programme(s)
This section should include (Max. 7 pages):
Main research objective(s) and description of the research activities, projects, lines deployed to meet
that/those objective(s). Results achieved: scientific publications, patents, licences… Social impact of the
research programmes carried out.
Main research objectives
The BCBL research objectives are the following:





To unravel the neurocognitive mechanisms involved in the acquisition, comprehension and production of
language.
To uncover the cognitive and brain mechanisms of reading and reading disabilities.
To develop research and innovation in Cognitive Neuroscience with particular emphasis on language
processing in multilingualism and second language learning.
To investigate language processing and language disorders in connection to brain surgery, brain damage,
and neurodegeneration.

To achieve these major research goals we (1) promote scientific research and national and international scientific
relations within the field of Cognitive Neuroscience and transfer the results of this research to the wider
socioeconomic community; (2) promote the transfer and dissemination of knowledge about Cognitive
Neuroscience of Language by means of organising courses, seminars, national and international conferences and
by other appropriate general communication means; (3) participate in undergraduate and postgraduate education
and training programmes and encourage the incorporation of young researchers to this field; (4) facilitate the
training and development of the BCBL personnel and to promote their collaboration across different lines of
research; (5) forge collaborative links and common interest areas with public and private institutions, centres and
industries, with the aim of providing research, training, technological and consultancy services to use the work
developed in the BCBL to the fullest economic and social advantage.
There are three major scientific discoveries (see full references below), together with their impact on society:
1.
2.

3.

Speech production may be bad for learning speech sounds (Baese-Berk & Samuel. 2016, JML). Impact:
Teaching a second language should avoid the production of foreign sounds by trainees.
People with dyslexia have a specific synchronization deficit in the delta frequency band (Molinaro et al.
2016, HBM). Impact: Potential use of neurofeedback to improve reading targeting the delta frequency
band.
Two ventral occipital temporal areas with different structural connections are involved in visual word
processing and their functional activation predicted reading behaviour (Lerma-Usabiaga, et al. 2018,
PNAS). Impact: Potential neuroanatomical markers for dyslexia

Description of the research lines
During the 2018-2021 period, the BCBL has developed activities and achieved key goals in each of its three
research lines to better understand how language works, what fails in language-related disorders, and ultimately
improve our theoretical models and the translational applications of language research. In particular, we have
made exciting translational advances by developing important tools for diagnosis and intervention. Below, we
briefly describe the main theoretical and empirical developments within these research lines, which have been
reinforced and reshaped following both BERC Evaluation Board’s improvement suggestions and the
recommendations from the ISAB:

1.1.1
A.

LINE 1: Language, Reading and Developmental Disorders

Language laterality in the brain

Left-right lateralisation is an important organising principle of the human brain. Specific lateralisation phenotypes
have been linked to susceptibility to neurocognitive disorders including language impairment, dyslexia, autism and
schizophrenia. We worked with the University of Bordeaux and the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics to
make important progress in defining these language-related functional lateralisation phenotypes in bilinguals,
using structural MRI as well as resting-state and task-related fMRI.
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B.

How language comprehension and production take place in the human brain

We have made significant advances in understanding how humans communicate using spoken language. Our
research examines production of speech, perception of speech, contextual factors that support speech
perception, how bilingualism affects spoken language processing and how words are represented and activated
in a “mental lexicon”. With respect to speech production, we have advanced our capacity to non-invasively image
and map brain activation during speech using novel MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) protocols in
collaboration with the Beckman Institute, Chicago, USA. This technique provides sufficient spatial resolution to
show how the individual speech organs and their inherent dependencies critical to fluent speech are controlled.
Using this novel protocol, we have been investigating natural variations in speech gestures by combining two
levels of empirical observation—kinematic and neural—to reveal the neuro-mechanical links underlying speech
production and associated disorders.
C.

Combining words into sentences: Agreement mechanisms

Our work has advanced towards a fully-fledged account of the mechanisms for combining words into sentences,
by focusing on agreement between two words. Our data have highlighted a clear functional, temporal and
neuroanatomical dissociation between two cognitive mechanisms that underpin agreement processing that are
respectively responsible for early checking and later interpretation. This work has provided the basis for
investigating such brain mechanisms in impaired (e.g., brain-damaged) and developing (e.g., second language
learner) linguistic systems.
D.

The role of our expectations in language processing

Our brain is a statistical machine constantly estimating upcoming (future) events. Predictive processes, alongside
prediction errors, are of paramount importance for learning. We have provided robust and replicable evidence for
language predictions. We have shown that the oscillatory activity (~4-8 Hz) in the auditory cortical regions carries
information about the phonological form of expected upcoming words. The motor system and, more specifically,
the language articulatory network are also involved in supporting anticipatory processes. In addition, in the first
language, we are exposed to leaves an indelible mark on our language prediction system. Nonetheless, if an
interlocutor is associated with a specific language, the language prediction system is sensitive enough to
incorporate this information and adapt accordingly.
E.

How brain dynamics change with learning to read

We have performed cross-sectional and longitudinal behavioural, MEG (Magnetoencephalography) and fMRI
studies to better define how brain dynamics change during the acquisition of reading in children and adults. We
have shown that learning to read in children and illiterate adults has an impact on cognition beyond language
processing, including effects on visual object recognition. The data from illiterate adults were collected in
collaboration with the National Brain Research Centre in Delhi, India. In addition, we have shown that the speech
and reading networks are mostly universal, showing a very high proportion of overlap between languages with
very different characteristics, such as Chinese, English, Hebrew and Spanish.
F.

How phonemic representations change with learning to read in different orthographies

We have developed a large-scale project to explore phonemic representations in individuals before and after
learning to read. We have shown that the way we perceive and produce speech sounds is modulated by literacy
acquisition and depends on the complexity of language-specific orthographic rules. This project is being extended
to children at risk for dyslexia and to children with cochlear implants to explore the links between speech sound
processing impairments, speech production, and reading acquisition. This research also supports the creation of
early detection and remediation tools based on speech sound processing for at-risk populations.
G. How reading is mastered by deaf individuals
Deaf individuals struggle with reading and lag behind their hearing peers in performance. We used behavioural
and EEG (Electroencephalography) measures to probe the mechanisms and strategies that skilled deaf readers
use to read in the absence of well-formed phonological representations. Our results revealed that skilled deaf
readers can achieve lexical access without phonological encoding, and their agreement processing is comparable
to that of hearing controls. These findings provide a framework for developing novel interventions to support
reading acquisition in deaf individuals.
H.

How brain oscillations entrain to external rhythms and their implication in (a)typical reading
acquisition
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During speech perception, the brain's oscillatory activity simultaneously synchronises with multiple components of
the external input, exhibiting temporal patterns of different grain-size: phrases in speech alternate at a relatively
low-frequency rate (< 2 Hz), syllables at a higher rate (4-8 Hz), and phonemes even faster (> 30 Hz). We found
that the speech envelope between 0 and 8 Hz provides critical information for speech intelligibility and contributes
to reading skills in typically developing children. In addition, we showed that people with dyslexia have a specific
synchronisation deficit in the lowest frequency band (< 2 Hz). This last study was the first in which such evidence
was collected using natural speech. These findings have been summarised and integrated in a review paper in
which we propose a neurophysiologically grounded model accounting for different neural sources of this
widespread learning disorder.

1.1.2
A.

LINE 2: Multilingualism and Second Language Learning

Cognitive and neural mechanisms underlying language processing in multilingual individuals

For decades, it has been widely assumed that speech production and speech perception are two sides of the
same coin and play mutually supportive roles. Repeating foreign sounds is a standard second language teaching
procedure, reflecting this common assumption; it is thought that by repeatedly producing sounds, the student will
learn to hear novel speech-sound distinctions. We demonstrated that this positive relationship does not always
hold. When learning a distinction between sounds that is not relevant to their first language, participants failed to
learn the distinction when they had to repeat the sounds themselves. This standard teaching procedure of getting
students to repeat foreign sounds reflects the common assumption that production and perception are mutually
supportive so that saying the sounds will help the student to learn to hear the distinction. In fact, in our study,
those who just listened (and did not repeat) learned the distinction. These findings challenge conventional wisdom
about the theoretical relationship of speech production and speech perception and indicate that standard
classroom practices for teaching a non-native language are likely to be suboptimal.
B.

Understanding non-native speech

We investigated how native speakers process non-native speech by examining different levels of sentence
comprehension: syntactic, semantic and pragmatic processing. We showed that the way the brain reacts to
grammatical errors depends on the linguistic status (native/non-native) of the speaker and listener. Listeners
process dialectal synonyms and cognates as well as ironic statements differently when listening to native or nonnative speakers. Sentence comprehension is recalibrated on-line depending on external cues such as the
speaker's accent.
C.

Second Language learning: providing feedback to shape pronunciation

We have implemented an altered auditory feedback procedure that induces speakers to implicitly adapt their
speech production. We are now testing this technique as a means to improve foreign speech sound production,
including both children and adults with cochlear implants or specific language impairments. The aim is to apply
this method as a remediation tool for impairments in speech perception and production. In a parallel line of work
on how feedback affects pronunciation, we have also started to develop training strategies using visual feedback
during speech sound production.
D.

Monolingual and bilingual reading as a function of orthographic depth

We have developed strong collaborations with the Spanish and French public educational systems in the Basque
country to carry out large-scale projects to compare speech and reading skills in children exposed to bilingual
(Spanish-Basque and French-Basque) versus monolingual (only Spanish or French) teaching strategies. At the
neural level, we have shown that monolinguals engaged similar functional networks for reading and speech
across four highly contrastive languages with different orthographic depths (Spanish, English, Hebrew, Chinese),
pointing to a universal signature of proficient reading. However, we have also found that the functional dynamics
during reading processes differ as a function of the orthographic depth (transparent versus opaque) of their
second language. The outcomes of these projects will be highly relevant to education and teaching strategies,
showing how speech and reading skills vary depending on whether learners are in a mono- or bi-lingual
environment both before and during reading acquisition.
E.

Bilingual effects in cognitive control

Several studies have suggested that being bilingual, and the resulting need for language control improves general
cognitive control capacities. We conducted a series of behavioural and neuroimaging experiments but found no
empirical evidence to sustain the claim of a “bilingual advantage”. A review of previous evidence showed that in
most cases reported differences could have been produced by uncontrolled factors such as socioeconomic status
or immigration. We also investigated the role of bilingualism in cognitive decline in an MRI study: we found no
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solid empirical support for the claim that bilingualism delays dementia and no difference between bilingual and
monolingual patients with Parkinson disease. This is not to say that bilingualism has no effect on the brain: we
have shown plasticity effects related to bilingualism in the language circuit, just not in the executive control circuit.
F.

How is meaning represented in the brain?

We investigated whether and how the neural representations of semantic knowledge generalise across
languages. Using machine learning classifiers applied to fMRI data during reading, we found that the meaning of
words could be decoded within each language but the decoder did not generalise across different languages
unless the depth of processing during reading was high. These results have helped to improve our models of
semantic processing and may be critical for future approaches to language learning and language deficits in
multilingual societies.
G. How are languages from different modalities represented in the brain?
Research on sign language processing provides novel insights into language representations and a new testing
ground for theories describing how the brain instantiates language. Our work has focused on the neurological
underpinnings of sign language processing, bimodal bilingualism and the development of a lexical database of
Spanish Sign Language (LSE). We brought together expertise in sign language, cognition and neuroimaging to
create a unique research programme that would only be possible in a few other research centres in the world.
This programme is already producing ground-breaking results. An fMRI study that looked at LSE processing in
hearing bimodal bilinguals revealed that sign language processing mostly recruits the classic left perisylvian
language network. In addition, using behavioural and eye-tracking methods to examine interactions between
signed and spoken language, we showed parallel lexical activation of the two languages (signed and spoken) in
bimodal bilinguals.

1.1.3
A.

LINE 3 Neurodegeneration, Brain Damage and Healthy Ageing: Language and Cognition

Presurgical mapping and brain plasticity

Low-grade gliomas—tumours that grow slowly enough to allow the brain to make gradual adaptations—may
trigger functional reorganisation of the brain, giving rise to different compensatory mechanisms that "move"
linguistic functions from damaged to healthy areas. In surgical contexts, this potential reorganisation of linguistic
function needs to be mapped in order to carefully plan an efficient and personalised strategy for tumour removal.
In collaboration with the Hospital Universitario Cruces (Bilbao), we have designed and tested a new protocol for
presurgical mapping which tests several combinations of languages. The protocol's novelty resides in using a
combination of different behavioural and neuroimaging tasks (MEG, MRI and fMRI) to target specific aspects of
brain processing: temporal and oscillatory dynamics, anatomical and functional localisation and connectivity. The
protocol consists of three phases that allow us to characterise plastic changes associated with different cognitive
functions, including language: 1) Pre-surgery, 2) Awake craniotomy and intra-operative mapping and 3) Postsurgery. During the pre-surgery stage, a set of behavioural, MEG and fMRI tasks are used to map language
eloquent areas. This information is used to anticipate findings during the awake craniotomy, plan the surgical
intervention, test plasticity changes and predict surgery outcomes. During the second stage, we functionally
characterise the causal relationships within and between brain regions, and map the cognitive functions
associated with specific brain areas, including in cortical, subcortical and white matter structures.
B.

Cognitive and Brain changes in Stroke and Parkinson's disease

We have investigated differences in inhibitory control processes comparing Parkinson's Disease (PD) patients
with impulse control disorders, PD patients without impulse control deficits and healthy controls. We have
collected fMRI data to examine the functional dynamics of the striatal-PFC network involved in inhibitory control
during impulse control tasks and resting state fMRI data to detect differences in spontaneous functional
fluctuations between these three groups. Additionally, an ongoing longitudinal study examines whether intensive
cognitive training can help reduce the cognitive decline observed in PD patients with mild cognitive impairment. A
computerised programme provides training in the five main cognitive functions that are most vulnerable in mild
cognitive impairment: language, memory, visual processing, executive functioning and working memory. This
training study may pave the road for promising non-invasive interventions to slow cognitive decline in PD patients.
C.

Conscious/non-conscious brain mechanisms that support semantic processing

We have developed novel neuroimaging protocols to investigate how the brain encodes and maintains memory
representations of semantic knowledge across distinct states of conscious awareness. We record the fMRI
activity of participants while words are presented for tens of milliseconds, below the level of conscious perception.
We then apply standard machine learning algorithms to fMRI signals in canonical brain regions associated with
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semantic processing (e.g., precuneus, fusiform, lateral temporal cortex). The results show that the meaning of
non-consciously perceived words can be decoded from the patterns of fMRI signals. We are developing analytical
pipelines that exploit recent developments in deep learning algorithms to further explore the links between
semantic representations across different states of awareness. Further, we are developing better machine
learning algorithms to address these questions in collaboration with the team of Prof. José Lozano at the Basque
Centre for Applied Mathematics (BCAM), with PhD students jointly co-supervised by the BCBL and BCAM
scientists. This has created a highly productive relationship between the two centres, both supported by the S.O.
program. Moreover, we apply this line of work to neurodegenerative diseases. We are particularly interested in
developing novel biomarkers based on neural patterns identified in the aging semantic system that will help to
predict the onset of dementia.
D.

Conscious/non-conscious brain mechanisms that support statistical learning

We have tested the scope of non-conscious information processing in the healthy human brain. Our results show
that high-level statistical learning can operate on non-conscious items and is mediated by a neural circuit
involving primary visual areas and the hippocampus. We are also investigating how individual capacities for
statistical learning interact with the statistical properties of writing systems to predict the ease or difficulty any
individual will have acquiring reading proficiency in a first and second language. The project leverages a
combination of behavioural experimentation, computational modeling and state-of-the-art imaging methods.
E.

Metacognition and educational neuroscience

Metacognition includes the ability of an individual to reflect on the correctness of their own thoughts and
behaviours and enables learning across multiple task domains. We have shown that metacognition involves the
reactivation of brain systems during reflection that are similar to those engaged during task performance. We are
now investigating the role of metacognition in the development of learning and reading skills in children, in
particular, testing the hypothesis that metacognitive ability at early critical points during development will predict
future learning achievement. This ongoing study is a within-subject longitudinal study in which children are
evaluated on their metacognitive confidence in the context of different tasks involving reading, visual attention and
statistical learning. This focus on the role of metacognition is an innovative research line in educational
neuroscience, with important translational implications for developing better strategies to treat learning disabilities,
support learning and memory in healthy aging and reduce the impact of neurodegenerative diseases.

Across these three research lines, we actively promote expertise in advanced research methods, which have
fuelled and enabled many recent theoretical advances. One example that we are carrying out is the development
of new algorithms to investigate the connectivity between specific brain areas for some language disorders.
Another current example to advance research in the BCBL is the development of a high-resolution atlas of several
nuclei of the thalamus, needed to relate the fMRI signal to the connectivity of specific brain areas (e.g., pulvinar;
MGB) of the thalamus with other brain regions. This is not possible with current methods, but accomplishing this
aim will have a tremendous impact on the neuroimaging community.
Asin the past, the BCBL proactively develops new activities and research teams that complement and extend our
three main research lines as the interdisciplinary study of language continues to advance. Currently, researchers
are grouped into research teams led by senior and staff scientists. To achieve this objective, we take advantage
of international calls to attract new talented researchers, allowing them to develop their research agendas in the
BCBL. As the BCBL matures, these efforts concentrate on specific areas that have the greatest benefit for the
entire community and that yield the highest impact on science at the international level. Always, we emphasise
combining deep theoretical groundbreaking questions with advanced methodological expertise and acting as a
hub for world-leading skills in particular areas rather than spreading research lines, overly dispersing the BCBL’s
resources. To consolidate the BCBL’s position as an international leader in language research we analysed our
current strengths and weaknesses, as well as anticipated opportunities and areas of concern that are described in
the section devoted to the strategic plan 2022-2025)
Research projects
According to the objectives and the research lines, we developed several research projects funded by different
research agencies. The results of these research projects that addressed questions that stem from the research
lines just described were presented in international conferences and published in papers in high-impact journals.
In addition, different members of the BCBL organised several international conferences and workshops on topics
described in the different research lines. In Annex 3, we present the titles and relevant information about the
different projects that are currently running and have been awarded along the 2018-2021 period.
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Publications 2018-2021
This graph shows the percentage of documents by type during the period 2018-2021.

See the Benchmarking of the Centre in Annex 4, the full list of publications in Annex 5, the full list of Conference
Proceedings in Annex 6 and, in Annex 7, the top 20 Q1 journals 2018-2021 ranked by the number of publications
in the source and the top 20 most cited journals ranked by citations received.
Selected scientific contributions
The ten scientific publications described below conducted by researchers at our centre published in the most
important journals of Social Sciences and Humanities show the excellence achieved during the 2018-2021 period.
1.

Amoruso, L., Finisguerra, A., & Urgesi, C. (2020). Spatial frequency tuning of motor responses reveals differential
contribution of dorsal and ventral systems to action comprehension. Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences of the United States of America, 117(23), 13151-13161. Doi:10.1073/pnas.1921512117 Citescore 2020: 16,2,
Quartile 1, Decile 1

2.

Ordin, M., Polyanskaya, L., & Soto, D. (2020). Neural bases of learning and recognition of statistical regularities.
Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences, 1467(1), 60-76. Doi:10.1111/nyas.14299 Citescore 2020: 9,1, Quartile 1,
Decile 1

3.

Caballero-Gaudes, C., Moia, S., Panwar, P., Bandettini, P. A., & Gonzalez-Castillo, J. (2019). A deconvolution algorithm
for multi-echo functional MRI: Multi-echo sparse paradigm free mapping. NeuroImage, 202:116081.
Doi:10.1016/j.neuroimage.2019.116081 Citescore 2019: 10,2, Quartile 1, Decile 1

4.

Kalashnikova, M., Goswami, U., & Burnham, D. (2019). Sensitivity to amplitude envelope rise time in infancy and
vocabulary development at 3 years: A significant relationship. Developmental Science, 22(6): e12836.
Doi:10.1111/desc.12836 Citescore 2019: 6,9, Quartile 1, Decile 1

5.

Lizarazu, M., Lallier, M., & Molinaro, N. (2019). Phase−amplitude coupling between theta and gamma oscillations
adapts to speech rate. Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences, 1453(1), 140-152. Doi:10.1111/nyas.14099
Citescore 2019: 8,2, Quartile 1, Decile 1

6.

de Bruin, A., Samuel, A. G., & Duñabeitia, J. A. (2018). Voluntary language switching: When and why do bilinguals
switch between their languages? Journal of Memory and Language, 103, 28-43. Doi:10.1016/j.jml.2018.07.005
Citescore 2018: 5,7, Quartile 1, Decile 1

7.

Lallier, M., & Carreiras, M. (2018). Cross-linguistic transfer in bilinguals reading in two alphabetic orthographies:
The grain size accommodation hypothesis. Psychonomic Bulletin and Review, 25(1), 386-401. Doi:10.3758/s13423017-1273-0 Citescore 2018: 6,0, Quartile 1, Decile 1

8.

Lerma-Usabiaga, G., Carreiras, M., & Paz-Alonso, P. M. (2018). Converging evidence for functional and structural
segregation within the left ventral occipitotemporal cortex in reading. Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences of the United States of America, 115(42), E9981-E9990. Doi:10.1073/pnas.1803003115 Citescore 2018: 16,1,
Quartile 1, Decile 1

9.

Martin, C. D., Branzi, F. M., & Bar, M. (2018). Prediction is production: The missing link between language
production and comprehension. Scientific Reports, 8(1):1079. Doi:10.1038/s41598-018-19499-4 Citescore 2018: 6,4,
Quartile 1, Decile 1

10. Monsalve, I. F., Bourguignon, M., & Molinaro, N. (2018). Theta oscillations mediate pre-activation of highly expected
word initial phonemes. Scientific Reports, 8(1): 9503. Doi:10.1038/s41598-018-27898-w Citescore 2018: 6,4 , Quartile
1, Decile 1
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Patents, Licences, knowledge transfer
The BCBL has developed several databases that can be used for free by the world scientific community, and any others
interested in language research. They are available at our webpage https://www.bcbl.eu/en/research/transferenciaconocimiento-tecnologia/database . See the full list of databases in Annex 8.
Chronset: An automated tool for detecting speech onset.
Roux, F., Armstrong, B.C., & Carreiras, M. (2017). Chronset: An automated tool for detecting speech onset. Behavior Research
Methods, 49: 1864–1881. Doi:10.3758/s13428-016-0830-1 Citescore 2017: 5,8, Quartile 1, Decile 1
LSE-Sign: A database of 2,400 LSE (Spanish Sign Language) signs and 2,500 pseudo signs.
Gutierrez, E., Costello, B., Baus, C. & Carreiras, M. (2016). LSE-Sign: A Lexical Database for Spanish Sign Language. Behavior
Research Methods, 48:950–962. Doi:10.3758/s13428-014-0560-1 Citescore 2016: 5,6, Quartile 1, Decile 1
The eDom.
Armstrong, B. C., Zugarramurdi, C., Alvaro, C., Valle Lisboa, J., & Plaut, D. C. (2016). Relative meaning frequencies for 578
homonyms in two Spanish dialects: A cross-linguistic extension of the English eDom norms. Behavior Research Methods,
48:950–962. Doi:10.3758/s13428-015-0639-3. Citescore 2016: 5,6, Quartile 1, Decile 1

ESPAL
Duchon, A., Perea, M., Sebastián-Gallés, N., Martí, A., Carreiras, M. (2013). EsPal: One-stop Shopping for Spanish Word
Properties. Behavior Research Methods, 45: 1246-1258. Doi:10.3758/s13428-013-0326-1 Citescore 2013: 4,4, Quartile 1,
Decile 2
The centre has not registered any patents during this period, although it is worth noting that it has signed an exploitation licence
with the French company HAPPYNEURON SAS, so that, in exchange for royalties, they can market the MULTIMAP package
(multilingual picture naming test for mapping eloquent areas during awake brain surgery).

Some major research outcomes from this period are:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

th

308 articles and reviews published in high-impact journals (83% Q1). (In Scival on August 26 , 2021).
400 presentations in conferences and workshops.
150 outreach activities (conferences, external speakers, visiting scholars, dissemination activities, talks,
etc.)
10 international conferences and workshops organised and hosted.
36 projects totalling 4.900.000 EUR
90 individual fellowships totalling 8.900.000 EUR.
2 grants for scientific equipment at a cost of 330.000 EUR
10 grants for scientific conferences and outreach activities at a cost of 50.000 EUR.
45 students enrolled in the Master on Cognitive Neuroscience of Language conducted by the BCBL.
24 PhD theses defended.
5 open-source tools/databases and 1 exploitation licence.
More than 20.000 experimental sessions involving more than 10.000 participants.
More than 1.500 visiting scholars.

In sum, at the end of the 2018-2021 period, the BCBL was considered one of the best places in the world to carry
out advanced studies on language, our most unique human capacity. We have made great strides towards a
better understanding of how language critically shapes an individual’s social, economic and physical wellbeing.
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2.2. Research Groups
This section should include (Max. 3 pages):
Definition of research structure or organisation of the centre. Strategies and activities carried out to
support the attraction and retention of research talent.
Internal Organisation
The Scientific Director provides scientific and
management leadership in the BCBL by defining and
coordinating the implementation of the overall
strategy of the centre. The Scientific Director
promotes a comfortable atmosphere that stimulates
high-quality
research
production,
efficient
collaborative management and technical support. As
the main centre representative, the Director also
designs and promotes alliances and relationships
with partners and stakeholders to achieve BCBL's
primary objectives. While the director of the centre
provides leadership, responsibilities are highly
distributed among researchers, fostering collegial
strategic decisions.
The Group Leader Committee, which includes the
Scientific Director, the General Manager and the
Group Leaders, meets once per month to coordinate
activities, recruitment and lab organisation as well as
funding to establish priorities, follow the progress of
research projects and support management and
outreach structures at the centre.
The Scientific Committee evaluates all the projects
to be carried out in the BCBL and is composed of
three Group Leaders, currently, Dr. Martin, Dr.
Molinaro and Dr. Paz Alonso.
The Ethics Committee evaluates that all the
projects comply with the ethical rules and is
composed of three Group Leaders, currently
Dr.Kalashnikova, Dr.Lallier and Dr.Mancini. When
additional external advice is needed, we contact the Basque Ethics Committee (Comité de Ética de la
Investigación con medicamentos de Euskadi - CEIm-E).
The PhD Graduate Directors in charge of running the PhD programmes are two Group Leaders, currently
Dr.Soto and Dr. Samuel.
The Headmasters in charge of running our MSc programme are two Group Leaders, currently Dr.Caballero and
Dr. Samuel.
The Researchers are grouped into research groups that dynamically change/increase as research programmes
develop, new human resources are recruited or new grants are obtained. They are led by a Group Leader (see
full list at www.bcbl.eu/en/research/research-groups). The Group Leader provides expert guidance to PhD
students and postdoctoral researchers and is also responsible for establishing the research goals of the group
and for managing the group budget. Each group leader is independently responsible for establishing the research
goals of their group, for managing group members and handling their group budget. The BCBL provides each
group with money for running costs, free access to lab resources and at least one postdoctoral fellow and one
PhD student. Additional resources required by a group can be obtained through external grants.
The Ombudsman Team is made up of members of the Administrative and Research staff, who are elected to
form part of the team based on proposals and consensus from the doctoral and postdoctoral researchers. The
Team is currently composed of Dr. Costello and Dr. Samuel (Research) and A. Fernández (Admin). The
Ombudsman Team has several functions, including providing conflict resolution, offering advice and support to
BCBL staff, monitoring work practice issues and making recommendations for improvement. Over the last four
years, the team has handled over 20 different cases, ranging from supervision issues and authorship resolution to
pastoral care and mental health referrals.
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The Management Team led by the General Manager supports all research activities, crossing the organisational
chart transversally (See 2.2). This includes support for departments such as Administration (finance control,
projects and grants management, human resources, outreach), Information Technologies, Laboratories and TechTransfer. It is important to highlight that since many researchers are foreigners, the BCBL needs a group of
trained research assistants in its four different laboratories to be able to run experiments in the local languages,
Basque and Spanish.
The research and support staff at the BCBL is:
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

Director: Dr. Carreiras
Group Leaders: 10
Staff scientists: 6
Post-doctoral Researchers: 17
Pre-doctoral Researchers: 44
Affiliated Researchers: 9

General Manager: Dr. Arocena
Laboratories Department: 14
Information Technologies & Technical: 3
Administration: 8
Technical Transfer: 5

Composition of research groups
Following the advice from the ISAB and the BERC Evaluation committee, a major reorganisation of BCBL's
research divisions was carried out to improve the performance of the centre and distribute governance and
decision-making among PIs. Researchers were grouped into research teams led by group leaders. Each group
specialises in one of the research lines but also engages with other research lines. There is a clear matrix of
alignments, such that the "whole is greater than the sum of the parts".
Group 1: Brain Rhythms and Cognition – Group Leader, Dr. Molinaro, ORCID 0000-0002-7549-6042. Research
lines 1 and 2.
Group 2: Consciousness – Group Leader, Prof. Soto, ORCID 0000-0003-0205-7513. Research line 3.
Group 3: Developmental Language Disorders – Group Leader, Dr. Lallier, ORCID 0000-0003- 4340-1296.
Research lines 1 and 2.
Group 4: Language and Memory Control – Group Leader, Dr. Paz-Alonso, ORCID 0000- 0002-0325-9304.
Research lines 1, 2 and 3.
Group 5: Neurobiology of Language – Group Leader, Prof. Carreiras, ORCID 0000-0001- 6726-7613. Research
lines 1, 2 and 3.
Group 6: Neurolinguistics and Aphasia – Group Leader, Dr. Mancini, ORCID 0000-0001- 9514-7862. Research
line 3.
Group 7: Parkinson Disease and Neurodegeneration – Group Leader, Prof. Rodríguez-Oroz, ORCID 0000-00015962-772X. Research line 3.
Group 8: Speech and Bilingualism – Group Leader, Prof. Martin ORCID 0000-0003-2701-5045. Research lines 1
and 2.
Group 9: Spoken language – Group Leader, Prof. Samuel, ORCID 0000-0001-8552-2710. Research lines 1 and
2.
Group 10: Statistical Learning – Group Leader, Prof. Frost, ORCID 0000-0002-5625-0813. Research line 3.
Strategies and activities to support the attraction and retention of research talent

TALENT ATTRACTION: In 2016, the board of trustees of the BCBL endorsed the “European Charter & Code for
Researchers” and the European Commission's HRS4R strategy. In January 2017, the BCBL was granted the “HR
Excellence in Research” award and the award was renewed in 2019. Additionally, in 2016 the BCBL put its
Gender Action Plan in place. This plan facilitates a flexible environment in which both men and women can
combine family time and research. The objective is to create a workplace where the best talent can flourish, in line
with the Strategic Vision of the European Research Area. Currently, 56% of the BCBL research community is
female. However, there is a gender imbalance in the percentage of female professors. However, this trend will
change in the next few years thanks to the new policies described in Section 3.5. (e.g., Senior staff members will
formally mentor younger staff members through preparing applications for external funding to ensure that they
have the opportunity to stay at the BCBL and progress their careers).
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Out of the eight current tenure track positions, six are held by women.
Access to positions and promotion at the BCBL is purely based on academic merit. We adhere to an Open,
Transparent and Merit based recruitment policy (OTM-R), guaranteeing equal opportunities for all candidates.
The BCBL has been actively recruiting, promoting, and retaining talent with both internally and externally funded
fellowships through several calls, in line with our commitment to recruit the most outstanding personnel in order to
become an international benchmark centre in the field.
●
●
●
●

●

Ikerbasque: Very competitive calls for Research Professors and Fellows evaluated by a panel of external
experts followed by a subsequent evaluation at the BCBL
AEI (Ramón y Cajal: 5 years tenure track; Juan de la Cierva postdocs: 2-3 years)
Marie Skłodowska-Curie
International BCBL calls for recruiting staff scientists, postdoctoral researchers and PhD Students. Staff
Scientists are offered a 5-year contract with the possibility of tenure track. Postdocs are offered a 2-year
contract with the possibility of a 2-year renewal. PhD Students are offered up to 4 year contracts. The
evaluation process includes a first evaluation by group leaders and at least two external reviewers. This
generates a shortlist of candidates who are invited to come to the BCBL for a job talk and interview
All the calls are published on the websites of Ikerbasque, BCBL and the websites of other research societies
in the field, as well as some of the main job databases (e.g., Science careers, Euraxess), ensuring that BCBL
calls are seen around the world

The table below displays the calls within the 2018-2021 period as well as some relevant data that shows the
BCBL attraction of talent capability and international visibility:
Year
2018
2018
2018
2019
2019
2019
2020
2019
2019
2019
2019
2020
2020
2021
2021
2021

Total

Call
Postdoc Computational skills
Signal Processing Engineer
Postdoctoral for Severo Ochoa
Postdoc EEG/EEG skills
Postdoc ReadCalibration Project
Postdoc L2STAT Project
Postdoc ReadCalibration Project
PhD ReadCalibration Project
PhD Severo Ochoa
PhD Dysthal Project
PhD Dysthal Project
PhD Consciousness group 2020
PhD Infant Language and Cognition group 2020
PhD Bilingualage Project
PhD Dysthal Project
PhD Manuel LangConn Project

2
14
33
11
14
5
11
9
26
8
9
16
42
20
13
13

Selected
applicants
0
2
1
0
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

% selected
female
0%
50%
100%
0%
100%
0%
100%
0%
75%
0%
0%
100%
100%
100%
100%
0%

246

17

52%

Applications

Nationalities
1
10
18
9
7
4
7
6
14
5
6
11
22
9
6
6

Algeria, Argentina, Australia,
Austria, Azerbaijan, Belgium,
Brazil, Brunei, Bulgaria, Chile,
China, Colombia, Cuba, France,
Germany,Greece, Hong Kong,
Hungary, India., Iran, Iraq,
Israel, Italy, Japan, Korea,
Lebanon, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Malaysia, Mexico,
Nepal, Netherlands, Pakistan,
Portugal, Romania, Russia,
Serbia and Montenegro,
Slovenia, South Africa, Spain,
Sweden, Tunisia, Turkey, UK,
US, VietNam, Zimbabwe
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TALENT RETENTION: Researchers at any stage of their career, regardless of their contractual situation, are
given an opportunity for professional development and for improving their employability through access to a
Personal Career Development Plan which includes (1) Training through individually personalised research
projects under senior supervision, (2) Knowledge exchange with the scientific community and the general public,
(3) Network-wide training in theory and methods, (4) Complementary training courses, (5) Involvement in proposal
writing, task coordination and (6) Development of skills for the organisation of training and scientific events.
To resolve any conflicts, the BCBL has an Ombudsman team. In addition, every year a satisfaction survey is
completed. All results and the resulting Action Plan is shared with all employees during the annual retreat.
Finally, we have designed a welcome plan for every researcher who comes to BCBL for the first time. It includes
explanations and a thorough description of the city, local administration, introduction to all new colleagues, help in
the search for housing, Spanish/Basque lessons. Each newcomer also receives the employee handbook, which
includes all aspects of the BCBL organisation, such as the mission, vision and values, legal structure,
International Scientific Advisory Board (ISAB), research lines, platforms and techniques, internal organisation,
procedures, key policies, confidentiality and data protection, rules for participation in conferences and research
trips, IT procedures, purchasing conditions, health care, tax system, education system, nearby universities, and
general information about the city and surrounding area. Furthermore, most of the researchers coming from
abroad are hosted through the BCBL at the Talent House, a residence for researchers coordinated by the
Donostia Town Hall, with which the BCBL has an agreement. http://fomentosansebastian.eus/donostiainn/en/
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2.3. Internationalisation strategy
This section should include (Max. 3 pages):
Agreements and collaboration frameworks with European and international entities that help in the
internationalisation of the centre. Highlight European and International projects/networks the centre
coordinates or in which it takes part. Detail the research outputs of these collaborations: publications,
patents, licences…
Visiting researchers, hosted or going abroad.
Specify the leadership and/or role of the centre on the activities carried out.
Agreements and collaboration frameworks with international entities
Find below a summary of the most important research collaborations the BCBL has undertaken in the last few
years, many of which are still active:
●
●
●
●

●

ATHEME, Advancing the European Multilingual Experience. FP7-SSH-2013-1-613465. European Union.
(2013-2019)
ENRICH “Enriched communication across the lifespan”. H2020-MSCA-ITN-2015-GA-675324. (2016-2020)
“Examining variability in the native language and its influence on second language learning” NSF-National
Science Foundation (USA), Award number 1749143 together with the University of Kansas. (2018-2021)
“Statistical learning and L2 literacy acquisition: Towards a neurobiological theory of assimilating novel writing
systems” ERC Advanced grant together with the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel. ERC Advanced
Grant, ERC-2015-AdG_692502, L2STAT. (2016-2021)
“Reading across Orthographies” Consortium with Haskins Laboratories (USA), Academia Sinica (Taiwan),
and the Hebrew University of Jerusalem (Israel). We recently published a major paper in PNAS about brain
correlates of reading in four different orthographies, made possible through our international collaboration
network.

The BCBL continues to actively collaborate with many international bodies: CNRS (France), University of Módena
(Italy), University of Magdeburg (Germany), Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen (Netherlands),
Donders Institute for Brain, Cognition and Behavior (Netherlands), Tufts University (USA), University of
Massachusetts (USA), University of California (USA), University College London (UK), Universiteit Utrecht
(Netherlands), Vrÿe University (Amsterdam), Macquarie Centre for Cognitive Science (Australia), Netherlands
Organisation for Scientific Research (Netherlands), Fondation Fyssen (France), University of Bordeaux (France),
Haskins Laboratories (USA), Academia Sinica (Taiwan), University of San Francisco (USA), University of
Connecticut (USA), and Yale University (USA), among others.
Another important goal of the BCBL has been to promote cooperation with developing countries in the spheres of
higher education and research in the Social Sciences and Humanities and its applications. The BCBL cooperates
regularly with the “Organización de Estados Iberoamericanos para la Educación, la Ciencia y la Cultura (OEI)”.
Two collaboration agreements between Siemens Healthcare S.L.U. and BCBL: (1) Master Agreement on
Collaboration to foster the exchange of software developments, sequences and any other innovative improvement
focused on the development of the Siemens 3T PRISMAfit MRI scanner owned by the BCBL. (2) Agreement with
BCBL as Siemens Reference Customer: BCBL is committed to accepting visits from and provide training to
medical professionals, technicians and Siemens employees.
Many of the BCBL researchers, including the PI and S.O. trustees, are members of the following renowned
international research societies, among others:









Association for the Scientific Study of
Consciousness
Cognitive Neuroscience Society
Cognitive Science Society
European Society for Cognitive Psychology
Experimental Psychology Society
International Congress of Infant Studies







Society for Magnetic Resonance in
Medicine
Organisation for Human Brain Mapping
Psychonomic Society
Society for Neuroscience
Society for the Neurobiology of Language
Vision Sciences Society

BCBL ALUMNI
Following the recommendations of our International Scientific Advisory Board (ISAB), we have implemented a
BCBL ALUMNI process to gather specific and detailed information on the outcomes of our Master graduates and
former researchers. This includes a long-term follow up, in order to track whether they obtain positions in leading
labs, how they are funded in those positions (individual fellowships, etc.), if they stay in academia or go to industry
or public sector positions. Some relevant data:
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Researchers
80 former BCBL Researchers
85% stay in Academia
85% joined labs located in Europe
15% joined labs located in US
33% obtained prestigious competitive grants

Master Students
97 former BCBL Master Students
75% pursue a PhD
71% joined European Universities/Labs
29% joined International Universities/Labs
33% joined the BCBL for a PhD, 78% obtained a grant

Visitors programme
The BCBL carries out several scientific activities and mobility programmes to strengthen the links of its
researchers with external researchers and research centres, thus fostering long-term and high-impact
internationalisation.

In 2011, the BCBL launched an initiative—the Affiliated Research position—to develop a stable
international co-operation scheme that helps maintain and strengthen links with specific researchers who
have actively collaborated with the BCBL and want to continue working in close collaboration and visit the
BCBL on a regular basis. At the moment agreements with 9 researchers have already been signed.

World-leading external speakers are regularly invited to present their research at the BCBL and interact
with researchers. Seminars are open to the scientific community. During the 2018-2021 period, the BCBL
organised 48 external speaker seminars (Annex 9).

The BCBL hosted along 2018-2021 period, 24 visiting researchers for short stays, and 39 visiting
researchers for stays longer than one month. These visiting researchers came from Universities and
research institutions around the world, such as: University of Thessaloniki (Greece), Università degli studi di
Padova, Universidad Purdue, Universidad de Oviedo, Universidad de Santiago de Compostela, Universidad
de Illinois (USA), Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile/ UC, Rice University in Houston, Technische
Universität Kaiserslautern, Universidad de Connecticut, Johns Hopkins University, la Universidad
Complutense de Madrid, San Raffaele university in Milan, University of Milano-Bicocca, Tilburg University,
Laboratoire de Cartographie Fonctionnnelle du Cerveau, Universidad de Burdeos, Universidad de Trento,
Universidad de Buenos Aires, Universidad de Groningen, Universidad de Maastricht, Universidad de la
Laguna, University of Cambridge, Sidney University, Universidad de Bath, Universidad Carl Von Ossietzky,
Jinan University, Federal Institute of Technology (EPFL), Universidad de Otawa, EHU/UPV, Universidad
URJC (Alcorcón), Universidad de Valencia, Universidad Jorge Tadeo Lozano y La Universidad Central
(Colombia) (Annex 10).

More than 100 researchers from abroad have visited the BCBL.

The Internship/stays programme at the BCBL within the national or international scope is designed to
provide research training to students at all levels that may later join the centre as PhD students or Postdocs.
It is worth highlighting that 63 international researchers benefited from this program. Apart from these
academic visiting researchers, BCBL has hosted and trained 24 students from various universities and
higher education schools in the national scope.

The BCBL hosts and sends young PhD students from/to other institutions around the world for short stays
from one month up to one year to carry out some collaborative research with researchers at the BCBL. The
BCBL researchers performing international short visits with external funding are shown in the table. It is
mandatory for PhD students to spend at least 3 months in a foreign lab.
Year
2018
2018
2018
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2020
2020
2020
2021
2021
2021

Funding Agency
EUROPEAN COMMISSION
BASQUE GOVERNMENT
SPANISH MINISTRY
FUNDACION LA CAIXA
SPANISH MINISTRY
SPANISH MINISTRY
SPANISH MINISTRY
SPANISH MINISTRY
BASQUE GOVERNMENT
EUROPEAN COMMISSION
FUNDACION LA CAIXA
FUNDACION LA CAIXA
FUNDACION LA CAIXA
EUROPEAN COMMISSION
BASQUE GOVERNMENT
BASQUE GOVERNMENT

BCBL Researcher
Garikoitz Lerma
Bojana Ristic
Sanjeev Nara
Maria Borragan
Candice Frances
Jose Javier Perez Navarro
Sandra Gisbert
Carlos Pérez Serrano
Borja Blanco
Sendy Caffarra
Jose Aguasvivas
Kshipra Gurunandan
Stefano Moia
Sara Guediche
Pavlina Heinzova
Trisha Thomas
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Institution
Berkeley University, California
University of Massachusetts Amherst
Laboratoire Cartographie Fonctionnelle Cerveau
Lancaster University
Bangor University
University of Cambridge
University of California
University of Cambridge
University College London
Stanford University, California
Università di Padova
Monash University
Northwestern University, Chicago
University of Geneva
The City University of New York
University of California, Irvine

Country
USA
USA
Belgium
UK
UK
UK
USA
UK
UK
USA
Italy
Australia
USA
Switzerland
USA
USA







We manage programmes that allow us to receive students and researchers funded by foreign research
agencies such as the Fyssen Foundation, the NOW (Nederlandse Organisatie voor Wetenschappelijk
Onderzoek) and the Brazil Minesterio Da Educaçao (Brasil), and the Fundación Carolina, etc.
Presentations at international conferences and workshops. The BCBL allocates 1.000 EUR per year to
each research member of the BCBL to present their work at international conferences and workshops.
Administration, IT, Lab team improvements: We encourage and finance our support staff (administrative,
IT, lab staff) to attend courses or meetings that will improve their skills (e.g., courses for improving
conformity with new grant accounting standards recently introduced by the EU). Our General Manager,
Dr. Arocena, has been regularly invited as an external evaluator for research centres associated with
CERCA (Research Centres of Catalonia), fostering collaboration in managing practices with other
national and international institutions. L. López (Lab Manager), A. Fernández (Project Manager) and M.
Arocena are active reviewers/experts within the European Human Resources Strategy for Researchers
(HRS4R).
It should be noted that during the pandemic due to covid 19, BCBL has continued maintaining the
programme of visits in a virtual way, adapting to the circumstances and offering the same quality of
science to visiting researchers.

The map below provides a visual overview of the BCBL’s international research profile (including countries of
origin of BCBL researchers and trainees, research visits, and research collaboration agreements):

World map showing countries with which BCBL has research links in blue.

5 Continents
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39 Countries

2.4. Training activities
This section should include (Max. 1 page):
Training activities for researchers and support staff in all the different career stages, designed to recruit,
strengthen and retain the talent and personnel.
As an excellence research centre, the BCBL cares for the permanent learning and quality training of its
members and cares about the long-term learning and quality training of researchers and support team.
Training is a key point of success, as the BCBL team needs to be aware of recent theoretical and methodological
developments and also of new ideas that could challenge and/or reinforce theoretical developments. In addition,
training is critical to expanding and staying at the forefront of methodological knowledge related to a particular
technique. This is why it is important to allocate a significant part of the budget to the development,
implementation, and organisation of training events.
Research Team oriented training: the BCBL facilitates the training and ongoing development of the BCBL
researchers to promote their collaboration across different lines of research and to create links and exchanges
with researchers from other reference centres. A Personal Career Development Plan is designed for all
researchers in the centre that includes (1) Training through individually personalised research projects under
senior supervision, (2) Exchanging knowledge to the scientific community and the general public, (3) Networkwide training in theory and methods, (4) Complementary training courses, (5) Involvement in proposal writing,
task coordination and (6) Development of skills for the organisation of training and scientific events. Our agenda
for training in-house is mainly organised around the following axes and consolidated initiatives such as:














Conferences: The BCBL has organised 10 international scientific meetings and conferences in the period
involving the most influential researchers in the field of “cognitive neuroscience of language”. These events
are a great opportunity for the BCBL researchers to attend lectures, to discuss their work with other
attendees and, of course, to expand its network (more information in section 2.7.).
Workshops and Summer Schools: We are promoting the organisation of two thematic workshops per year.
This way, the BCBL researchers can obtain updated information of the particular field and can present their
work to researchers coming from all over the world, including the invited speakers who represent the top-tier
of that area, as well as offer an opportunity to informally interact with them, promoting the exchange of new
ideas.
External speakers series: World-leading external speakers are invited every other week to present their
latest research at the BCBL or online. During their stay at the BCBL, the possibility for all researchers to
discuss their work with the speakers in individual and/or interactive meetings is offered at the journal club.
During the period 2018-2021, the BCBL has organised 48 seminars, inviting external speakers from the most
prestigious research groups and centres all over the world (see Annex 9).
Weekly lab meetings: Each researcher should present their findings at least once per year in the lab
meeting. In addition, at the beginning of the meeting, we allow the first 5 to 10 minutes for raising questions
related with the functioning of labs or any other relevant operational issue.
Specific training courses on several tools (Matlab, Presentation, Fieldtrip Presentation, Mendeley, linguistic
course, stats course on coursera, Python) and methods (MEG, Qualified User on the MEG, fMRi, Safety
Users on the fMRI, Qualified User on the fMRI eye tracking)
Internal working groups such as those led by the group leaders (BCBL research groups: Neurobiology of
Language, Spoken Language, Consciousness, Speech and Bilingualism, Brain Rhythms and Cognition,
Language and Memory Control, Neurolinguistics and Aphasia, Infant Language and Cogntion, Signal
Processing in Neuroimaging, etc.) or those led by the predocs (linguistics group, stats group, python group,
Deep Learning group and external speaker journal club).
Official Postgraduate Teaching: Concerning training, the BCBL runs two official programmes in
collaboration with the UPV/EHU (University of the Basque Country). The master programme “Cognitive
Neuroscience of Language” and the PhD programme in Cognitive Neuroscience (more information in section
2.7).
The centre also offers both Spanish and Basque language free courses for our researchers to integrate
them with the local community and facilitate research involving those languages.

Finally, all researchers in the BCBL have travel money provided by the BCBL and managed by Group Leaders to
attend, at least, one international and one national conference per year. These are major training opportunities for
young researchers.
Support Team oriented training: In order to seek for the growth and improvement of our top-tier administration,
laboratory and IT team and keep it highly motivated a Personal Career Development Plan is individually designed
for each of them that includes (1) Personalised training activities, (2) Network-wide training, (4) Complementary
training courses under request. The BCBL allocates a training budget for the support team and the participation in
training actions can take place because of the active request of the employee or as a consequence of the
Personal Career Development Plan summary.
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2.5. Gender equality plan
This section should include (Max. 2 pages):
Describe the measures carried out in order to promote gender equality in the centre, including activities
either organised or participated.
The BCBL Gender Action plan is managed directly by the General Manager of the centre in coordination with the
HRS4R Working Group and, as a result of this plan, the current situation is that 56% of the BCBL employees are
female and 44% are men. This derives from the strategy which seeks the two main pillars of equity to balance the
proper proportion of male/female:
1.
2.

Salary: no distinction in gender concerning salary. Salary comes from the responsibility and/or research level,
regardless of gender.
Promotion: promotion is always achieved on a performance basis, no matter the gender of the employee.

Measures intended to promote gender equality in the centre
The BCBL has developed a Plan for Equal Opportunities and Conciliation in order to achieve a favourable
environment that may facilitate the conciliation of the personal and work lives of the team, in the sense
established by law and the BCBL internal policies.
The BCBL promotes the following basic principles of action:
1.

To respect diversity, promoting non-discrimination due to reasons of race, colour, age, sex, marital status,
ideology, political opinions, nationality, religion, sexual orientation, or any other personal, physical or social
conditions among its professionals.

2.

To develop the principle of equal opportunities. This principle is one of the essential pillars of professional
development, entails the commitment to practise and demonstrate a fair treatment that may further the
personal and professional progression of the BCBL team in the following areas:
 Promotion, professional development and compensation: to value the knowledge and skills necessary to
perform their work, through the evaluation process and the personal development plan.
 Hiring: not to establish any salary differences due to any personal, physical or social conditions, such as
sex, race, marital status or ideology, political opinions, nationality, religion, or any other personal, physical
or social conditions.
 Recruitment and selection: to choose the best professionals by means of selection criteria based on merit
and the capabilities of candidates (OTM-R standards).
 Training: to ensure the training of each professional, in the knowledge and skills that are required for the
correct performance of their work.
 Support for workers with different capabilities, promoting their effective occupation.
 Promotion of transparent communication, encouraging innovation and granting professionals the
necessary autonomy to exercise their functions.

3.

To promote effective equality between women and men within the company in relation to access to
employment, training, professional promotion and working conditions, promoting in this way gender diversity
as a sign of social and cultural reality, and, in particular:
 To commit to effective equality of opportunities between women and men both within the organisation.
 To guarantee the professional development of women, removing any obstacles that may impede or limit
their careers.
 To potentiate mechanisms and procedures for selection and professional development that may facilitate
the presence of women with the necessary qualifications in all of the areas of the organisation.
 To promote the organisation of working conditions with gender perspective, allowing for the conciliation of
the personal, working and family lives of the women and men who work in the company, ensuring the
elimination of any discrimination due to gender.

4.

To implement measures of conciliation and welfare that may promote respect for the personal and family
lives of its professionals and facilitate the best balance between the latter and the work-related
responsibilities of women and men. Some of the implemented actions and policies are:
Calendar, timetable, and flexibility in the workday
 European workday of 35 hours per week
 Assessment of the possibility to adapt the worker's timetable/calendar depending on personal situation
 Morning timetable on Fridays
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 Summer period with morning schedule (3 months)
 Morning schedule on public holiday eves
 Possibility of teleworking days in most job vacancies
 Flexibility in workday start and finish times
 Not limited lunch period and breaks
 Possibility of exchanging overtime (performed during special task periods) for rest hours

Maternity/Parenthood
 Modification of meetings to fulfil the convened worker's personal needs
 Flexibility to attend school meetings and celebrations
 Flexibility to attend prenatal exams and childbirth preparation techniques

Sustainability
 Replacement of paper bins for recycling points on each floor
 Purified water on all floors

Celebrations, Team Building
 Informal celebrations when the centre has been awarded
 Annual retreat: annual meeting outside the working environment and activities or trips
 Spoon Awards: workers' awards related to the daily anecdotes at work

Complaint channels for employees
 Anti-bullying protocols
 Ombudsman
 Suggestion box

Promotion of interculturality
 Corporate language in the company: English
 Spanish and Basque classes for foreign staff
 Support in the management of visas and other bureaucratic procedures for staff and their families
 Arrival manual for foreign staff

Leadership and management style
 Open Transparent and Merit based Recruitment system
 staff satisfaction surveys
 Participation of staff in action and strategy measures
 Seal of Human Resources Strategy For Researches HRS4R
 Voluntary participation of the research community in science dissemination activities

Other benefits
 Office with a free supply of coffee, oil, salt, soy, infusions, milk, etc.
 Possibility of eating at work
 Free parking in the company area
In conclusion, the BCBL has implemented an effective Gender and Equality Plan promoting an environment that
ensures that the best employees are in the best positions, in terms of efficiency and equity. The criteria used by
the centre to choose and promote employees are strictly technical and merit-based, having achieved a proportion
of female engaged in research that exceeds the international statistics.
Activities either organised or participated
The General Manager and the HRS4R Working Group agenda comprises the active participation in the following
Gender Equality related Discussion Groups:




Diputación Foral de Gipuzkoa – Iniciativa Erantzunkide https://www.gipuzkoa.eus/es/-/erantzunkide-sarea-6562-langilerengana-iritsi-da-jada
Fundación Más Familia https://www.masfamilia.org/
Somma Alliance https://www.somma.es/articles/ii-event-gender-equality-somm-alliance
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2.6. Dissemination and transfer of knowledge, outreach activities
This section should include (Max. 2 pages):
Technology surveillance, knowledge transfer activities carried out. Include all the measures and actions
carried out for research communication and dissemination, at a scientific level and to the general public.
Knowledge and Tech-transfer initiatives
One goal for the 2018-2021 period was to launch to the market three initiatives to transfer knowledge generated
by the basic research of the centre and offer added value services and products to society through innovation. We
have the opportunity to combine the existing capacities and new technologies to transfer part of the scientific
advances of the BCBL to society in the form of products and services:
(1) The first initiative is a clinic for the diagnosis, treatment and monitoring of learning disorders,
focused primarily on school children.
The clinic capitalises on the research knowledge of the BCBL
regarding learning disabilities using neuroimaging techniques. The
aim is to provide early diagnosis of learning disabilities (specifically,
SLI, dyslexia and dyscalculia) in children at risk, as well as a more
complete diagnosis of children already having learning disabilities,
by providing a detailed assessment of different cognitive processes.
This is an opportunity for establishing collaboration with professionals in the field to set up a way of providing a
detailed and well-informed diagnosis.
The characteristics of the first initiative are similar to those of a clinic with two important strategies:
1. ASSISTANCE: The clinic will be a valued complement for the diagnosis of learning and development disorders.
2. RESEARCH: The clinic will supply the database of the Basque Centre on Cognition Brain and Language
(BCBL), transforming it into win-win cooperation between both bodies.. The BCBL’s expertise will benefit the
clinic, while the collection of clinical histories in the database will benefit the BCBL’s research.
The clinic is successfully running and started giving diagnoses and support to therapists back in 2018.
(2) In the second stage, we continue developing and will market educational software and software for
valid early diagnosis of learning disorders such as dyslexia or specific language impairment disorders.
The software will consist of tools for early diagnosis of learning
disorders with multimedia support, previously tested in a large
sample. It will be presented as a user-friendly suite supported by
findings obtained from the basic and excellence research by the
BCBL. It will be distributed through the marketing channels
appropriate for these advanced diagnosis programmes.
These software tools will be oriented towards the world of education. Given its multimedia support, the software
will permit automation of the process, interaction with the child, and the possibility of evaluating results quickly
against a growing, aggregated database, allowing for increasing adjustment of the diagnosis discrimination factor,
while increasing the research database of the BCBL.
During recent years, we have started designing the materials and the underlying software for stimulus
presentation. The final software will be a valuable tool for early diagnosis and training with multimedia support. It
will be presented as a user-friendly suite supported by findings obtained from the basic and excellence research
by the BCBL. It will be distributed through the marketing channels appropriate for these advanced diagnosis
programmes.
So far, the BCBL is working on two software packages, (one for dyslexia, and other for Specific Language
Impairment -SLI).
These products will distinguish themselves from other diagnostic suites in the market by the following:
• Digital support
• Scientific quality and nature
• Support: User-friendly. Interactive. Recreation-oriented
• Discrimination factor: diagnostic accuracy
(3) Third, we are developing the Presurgical mapping project. One of the recent research avenues we
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have been exploring is the presurgical mapping of patients with brain tumours and epileptic focus in
areas related to language functions. This initiative pertains to the health and medical domain. In
collaboration with the neurosurgery department of the Cruces hospital in Bilbao we are carrying out at
the BCBL the presurgical and postsurgical mapping of language in patients that go into brain surgery,
and provide support for mapping language during the surgical operation as well.
In addition, other priority lines to be developed in methods and tech transfer are:


Construction of an atlas for neuroimaging: initially focusing on thalamic nuclei



Software development for education and health for:
o Diagnosis and remediation of language disorders
o Second language learning.
o Rehabilitation aphasic patients
o Cognitive training in the elderly and in patients with neurodegeneration
Identification of individuals through electrophysiological biometrics



Management of Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)
The BCBL ensures that researchers at all career stages reap the benefits of the exploitation (if any) of their R&D
results through legal protection and, in particular, through appropriate protection of Intellectual Property Rights,
including copyrights. Policies and practices should specify what rights belong to researchers and/or, where
applicable, to their employers or other parties, including external commercial or industrial organisations, as
possibly provided for under specific collaboration agreements or other types of agreement.
All these transfer actions are managed: (a) to guarantee the rights of our researchers as “inventors” (b) to ensure
the “return” as scientific benefits in the sense of new contracts for researchers (c) to transfer real new knowledge
into technology for the education and health sectors (d) to guarantee the open access for the essential results
achieved to the medical and research communities.
Science Communication and Outreach
The BCBL has performed several dissemination activities i) for the
scientific community through conferences, seminars and congresses,
and ii) for society at large through various media outlets.
In this second level, our communication activities pursue the following
main objectives:
To publicise the existence of the BCBL and position it at the local,
national and international levels as the Research Centre of Excellence in Cognitive Neuroscience and Language.
To make the knowledge generated in the BCBL available to society by disseminating to society at large the
scientific advances achieved.
The BCBL actively promotes initiatives to create awareness of the research work it performs and the implications
this research has for citizens. Outreach activities include introducing students from schools and universities to
science, research, and innovation. Following the BCBL’s philosophy, researchers receive specific training in
“transfer and dissemination of research results”, and share their research results with the general public via
activities such as “Brain Awareness Week”, “Pint of Science”, “Elhuyar Zientzia Azoka”, “SOMMA 100xCiencia”,
“Zientzia Astea UPV-EHU”, etc.
One of the most remarkable events during this period is the “Brain Awareness Week”. This science week has held
four editions during this period, with remarkable success and a very high participation rate. The aim of these
events is to popularise Cognitive Neuroscience of Language and make it more comprehensive to society at large,
using less scientific jargon than in regular conferences.
Moreover, throughout the 2018-2021 period, the BCBL has consolidated an open-doors policy specially designed
for visiting school groups. During those visits, secondary, high school or university students benefit from a
masterclass on Neuroscience, get the opportunity to learn about the specific projects of our researchers, visit the
labs and understand the academic trajectory required to work in the research field.
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2.7. Other activities
This section should include (Max. 3 pages):
Include any other activity carried out during the period 2018-2021 that should be considered for the
evaluation of the centre.
In this section, we will describe some relevant activities that have not been included in the previous sections,
despite being relevant to the BCBL:
University Teaching: Master’s Programme and PhD programme
(1) The Master’s in Cognitive Neuroscience of Language has been taught since the academic year 20112012. One of the aims of this graduate programme is to train interdisciplinary researchers in the Cognitive
Neuroscience of Language to advance further and transfer this knowledge to the areas of Health and Education.
The programme allows the degree holder to pursue a research career by developing a PhD thesis.
The duration of the programme is one academic year, with 60 ECTS credits. The students develop research skills
through the mentorship of experts and by completing the Master’s Research Project at the end of the programme.
The graph shows the
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So far, 120 students from 30 different countries have participated in this Master’s throughout its 10 editions, 32 of
whom have joined the BCBL to complete their doctoral training. Others have joined a wide range of international
centres such as New York University, Saarland University, Donders, Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics or
University of Jyväskylä among others. We would like to highlight that some of the former students have followed a
brilliant academic career standing out in universities as prestigious as UCSF and Harvard.
(2) In 2018, together with the UPV/EHU, the BCBL launched a PhD programme in Cognitive Neuroscience
approved by the ANECA (Spanish National Agency for quality and accreditation). The BCBL’s new PhD students
are enrolled in this programme. As in the Master’s programme, PhD students enrolled in this programme are
based in the BCBL, mentored by two advisors.
Throughout the 2018-2021 period, 25 theses have been defended (see Annex 11). From these 25 PhD students,
18 belong to the University of the Basque Country, one of our main collaborators and partners; 11 of these theses
were defended within the Linguistics programme, 1 within the Molecular Biology and Biomedicine programme,
and 6 will be defended in our new Cognitive Neuroscience programme. We have 2 more successful PhD students
that were enrolled in other PhD programmes within the national scope that were supervised by our researchers
and/or other collaborators who have developed their thesis at the BCBL. Apart from these 20 PhD students in
Spanish universities, 5 were supervised by BCBL researchers at international universities, such as Western
Sydney University, Hebrew University, or Stony Brook University.
Organisation of International Conferences
From its inception, the BCBL has played an active role in the promotion of research in cognitive neuroscience and
language starting with the organisation of international conferences and workshops that annually attract the most
influential researchers in the cognitive neuroscience of language field:
The BCBL organised and hosted 10 international conferences and workshops during the period 2018-2021.
These conferences are a natural environment for excellent research, the first step to internationalisation, and the
best opportunity for young researchers to learn and interact with world leaders in the field.
These events are a great opportunity for the BCBL´s researchers to attend lectures, discuss their work with other
attendees and, of course, expand their network.
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During the 2018 and 2019, we have continued with the consecutive editions of “IWoRDD” and “Statistical
Learning” and we have also launched two new series of conferences: “WoRLD” and “International Workshop on
Predictive Processing”. However, because of the Covid19 we stopped these wokshope. Additionally, we have
joined a global event named “Brain Hack”. We are nowadays planning two conferences (Statistical learning and
WILD) for 2022.
2018
● Brain Hack (2 Keynotes, 15 Oral presentations, 12 Poster presentations, 50 Attendees)
● 1st International Workshop on Predictive Processing (3 Keynotes, 21 Oral presentations, 63 Poster
presentations, 128 Attendees)
● WoRLD, Workshop on Reading, Language and Deafness (7 Keynotes, 9 Oral presentations, 42 Poster
presentations, 108 Attendees)
● WoRLD: From theory to practice (10 Keynotes, 123 Attendees)
2019
● Brain Hack (5 Keynotes, 15 Oral presentations, 70 Attendees)
● ICIASL 2019 (8 Keynotes, 31 Oral presentations, 88 Poster presentations, 186 Attendees)
● IWORDD (4 Keynotes, 18 Oral presentations, 40 Poster presentations, 113 Attendees)
● IWORDD: From theory to practice (6 Keynotes, 91 Attendees)
2020

Brain Hack Donostia 2020. Online edition ( 4 keynotes, 12 Oral presentations, 251 Attendees)
2021

Brain Hack Donostia 2021. Online edition. November 22-24
Citizen participation in our studies
The studies and scientific publications carried out by BCBL have been possible thanks to the voluntary
participants, the majority of whom live in Gipuzkoa.
It is necessary to have a comprehensive database to be able to carry out our studies. To this end, the BCBL has
developed numerous initiatives, previously mentioned in this document, highlighting the creation of a web system
for the management of research studies.
The bulk of participants of our website, www.bcbl.eu/participa, is made up of more than 10.000 users aged
between 18 and 95 years old, who, according to their linguistic profile, can enroll in BCBL studies.
Between 2018-2021, the BCBL has completed more than 20.000 experimental sessions involving more than
10.000 participants, thus providing an important grass-roots group in the local community for learning about and
developing an appreciation for our research and scientific research more generally. Since the BCBL opened, the
number of participants has increased, indicating that our efforts to interact with the local community and involve
them actively in our mission have a very optimistic future trajectory.
In order to carry out all the experiments developed at the BCBL, the active participation of infants, children and
adults —between 18 and 35 years old—and elderly participants is required.
These participants take part in tests using different techniques, such as behavioural techniques,
Electroencephalography, Magnetoencephalography, Magnetic Resonance Imaging, and Eye Tracking.
As for our Babylab, we have a collaboration agreement with Hospital Donostia. Under this agreement, the BCBL
has a research assistant on site at Hospital Donostia for 10 hours a week, introducing the BCBL babyLAB to
parents in the Maternal Infant Unit. The collaboration with Hospital Donostia continues to be a very important
source of baby participants, both monolingual and bilingual. During the 2018-2021 period, we have added 1780
new families to our database who have provided us with the information to participate in studies that fit their
profile.
In addition, BCBL has several projects in collaboration with schools all over the country. Throughout this period,
the research assistants have collected data from the participation of children in Primary and Secondary School.
In addition, studies were carried out with groups of deaf people, sign language experts, chefs, children with
Dyslexia, children with Specific Language Impairment, as well as a project in collaboration with Hospital de
Cruces for oncology patients.
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BCBL in the media
Besides, to disseminate the knowledge generated in the BCBL, the BCBL made a qualitative leap in 2018-2021
thanks to its presence in the national media and its entry into the social networks. The dissemination and
communication benchmarks achieved by the BCBL are as follows:
After starting with sporadic appearances in local media, a fortnightly presence in the local and national
communication media has been achieved during this period.
In addition to achieving certain public recognition in the media thanks to the milestones attained by the centre, the
BCBL is regularly consulted by different media as an expert adviser in cognitive neuroscience, management in
the scientific field and promotion of scientific vocation among the youth.
In this sense, the 2018-2021 period has had a significant presence, both in national and international media,
totaling more than 1416 impacts and generating audiovisual material on research results.
During 2020, the media related to health and science has been filled with news about the coronavirus and,
although we have maintained our commitment to publicise our findings and research milestones, it has been more
difficult for us. Even so, we obtained very significant impacts.
The dissemination and communication milestones achieved by the BCBL during this period are:
Conventional channels: On the other hand, regarding online media, print media, radio and television, the BCBL
had 1416 impacts over the 2018-2020 period.
Social media:
The BCBL is also very active in national communication media and social network sites.
Generally speaking, we could say that the centre’s activity on social media follows a positive trend, both in the
number of followers and the interactions achieved. Having a growing community on social media is positive for
the centre, as it allows for the message to reach more people.
Social media provides us with an alternative option to be present on the media in order to inform society of the
centre’s activity. Given the statistics on the shared content, the strategy based on disseminating content to others
has been a resounding success; this has enlarged our follower base, which is beneficial when publishing content
about the centre or searching for participants for our studies.
Social network sites: below are some information that provide information about the activity and evolution of our
follower figures on Facebook, Youtube and Twitter. In general terms, the results are positive and confirm the
existence of a digital community that follows the centre’s activity on social media.
Nowadays, the BCBL’s Twitter account has 3450 followers.

The BCBL’s Facebook account currently has 5400 followers. The BCBL’s Facebook account shares
information about neuroscience daily and is always reviewed by experts from our centre, thus
becoming a reference account in the field of Neuroscience.

The BCBL has a Youtube channel in which it stores a total of 97 videos that have generated 40.880
views since its creation.

During this period, we have created an Instagram channel aiming at approaching the younger
segment of our followers and offer more dynamic and visual content; nowadays, this channel has
550 followers.
It mainly shares informative content that is divided into the BCBL’s researchers’ content and talks or
presentations on topics related to the centre.
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3. Strategic Plan for 2022-2025
3.1. Research Programme(s)
This section should include (Max. 7 pages):
Main research objective(s) and description of the research activities, projects, lines deployed to meet
that/those objective(s). Outcomes foreseen: publications, patents… Social impact of the research
programmes to be developed.
Research objective(s) and description of the research activities
The quintessentially human capacity for language is central to the development of civilisation. Learning to speak
or sign, read, and write are also major developmental milestones, involving complex cognitive processes that
fundamentally impact individuals’ interactions in monolingual and multilingual environments. High proficiency in
these skills provides new opportunities for knowledge acquisition, generation and dissemination; low proficiency
can limit an individual's intellectual, social and economic potential. Despite impressive technological and
theoretical advances in the study of language, the cognitive processes involved in mastering and using one
(monolingualism) or several languages (bilingualism), and our understanding of the underlying brain mechanisms
that serve these capacities in typical or impaired development are insufficiently understood, limiting our
understanding of many language disorders and our ability to remediate them.
To tackle these fascinating topics, the BCBL proposes a two-pronged Research Programme for 2021-2024 that
will: (1) advance neural and behavioural models and theories of language processing; (2) translate this knowledge
into clinical and educational applications that benefit society. These twin goals will be accomplished as follows:
First, by optimizing our research lines to tackle new challenges at the frontiers of language research. Second, by
attracting highly skilled researchers whose expertise complements our current strengths, building theoretical
depth and multidisciplinarity alongside expertise in neuroimaging, computational modeling and other advanced
methods. Third, by continuing to upgrade and update our facilities to assure increased research output and attract
young talent. Fourth, by making fundamental contributions in applied neuroscience: i) Educational
Neuroscience - exploiting the latest advances in neuroscience to inform educational approaches in critical areas
such as native and foreign language-reading, second language learning, early detection of learning disabilities,
and development of software for the diagnosis and remediation of language disorders; ii) Neuroscience and
Health - translating neuroscientific advances to develop better therapeutic avenues for language and cognitive
rehabilitation following neurological disease, with special attention to the bilingual brain. This includes: improving
brain surgery outcomes and recovery in patients operated for epilepsy or tumours in language areas; developing
software for rehabilitation of patients with aphasias and neurodegeneration.
The optimised research lines:
1. Language development across the lifespan
2. Speech perception, production and disorders
3. Reading and dyslexia
4. Multilingualism
5. Neurodegeneration, brain damage and rehabilitation
6. Language and other cognitive systems
7. Advanced methods in cognitive neuroscience
The BCBL will continue to foster new projects and research teams to complement and extend our seven main
research lines, taking advantage of international calls to attract new research talent and top international
scientists. We will concentrate our scientific efforts on projects with the greatest regional educational and
translational benefits and the highest impact on science at the international level. We will leverage our role as an
international hub, emphasizing the importance of combining deep theoretical inquiry with advanced
methodological expertise.
Description of the research lines
BCBL’s seven research lines offer a multi-faceted approach to understanding human language and create strong
synergies between the current twelve research groups. Our goal is to offer a novel perspective on how the human
brain can plastically adapt and efficiently navigate language experience in a globalised multilingual society,
leveraging our access to a multilingual community and technological capacity.
Line 1: Language development across the lifespan: The study of language learning offers exceptional
opportunities to examine brain plasticity. We will trace the trajectory of language development from infancy
through adulthood, using longitudinal designs to identify endogenous and environmental factors that foster
language acquisition in the first months of life, promote the consolidation of language abilities in childhood and
adolescence, and prevent their decline in old age. By combining functional MRI and MEG with state-of-the-art
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computational modelling and machine learning, we investigate how language is represented in the brain at the
cortical and sub-cortical levels, expanding existing neurocognitive models of language, which have largely
focused on cortical mechanisms. Our unique bilingual environment and excellent community relations provide an
exceptional platform to address these questions and develop novel computerised language training tools that help
minimise language deficits across the lifespan.
Line 2: Speech perception, production and disorders: Speech is a unique evolutionary achievement that has
played a critical role in human development. Mastering two languages adds further complexity but provides a
unique window for language research, leading us to take a bilingual perspective in this research line. We aim to:
constrain existing theories by assessing the role of inter-subject variation in hemispheric asymmetries in speech
perception and production in bilinguals with a range of proficiencies and different ages of acquisition; examine
unimodal and cross-modal relations between speech perception and production and consider how early speech
perception skills predict later language abilities; investigate speech perception and production at the word and
sentence levels and speech-brain synchronisation in specific language impairment; investigate the brain’s ability
to respond to reactivation of impaired auditory sensory inputs to better understand the high variability in language
outcomes in infants with cochlear implants. These findings will inform the development of models of language
perception and production in natural settings and novel pathways for the diagnosis and remediation of speech
disorders and help develop measures to predict language outcomes for infants before cochlear implantation
surgery.
Line 3: Reading and dyslexia: Reading is an essential skill in modern societies, yet 10% of the population has
difficulties learning to read. This barrier is even more challenging when a learner has to acquire literacy skills in
more than one language in parallel. We will investigate to what extent the orthographies of bilinguals’ languages
affect reading acquisition and compare reading skills in typical and atypical (e.g., illiterate, deaf, dyslexic,
bilingual) populations using a range of neuroimaging methods to uncover the brain’s reading circuit. This research
will help us discern the causes and consequences of reading disabilities and develop tools for an earlier, more
accurate diagnosis of dyslexia. We will investigate the contribution of speech rhythms to reading acquisition,
employing longitudinal designs to identify reliable early neural markers of reading disorders both within and
across languages. This research will help us develop novel neurofeedback tools that improve speech-brain
synchronisation in children at risk of dyslexia. At the theoretical level, we aim to develop a mechanistic model of
the role of subcortical-cortical connections in typical reading and dyslexia and build computational models based
on deep neural networks to predict reading behaviour from brain measures, allowing us to estimate a child's
future reading behaviour from their pre-reading neural profile.
Line 4: Multilingualism: Half of the world's population speaks more than one language, yet we know little about
how multilingualism affects brain plasticity and neurocognitive architecture. We will investigate brain mechanisms
in unimodal and bimodal bilinguals and trilinguals, both within and across modalities (signed, spoken and written
language). We are one of a very select number of labs worldwide with the capacity and access to successfully
undertake such studies. We will explore how the interplay between semantic, syntactic, orthographic and
phonological similarity across languages supports flexibility in second language processing, and whether input
diversity improves second language learning at the lexical and syntactic levels. This research will make a
significant impact on theories and models of speech perception, speech production and our understanding of how
the bilingual mind negotiates two languages. A further theoretical challenge is modeling second language learning
and bilingual processing. We will compare models trained on a second language after the first language is stable
or on two languages at once, to test the notion of 'complementary learning systems'. This may provide solutions
to vexing problems in modelling, such as catastrophic interference. This scientific endeavor will serve as a major
anchor point for implementing educational practices that maximise language learning outcomes.
Line 5: Neurodegeneration, brain damage and rehabilitation: Language deficits are a common consequence
of traumatic brain injury, stroke, epilepsy, tumours, and neurodegenerative diseases and constitute a primary
cause of disability worldwide with often drastic social implications. We will investigate brain biomarkers for both
the early detection of neurodegenerative disease and the potential for language recovery through brain plasticity,
translating this knowledge to develop rehabilitation paradigms. By mapping language function with MRI and MEG
before and after tumour resection in patients with low-grade gliomas, we will define the mechanisms that support
neuroplasticity and identify biomarkers for language recovery in bilingual and monolingual patients. To achieve
this goal, we will develop personalised cognitive tasks and use them in combination with direct electrical
stimulation during surgery to determine individual-specific functional boundaries of language-relevant tissue and
investigate how multilingual variability interacts with neurofunctional brain plasticity, neurodegeneration, recovery
and rehabilitation. These findings will translate to daily neuro-oncological practice, helping neurosurgeons
optimise patient-specific surgical strategies that spare language functionality and minimise the risk of postoperative language deficits, thereby improving patients’ quality of life.
Line 6: Language and other cognitive systems: Language processing requires interactions with other cognitive
systems. We will (i) define the extent to which semantic and episodic memories share the same neural circuitry;
(ii) ascertain if the neural mechanisms for speech processing track the acoustics of the auditory signal or reflect
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abstract knowledge of the perceived language; (iii) unravel the general learning mechanisms that underlie the
human ability to detect regularities (e.g., statistical learning) and how these support acquisition of specific
elements in a new language; (iv) pinpoint the role of metacognition (the capacity to reflect on one's own
cognition), that is, how metacognitive abilities relate to language learning ability; and (v) investigate the
relationship between motor and language systems and their joint contribution to human communication. All of
these issues will be enriched by our bilingual perspective, contributing to a better understanding of the interface
between language and cognition.
Line 7: Advanced methods in cognitive neuroscience: Research at the frontiers of the science of language
will be supported by the most recent technical advances. We will develop new imaging methods in four key areas:
(i) novel algorithms for cleaning fMRI data that leverage the phase of the complex MRI signal or multi-echo
acquisitions to reduce artefacts and physiological noise; (ii) empowering data analyses through advanced signal
processing and machine learning techniques to enhance measures of brain connectivity at the single-subject
level, and also between subjects during hyper-scanning sessions designed to study personal interactions and
communication; (iii) new methods for quantification of functional MRI patterns in terms of cerebral metabolic rate
of oxygen (CMRO2; a close proxy for neuronal activation), arterial spin labelling and BOLD data; and (iv)
implementing new approaches for neurofeedback and neural entrainment based on fMRI and M/EEG to
investigate and modulate language learning and metacognitive abilities in real time. This research line will
produce tools and protocols that will serve the international research community and provide a framework for
multicentre neuroimaging initiatives.


In sum, these seven research lines, bolstered by our advanced technical platforms, outstanding human
resources, and groundbreaking research agenda, will generate new knowledge, improve our models of
language, and boost translational applications in two areas essential for the welfare of society and the future
of the country: Health Care and Education

Based on the strategic development of these lines of investigation, and in order to improve the competitive
position of the centre, a SWOT analysis has been performed (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats)
in order to consolidate the BCBL’s position as an international leader in language research we analysed our
current strengths and weaknesses, as well as anticipated opportunities and areas of concern:
Strengths:
● Excellent reputation in the field, despite the relative youth of the centre
● Exceptional facilities for conducting cutting-edge behavioural and neuroscientific research on language
and cognition across the lifespan
● Unrivalled opportunities to unveil the specific and universal characteristics of language in a bilingual
environment with Spanish and Basque, a typologically unique language
● Organisational structure with highly motivated human resources (researchers, top-tier administration,
laboratory, IT team) aligned with the mission of the centre
● World-class international research team with excellent theoretical and technical expertise
● Excellent procedures for attracting, recruiting and training new talent (HRS4R, OTM-R)
● Comprehensive management procedures, management of human and material resources, outreach,
science dissemination, and structures to ensure continuous improvement
● High success rates in highly competitive European calls (e.g., Marie Sklodowska-Curie Actions)
● Participation in international research networks and consortia
● Number of internal and local collaborations
● Quantity and quality of scientific production
● High-impact transfer activities and dissemination actions in society
● Neure Clinic for language learning disorders (e.g., dyslexia)
● Collaborations with neuroanatomists on brain atlases for neuroimaging
● Alliances with local hospitals and neurosurgeons for access to patients with brain damage and
neurodegenerative diseases allows language and cognitive function testing during intracranial
stimulation with deep electrodes and awake patient surgeries for brain tumours and epilepsy
● Local population keen to collaborate with BCBL as experimental participants.
Weaknesses:
● Spanish salaries not competitive with salaries in other developed nations
● Relatively undeveloped culture of science in Spain
● Funding shortfalls for periodic costs of maintaining advanced equipment to avoid rapid obsolescence
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Opportunities:
● Language environment provides access to monolingual, bilingual and multilingual speakers of
typologically dissimilar languages (Basque, Spanish, French, English, Spanish Sign Language)
● ERC and other provincial, national and international funding agencies
● European commitment to Science
● Human Brain Project and Brain Initiative
● High social value and positive perception of science and innovation in Basque Country
● Ikerbasque policy of promoting Fellows to Associate and Full Professors
● Basque Government’s IKUR program, with its two flagships where BCBL is active: NeuroBioscience and
AI HPC
● International alliances with centres with complementary expertise
● Alliances with local research centres and schools to foster research and innovation in educational
neuroscience and language learning
Threats:
● Funding situation for research in Spain
● Covid-19
● Best researchers may be offered better salaries at other international centres/universities
● Shortage and fluctuating market price of liquid helium for cooling MEG and MRI systems
Based on this analysis, we aim to: (1) Promote groundbreaking research in the seven research lines aimed at
“understanding language in the brain”; (2) Take advantage of our unique bilingual environment to investigate
multilingual representation in the mind/brain and the impact of bilingualism on language disorders, recovery from
brain damage and education; (3) Encourage interdisciplinary collaborations among researchers with diverse
scientific and technical expertise (computer science, linguistics, psychology, neuroscience, engineering,
mathematics, etc.); (4) Upgrade technical facilities to support cutting-edge research and innovation; (5) Further
alliances with top-tier international and national research bodies; (6) Further our extensive research and transfer
collaborations with local education and health sectors; (7) Expand collaborations with companies and
professionals with expertise to develop computerised tools for language learning and training as well as diagnosis
and treatment of language disorders.
In addition, as a result of this analysis, the centre has designed a supplementary expansion and improvement
plan:
Future expansion plans
Moving beyond consolidating our research lines and our existing internal and international networks of
researchers, the proposed expansion that the centre would achieve would allow for major new expansions into
relatively untapped areas.
The BCBL currently has a strong track record in the international arena. We will meet our strategic targets by
improving the centre's equipment, hiring new researchers, promoting new synergies among BCBL groups, and
increasing BCBL's international collaboration network. We will also pay close attention to training, recruitment and
transfer of knowledge. Below we describe the action plans to meet our strategic objectives:
1)

Advanced methodology and computational models: BERC funding will allow further development of cuttingedge fMRI methodology and analytical pipelines for advanced computational modelling. By attracting new
talent and collaborations we will also target novel approaches to brain connectivity, machine learning and
deep neural networks to provide better explanatory and predictive models of brain function.

2)

Language acquisition: There are only a few laboratories in the world investigating language acquisition in
bilingual infants. We enjoy a uniquely favorable environment to further our global leadership in this area of
research: (1) typologically distinct local languages (Basque and Spanish) and a large monolingual and
bilingual infant population; (2) a well-equipped baby lab with capacity for behavioural, EEG, and NIRS
research; and (3) a database of over 4000 families from the Donostia/San Sebastián community who are
committed to bringing their babies and children to the lab. BERC funding will allow us to expand our research
capabilities in this line of research by hiring more personnel to carry out not only transversal but also critical
longitudinal studies from infancy to early middle childhood and allow us to build a baby lab hospital extension
for newborn neuroimaging research using NIRS technology in collaboration with the Hospital Donostia. This
research will provide the first systematic measures of language in infants who were exposed to one versus
two languages in utero, informing widely debated models of early neural specialisation for language and the
environmental impact of early bilingualism on linguistic and cognitive development . Furthermore, we will
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continue organizing workshops related to language acquisition, such as WILD (Workshop on Infant Language
Development), which the BCBL started in 2013, establishing an important European forum for this area of
research.
3)

Developmental language disorders: Our research on the oscillatory correlates (using MEG methods) and
functional and structural correlates (using MRI methods) of developmental dyslexia and specific language
impairment has had a high impact in the field. We will study infant and early childhood populations at risk of
developing language disorders and will test the oscillatory cortical markers for dyslexia we recently proposed.
In addition, to investigate neurodevelopmental activity associated with several forms of language production
(typing or speaking). Results from this research will impact the design implementation of software for
learning, diagnosis and rehabilitation. Additional funding will be allocated to hire researchers and assistants
working in schools for testing the implemented software. We will continue to host IWORDD every three years,
a workshop focused on dyslexia established by the BCBL. So far, three editions have been hosted by the
BCBL (2013, 2016, 2019).

4)

Second language learning: Understanding language learning and reading/writing in bilingual contexts is
essential for current theoretical models in the neurobiology of language but and also allows us to make
informed recommendations to educational professionals and institutions. Currently, we have a small kit for
computer-based testing and a few portable EEG units that can be sent to schools. However, to set up flexible
and portable procedures for our novel neurofeedback training protocols, we will need to purchase portable
dry EEG systems that can be taken to schools for quick and easy testing of children. This is particularly
important in the context of our unique multilingual population of Basque and Spanish speakers and will
confirm the BCBL’s role as a world leader in establishing meaningful interactions between scientific research
and educational applications. We also aim to expand the BCBL's expertise in educational neuroscience and
cross-modal perception-production interactions by hiring talented researchers in this area.

5)

Functional brain mapping and brain stimulation: This research area is critical for addressing relevant basic
science and clinical questions. One aim is to expand the group of researchers working on this research topic
to address not only patients with tumours, but also patients with epilepsy who have deep electrodes
implanted to record brain activity before surgery. We are currently working on a suitable configuration with
Quian Quiroga, a world expert in this technique. Working with both types of patients will allow us to further
address relevant questions regarding brain plasticity associated with language and to improve the accuracy
and depth of information we can provide to neurosurgeons regarding the mapping of language networks at
the individual patient level.

6)

Neurodegeneration and brain damage: Identifying neural markers for neurodegeneration, cognitive
interventions and rehabilitation remains a priority in the clinical neurosciences. We are working on developing
advanced methods to characterise early markers linked to language processes in Alzheimer's and
Parkinson's diseases and applied protocols for cognitive training programmes and interventions in clinical
populations and healthy aging. In addition, we will develop computerised training protocols and other
rehabilitation procedures for aphasia based on music exposure and music training shown to improve
cognitive and language recovery. We have great potential to make outstanding contributions in terms of
establishing early markers for disease detection and prognosis as well as training and rehabilitation related to
language function. Here, it will be important to increase the number of researchers.

7)

Software development. The BCBL will develop software for language training across relevant populations.
BERC funding will allow us to work on standardizing a new test for diagnosis of dyslexia in Spanish and in
Basque, complete the development of software for cognitive and language training for children with
developmental disorders and second language learners, and design cognitive rehabilitation software for
brain-damaged patients. Importantly, BERC would provide the funding we need to expand our software
development and strengthen existing as well as foster new collaborations with partners interested in the
development and transfer of this work, bringing further applications for education and health settings to the
market. We are currently working very closely with a French company (SBT - HUMAN(S) MATTER) to bring
Multimap, a multilingual picture naming test for mapping eloquent areas during awake surgeries, to a global
market. Multimap is currently being implemented in French, Spanish and Basque and will continue to be
extended to include many other combinations of languages.

8)

IKUR Program. NeuroBiosciences. Aims:
•

To improve our models of brain functioning in both health (healthy aging) and disease
conditions (neurodegeneration diseases), moving beyond purely correlational models
to predictive models, which will need to incorporate advances in machine learning and
artificial intelligence.
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•

To develop new protocols for non-invasive modulation of brain functioning by means of brain-machine
interfaces and neurofeedback protocols, so that we can generate adaptive changes in populations with
specific needs, as well as create new marketable interfaces and patents.

•

To address these two challenges in a personalised way, with highly accurate protocols to predict the
individual's behaviour and adjust neurofeedback protocols to optimise their efficacy at patient/individual
level.
To develop analytical tools to predict patterns of recovery and decline based on neuroanatomical and
functional data in relation to various disorders, such as aphasia or neurodegenerative diseases, as well
as to search for early markers of language disorders, such as dyslexia or Specific Language Disorder.
Finding early markers would have an immediate impact on the people who may suffer from the disorder
and on society in general.
To consolidate relationships and activities between the institutions associated with this IKUR.

•

•
9)

IKUR Programme. AI and High Performance Computing. Aims:
•
•
•
•
•

To increase our capabilities of computing and data storage of neuroimaging data
To develop new algorithms and analysis methods based on machine learning, deep
learning or evolutionary computing to improve the analysis of magnetic resonance,
electrophysiology and/or behavioural data.
In the future, it is envisaged that these algorithms will consider biophysical models of neuronal
conductivity as well as structural connectivity in their formulation.
To apply machine learning and evolutionary computing techniques to estimate the large number of
parameters of these models, extract characteristic patterns from the data, and generalise their
performance.
To consolidate relations and activities among the institutions associated with this IKUR.

Publications 2022-2025
We expect to maintain the same number, quality and impact of publications every year throughout the next period
(See Annexes 4, 5, 6 and 7)
Patents, Licences, knowledge and tech-transfer
During the 2022-2025 period, the BCBL will continue focusing on technological transfer to society. It is
important to note that translational research takes some time, especially for a centre created from scratch with the
main mission of carrying out excellent basic research. Thus, we expect that our production in this domain will be
accelerating in the next period. Thus, as the centre matures, in addition to carrying out basic research intended to
increase knowledge, we will also intend to provide knowledge that can be applied to other bodies that, in the near
future, can be transformed into products and services, while making this process as efficient as possible. In order
to reach this goal, the BCBL Management will ensure that the research results undergo continuous evaluation
with regard to their potential application and rapid transfer to their specific field of development. The BCBL
Management will also continue promoting cooperation with the rest of the actors in the science and research
system in order to increase the prospect for the transfer of knowledge and results between organisations.
Tech-transfer is one of the long-term pillars for the BCBL, thus strengthening the Basque Science System by
transferring knowledge, technology and research results to society.
Research projects (active for the 2022-2025 period and expected applications)
PRIVATE FUNDING
Running grants

PI

1

Carreiras, Manuel

2

Carreiras, Manuel

3

Arocena, Miguel Angel

Expected applications
4

Grant
LA CAIXA FOUNDATION, HEALTH RESEARCH-Dyslexia and the
thalamus: Integrating anatomy and function in a mechanistic
account of the reading brain
FUNDACION CIENTIFICA AECC-Biomarcadores de recuperación
cognitiva postquirúrgica en tumores cerebrales
FUNDACION KUTXABANK-Burmuinaren Txokoa

PI

Grant

BCBL Researchers

4 Proyectos de Investigación Básica
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Amount

Period

500,000 €

2019-2022

300,000 €

2020-2023

18,600 €

2021-2022

Amount

Period

n/a

2018-2021

EUROPEAN RESEARCH COUNCIL
Running grants
1

PI
Martin, Clara

Expected applications
8

Grant
GA 819093 - ERC CoG - READCALIBRATION

PI
BCBL Researchers

Grant
1 ERC Advanced Grants
3 ERC Consolidator Grants
4 ERC Starting Grants

Amount

Period

1.875.000 €

2019-2024

Amount

Period

n/a

2022-2025

Amount
n/a

Period
2022-2025

Amount
185.721 €
173.721 €
224.496 €
172.932 €
245.732 €
160.932 €

Period
2020-2022
2020-2022
2020-2023
2021-2023
2021-2024
2021-2023

Amount

Period

n/a

2022-2025

EUROPEAN INNOVATION COUNCIL
Expected applications
2

PI
BCBL Researchers

Grant
2 EIC applications

EUROPEAN COMMISSION Marie Skłodowska-Curie Programme

Running grants
1
2
3
4
5
6

PI
Cespón, Jesús
Stoehr, Antje
Amoruso, Lucia
Carrión, Amaia
Biondo, Nicoletta
Pinet, Svetlana

Expected applications
32

Grant
H2020-MSCA-IF-2018-GA- 838536-BILINGUALPLAS
H2020-MSCA-IF-2018-GA- 843533-LIPPSH2020-MSCA-GF-2020-GA- 101025814-MULTILAND
H2020-MSCA-IF-2020-GA- 101027016-READING BIG
H2020-MSCA-GF-2020-GA- 101028370-TIME
H2020-MSCA-IF-2019-GA- 843533-OWLI

PI
BCBL Researchers, Potential
newcomers

Grant
1 European Training Network
1 Cofund Grant
30 MSC Individual Grants

MINISTERIO DE CIENCIA E INNOVACIÓN

Running grants
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Expected applications
20

PI
Soto, David
Caballero, Cesar
Kalashnikova, Marina
Cespon, Jesús
Costello, B; Giezen, B.
Mancini, Simona
Kapnoula, E; Samuel, A.
Martin, C.; Pinet, S.
Ruzzoli, M.
Magnuson, J.

Grant
PID2019-105494GB-BRAINMETALOOP
PID2019-105520GB-qRSFMRI
PID2019-105528GA-CONTUR
PID2019-105538RA-BILINGUALAGE
PID2019-107325GB-BiTRi
PID2020-113945RB-I00 TENL.ESP
PID2020-113348GB-I00 CO-LEXI
PID2020-113926GB-I00 CROSSPOD
PID2020-114717RA-I00 SweetC
PID2020-119131GB-I00 BLIS

Amount

Period
2020-2024
2020-2023
2020-2023
2020-2023
2020-2023
2021-2025
2021-2024
2021-2024
2021-2024
2021-2024

PI
BCBL Researchers

Grant
20 Plan Nacional Excelencia/Retos Projects

Amount
n/a

Period
2022-2025

Grant
PIBA-2020-1-0024 ACS.eus (APHASIA COGNITIVE SCREENING IN
BASQUE): FILLING GAPS AND OVERCOMING BIAS IN CURRENT
APHASIA ASSESSMENT
PIBA_2021_1_0003 CONTRIBUTION OF MAGNOCELLULAR AND
PARVOCELLULAR VISUAL SYSTEMS TO NORMAL READING AND
DYSLEXIA
Grant

Amount

Period

48.340 €

2020-2022

50.000 €

2021-2024

Amount

Period

n/a

2022-2025

Amount

Period

n/a

2022-2025

GOBIERNO VASCO – EUSKO JAURLARITZA

Running grants

PI

1

Mancini, Simona

2

Paz-Alonso, Kepa

Expected applications
8

PI
BCBL Researchers

8 Proyectos de Investigación Básica

DIPUTACIÓN FORAL DE GIPUZKOA – GIPUZKOAKO FORU ALDUNDIA

Expected applications
4

PI

Grant

BCBL Researchers

4 Proyectos de Investigación Básica

.
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3.2. Research Groups
This section should include (Max. 3 pages):
Definition of research structure or organisation of the centre. Strategies and activities to support the
attraction and retention of research talent. Expected evolution of the structure of personnel to achieve the
strategic objectives of the centre.
Internal Organisation
BCBL researchers (see https://www.bcbl.eu/en/research/research-groups) currently belong to 12 research groups
(names, group leaders, and associated research lines listed below). The number of groups has increased from
the 10 described in section 2.2 to the current 12 described below.
Group 1: Brain Rhythms and Cognition – Group Leader, Prof. Nicola Molinaro, ORCID 0000-0002-75496042. 1 Postdoctoral Researcher, 5 PhD students. Lines L2, L3, L6.
Group 2: Computational Neuroscience – Group Leader, Prof. James Magnuson, ORCID 0000-0003-01582367. 1 Postdoctoral Researcher, 2 PhD students. Lines L1, L2, L3, L4.
Group 3: Consciousness – Group Leader, Prof. David Soto, ORCID 0000-0003-0205-7513. 1 Postdoctoral
Researcher, 4 PhD students. Lines L1, L4, L6, L7.
Group 4: Educational Neuroscience and Developmental Language Disorders – Group Leader, Dr. Marie
Lallier, ORCID 0000-0003-4340-1296. 1 Postdoctoral Researcher, 4 PhD students. Lines L1, L2, L3, L4.
Group 5: Infant Language and Cognition – Group Leader, Dr. Marina Kalashnikova, ORCID 0000-00027924-8687. 1 Postdoctoral Researcher, 3 PhD students. Lines L1, L2, L4.
Group 6: Language and Memory Control – Group Leader, Prof. Pedro M. Paz-Alonso, ORCID 0000-00020325-9304. 2 Postdoctoral Researchers, 7 PhD students. Lines L1, L3, L4, L6.
Group 7: Neurobiology of Language – Group Leader, Prof. Manuel Carreiras, ORCID 0000-0001-6726-7613.
4 Postdoctoral Researchers, 5 PhD students. Lines L3, L4, L5.
Group 8: Neurolinguistics and Aphasia – Group Leader, Dr. Simona Mancini, ORCID 0000-0001-9514-7862.
1 Postdoctoral Researcher, 3 PhD students. Lines L2, L4, L5.
Group 9: Speech and Bilingualism – Group Leader, Prof. Clara Martin ORCID 0000-0003-2701-5045. 3
Postdoctoral Researchers, 6 PhD students. Lines L2, L4.
Group 10: Spoken language – Group Leader, Prof. Arthur Samuel, ORCID 0000-0001-8552-2710. 4
Postdoctoral Researchers, 1 PhD student. Lines L2, L4.
Group 11: Signal Processing – Group Leader, Dr. Cesar Caballero, ORCID 0000-0002-9068-5810. 1
Postdoctoral Researcher, 4 PhD students. Lines L5, L7.
Group 12: Statistical Learning – Group Leader, Prof. Ram Frost, ORCID 0000-0002-5625-0813. 3
Postdoctoral Researchers, 1 PhD student. Lines L3, L6.
These 12 research groups include:
●
●
●
●
●
●

5 Ikerbasque Full Professors
2 Ikerbasque Research Associates
12 Staff Scientists and Group Leaders (5 Ramón y Cajal Fellow, 2 Ikerbasque Fellow, 1 MSCA Fellow, 1
Juan de la Cierva Fellow)
17 Postdoctoral Researchers (8 MSCA Fellows, 2 Ikerbasque Fellows, 2 Juan de la Cierva Fellows)
9 Affiliated Researchers
44 PhD students (26 FPI, 7 BFI, 10 La Caixa INPhINIT)

The Human Resources team comprises the Management, labs, IT and Administration teams, led by Dr. Miguel
Arocena (PhD and MBA).
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Administration staff: Project Manager, Financial Controller, Director's Personal Assistant, 5 Management
Assistants
Information Technologies & Technical staff: IT Manager, Helpdesk, System and Network Administrator
Laboratory staff: 2 Lab Managers, 5 Lab Section Coordinators, 7 Research Assistants
Tech-transfer staff: Neure Clinic: 2 Neuropsychologists, 1 Software Developer, 2 Research Assistants
Therefore, the research programmes of each of the research groups are aligned with the three main research foci
of the BCBL.
Strategies and activities to support the attraction and retention of research talent
Human resources and especially young researchers (predoctoral and postdoctoral) are the main assets of a
knowledge-intensive centre such as the BCBL. Since the centre was created, the Scientific Director and the
General Manager have devoted much energy and time to creating a shared culture and the values of the centre,
integrating people, as this is a key factor to success. This task is even more complex in a multicultural centre with
people from more than 15 different countries, but where diversity is considered an opportunity and a unique
resource.
To date, we have recruited researchers from more than 29 countries. We consider diversity an opportunity. We
will launch several calls for the recruitment of international researchers across academic levels:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Ikerbasque Research Associates and Professors (permanent)
Ikerbasque Research Fellows (5-year tenure track)
RyC (5-year tenure track)
JdC Formación (2-year postdoctoral)
JdC Incorporación (3-year postdoctoral)
MSCA (2/3-year postdoctoral)
FPU/FPI (4-year PhD)
Basque Government BFI (4-year PhD)
Internal BCBL calls will depend on the budget and new fundraising through competitive grants

These calls are announced on several web portals, including the Euraxess, Ikerbasque, Neurobiology of
Language, ESCOP, and BCBL websites and on many distribution lists, including Linguist List, CUNY, AMLaP,
Human Brain Mapping, Cognitive Neuroscience Society.
Today, the BCBL is working in the new context established by the HR Excellence in Research.
We have already implemented an Open, Transparent and Merit-based recruitment policy and
process for hiring researchers (OTM-R). OTM-R of researchers improves the effectiveness of
BCBL research systems and guarantees equal opportunities. This process sets out the various
steps of the recruitment process, from the job advertising/application phase through to the appointment phase.
World-class research experience is essential, with a PhD degree in areas related to Cognitive Neuroscience, and
the ability to apply for funding through competitive calls. Candidates must meet international evaluation standards,
have a very good record of publications in top journals and be eligible to obtain an ERC Starting or Consolidator
Grant.
To attract, retain and enhance talent we will continue to launch very competitive calls and offer hired researchers
the best possible working conditions with access to outstanding research facilities, continuous training, a rich
intellectual atmosphere, access to international conferences that the BCBL organises every year and budget
allocations to travel to international meetings anywhere in the world.
MENTORSHIP
Current BCBL staff and the newly recruited R2-R3 researchers and PhD students will benefit from two formal
mentoring programmes. The first, currently already implemented at the BCBL, consists in continuous mentorship
regarding research activities and career progression. The Research Group structure at the BCBL makes this
programme more effective, since each researcher receives vertical mentorship from their Group Leader and
transversal mentorship from Group members. Moreover, collective activities such as the Project Presentation
Meeting are important mentoring actions specially aimed at predoctoral and postdoctoral researchers. All BCBL
researchers, including group leaders, attend the Project Presentation Meetings and give feedback on the scientific
projects of each researcher. By combining traditional and group mentoring, we ensure wider representation
between mentors and mentees. The second programme consists in training and promoting opportunities that offer
researchers opportunities to secure external funding from national and international sources. Each Early and MidCareer Researchers at the BCBL (postdoctoral fellows and staff members on the tenure track) are assigned two
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senior members to review and provide feedback on all grant applications. PhD students have two supervisors
who guide them to acquire the appropriate theoretical, methodological and transversal skills. Finally, the BCBL
has an established Ombudsman programme in which three staff members (two scientific and one administrative)
are available to help other members resolve confidential and sensitive matters and provide conflict resolution.
More informally, the BCBL also provides a vibrant and communal environment in which all researchers are
actively involved in the day-to-day scientific activities of the centre. This provides junior members with ample
opportunities to seek advice and support at all stages of laboratory work and scientific levels.
●

We will run annual 360º feedback meetings with all BCBL employees.

Expected evolution of the structure of personnel to achieve the strategic objectives of the centre
We plan (1) to continue strengthening our
capabilities for addressing frontier research on
language and (2) transfer newly generated
knowledge to the areas of education and
health. To do so, we expect (a) to slightly grow,
hiring
new
high-skilled
researchers,
incorporating new capabilities and more
expertise,
reinforcing
multidisciplinarity,
spreading the training capacities and raise our
international visibility; (b) improve and update
our facilities, to keep improving our research
and to be an attractor for young researchers;
and (c) to work more closely with software
developers to create applications for diagnosis
of disorders, learning and training, based on
new knowledge generated from our lab and
others.
Within the next four years, we will create at least two more groups and, if enough resources and strategically
important, to reach a maximum of 15 research groups led by experts in other new areas of language, with special
attention to high profile basic but also to translational research. In addition, we will strengthen the current groups.
Currently, each research group gets allocated 1 postdoc and 1 PhD student, plus some money for traveling and
some special running costs since we have a policy of open lab. It would be desirable, if budget permits, to allocate
more internal resources to the groups (2 postdocs and 2 PhD students) regardless of additional external funding
they can obtain. In addition, we expect to increase our research personnel (both predoctoral and postdoctoral
researchers) through individual grants obtained in competitive calls (Ikerbasque Fellows, Ramón y Cajal Fellows,
Marie Curie, Juan de la Cierva, La Caixa grants, etc.)
●

We expect to hire 2 R4 researchers, 32 R2-R3 researchers and 40 R1 PhD students during the 2022-2025
period.
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3.3. Internationalisation strategy
This section should include (Max. 3 pages):
Agreements and collaboration frameworks with international entities that help in the internationalisation of
the centre. Highlight European and International projects/networks the centre aims to coordinate or take
part in. Detail the research outputs expected for these collaborations: publications, patents, licences…
Visiting researchers, hosted or going abroad.
Specify the leadership and/or role of the centre on the activities to be developed.
Agreements and collaboration frameworks with international entities
Currently, the BCBL has a strong track record with respect to internationalisation. The range of countries
represented by the researchers the BCBL has had, and still has, is remarkable, as 15 different nationalities are
represented right now within the BCBL staff. This shows how international the BCBL personnel is and how
international networks are established. Through improvement of the centre’s equipment, broadening of its
research lines, and hiring of new researchers to work on existing research lines, it is clear that one of our
objectives will be to strengthen these lines, more fully integrating the BCBL not only into individual projects with
other research groups, but as part of their core international collaboration network and as part of long-term
international grants (e.g., NIH and NSF grants in the USA, ERC advanced grants in the EU, etc.).
Moreover, additional collaborations and strategies are followed towards internationalisation of the BCBL as
described below:















We will continue organising international conferences, workshops and seminars to help promote the BCBL
as a knowledge hub for language research. This external promotion of the centre will continue, since it has
been very successful so far, and we already have agreements in place for new conferences to be hosted by
the BCBL.
External speakers series: every other week we invite an external speaker to deliver a talk at the BCBL, hold
a journal club with PhD students, and meet with researchers of the BCBL. This way, outstanding researchers
from different areas in the field get to know the centre and the researchers get to know the external
researcher. This will promote international collaborations and will lead to partnerships for grant proposals.
Our Visitor programme is aimed at bringing the top researchers to spend some days at the BCBL so that
they can collaborate with our researchers, participate in the daily life of the centre, and explore the prospect
of new interactions and cooperation in the future.
Internship/stays programme at the BCBL is designed to provide research training to students at all levels
that may later join the centre as PhD students or postdocs. It also provides researchers with an opportunity to
select and hire interns to help with their research, if they have funding available. This help can relate to a
paper, a collaborative project, a master thesis, a part of a PhD thesis, or a way of establishing
contacts/collaboration with other research groups and institutions. Furthermore, it is a good way to exploit the
relationships and agreements with other centres for student exchanges. It is worth highlighting that 76
students have benefited from this programme in the period 18-21.
Visits to international institutions: As part of internationalisation activities, the BCBL not only fosters the
incoming of students but also facilitates visits to international research institutions. In addition to the planned
stays abroad of the senior researchers and staff scientists, many of the staff researchers at the BCBL will
apply for grants to visit international universities and/or excellence research centres. These grants are
designed to strengthen the internationalisation of scientific training and technical capacity by incorporating
the awarded student/staff into an outstanding research group for some months.
We will also continue with the current programmes that we are using to receive students and researchers
funded by foreign research agencies such as the Fyssen Foundation, the NOW (Nederlandse Organisatie
voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek) and the Brazil Minesterio Da Educaçao (Brazil), and the Fundación
Carolina.
Presentations in international conferences and workshops. Apart from the budget provided in individual
research projects, the BCBL allocates 1000 euros per year to each research member of the BCBL to present
their work in international conferences and workshops so the world knows about the research and findings of
the BCBL. This way we stimulate and support the presence of members of the BCBL in international forums,
given that international collaboration comes about largely from the collaborations established by the
researchers.
Administration, IT, Labs team improvement: We will continue to encourage and finance our support staff
(administrative, IT, lab staff) to attend several courses or meetings to improve their skills (e.g., courses for
improving conformity with new grant accounting standards recently introduced by the EU).

To sum up, the BCBL continues collaborating actively with the following international bodies:
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INSTITUTION OF COLLABORATION

Academia Sinica
Aston University
Bangor University
Bar-Ilan University
British Dyslexia Association
Brussel University
Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh
Cleveland Clinic
Clinica Universitaria de Navarra
CNRS
Danish Autism Association
Donders Institute
École normale supérieure
École polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne
European Dyslexia Association
Federação Nacional de Cooperativas Solidariedade Social
Free University of Berlin
Georgia Tech University
Haskins Laboratories
Haskins, Yale University
Imperial College London

INSTITUTION OF COLLABORATION

KU Leuvem
Laboratoire de Psychology et Neurocognition
Macquarie University
Max Planck institute for empirichal Esthetics
Max Planck Institute for Human Cognition & Brain Sciences
Max Planck Institute for psycholinguistics
Münster University
National Institute of Mental Heath
National University of Singapore
National Yang-Ming University
Norges Teknisk-Naturvitenskapelige Universitet
Northwestern University
Professor Emeritus
Purdue University
Qatar University
RIKEN Institute
SCALAB
Siemens Healthineers
Stanford University

●

COUNTRY

INSTITUTION OF COLLABORATION

Taiwan
UK
UK
Israel
UK
Belgium
USA
USA
Spain
France
Denmark
Netherdlands
France
Switzerland
Belgium
Portugal
Germany
USA
USA
USA
UK

Stockholm University (Centre for Research on Bilingualism)
Syddansk Universitet
Technical University of Eindhoven
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
The University of Nottingham
Trinity College Dublin
UC Berkeley
UC Davis
UC San Francisco
Universidad Complutense (Instituto Pluridisciplinar)
Universidad Complutense de Madrid
Universidad de Navarra
Universidad del Desarrollo
Universitat PompeuFabra
Universite Paris Descartes
University College of London
University Medical Centre Utrecht
University of Bruxelles
University of Cadiz
University of Cambridge
University of Castilla- LaMancha

COUNTRY

INSTITUTION OF COLLABORATION

Belgium
France
Australia
Germany
Germany
Netherlands
Germany
USA
Singapore
Taiwan
Norway
USA
UK
USA
Qatar
Japan
France
Spain
USA

University of Chicago
University de la Republica
University of East Anglia
University of Exeter
University of Geneva
University of Granada
University of Kaiserslautern
University of Leiden
University of Magdeburg
University of Oslo
University of Oxford
University of Padova
University of Rochester
University of San Francisco
University of Toronto
University of York
UPV/EHU
Western Sydney University

COUNTRY

Sweden
Denmark
Netherdlands
Israel
UK
Ireland
USA
USA
USA
Spain
Spain
Spain
Chile
Spain
France
UK
Netherlands
Belgium
Spain
UK
Spain

COUNTRY

USA
Uruguay
UK
UK
Switzerland
Spain
Germany
Netherlands
Germany
Norway
UK
Italy
USA
USA
Canada
UK
Spain
Australia

We expect that the 20% of our annual budget will come from International sources along the 2022-2025
period.
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3.4. Training activities
This section should include (Max. 1 page):
Training activities for researchers and support staff in all the different career stages, designed to recruit,
strengthen and retain the talent and personnel.
The BCBL considers people are the most important resource and the only guarantee of success for its global
project. Our personnel policy is and will continue to be based on the following strategies:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

To build research teams that are highly qualified, motivated, resourceful, willing to work in teams and open to
the world.
To incorporate excellent research personnel at national and international levels.
To set up mechanisms for recruiting and maintaining researchers from early levels of training.
To facilitate the incorporation of new professional bodies with a multidisciplinary focus to guarantee the
transversality of scientific activities.
To build a flexible and efficient system of student and researcher exchange.
To stimulate programmes of collaboration with researchers of excellence from other centres.
To define and develop an ongoing career development and training plan for each individual.
To allocate a personal training allowance for every member of the BCBL research and support team.

Research Team oriented training: Young researchers are the soul of the Centre. Thus, one of our primary goals
is to attract the best students in the world and provide them with world-class training so that they can successfully
develop their future careers. From the very beginning, we combined a highly competitive process of selection for
researchers with processes for continued learning and training on all of the available theories and techniques. We
will continue offering the researchers in the BCBL access to the best research facilities and the best training of
advanced research techniques both via internal training mechanisms and by recruiting (on either a short-term or
long-term basis) highly qualified researchers from other institutions with knowledge of new techniques that are of
interest to the centre.
Following the HRS4R aligned internal policy a brand new draft classification aims to
communicate the various characteristics, personal and technical key skills that
researchers may have throughout their careers. It describes four broad profiles that
apply to all researchers and helps to identify the training gap they may have at every
stage of their career.







Group Leader (R4-Leading Researcher): The leading researcher is a principal
investigator or professor who, apart from being a lead expert in a certain field, has
strong managerial skills. One of his/her main duties will be to lead and supervise a
group of researchers at different stages working on the same field. Also,
embedding each researcher’s work on the group’s research line. These
researchers will co-work with other group leaders, scientific director and general
manager in order to follow the same working path and aligned with the centre’s
vision, mission and values.
Staff Scientist (R3-Established Researcher): Researchers at this stage have a
large degree of autonomy, typically holding the status of Principal Investigator or Professor. Their
considerable expertise in the field enables them to conduct their own experiments but still need to co-work
under the supervision of the Group Leader in order to follow the research lines of their group colleagues.
Postdoctoral Researchers (R2-Recognised Researcher): Postdoctoral researchers who recently obtained
their PhD and even though they are able to work under a significant level of independence they still need to
progress in their expertise level, under the supervision of a Group Leader.
PhD Students/Predoctoral Researchers (R1-First Stage Researchers): Are doctorate candidates at different
stages and will be considered of this group until the completion of their PhD. This profile includes individuals
doing research under the supervision of at least one Established Researcher (R3) and being part of a certain
research group generally supervised by a Leading Researcher or Group Leader (R4)

Existing BCBL Postgraduate Courses: the master programme in Cognitive Neuroscience of Language and the
PhD programme in Cognitive Neuroscience will continue, being both official degrees and fully managed by the
BCBL.
Support Team oriented training: The BCBL firmly believes that training Improves employee performance,
employee satisfaction, addresses weaknesses and increases productivity and adherence to quality standards.
This is the reason to keep the training actions that have been performed until today and continue investing in it
allocating part of the budget to this particular purpose.
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3.5. Gender equality plan
This section should include (Max. 2 pages):
Include an analysis of the personnel of the centre, by gender and category. Define any measure intended
to promote gender equality in the centre, including activities either organised or participated.
Analysis of the personnel of the centre by gender and category
The BCBL is conscious that research centres can be competitive only if they develop, attract and retain the best
talent, both male and female. Consequently, since its beginning, the BCBL has promoted the equality of
opportunities between men and women. In this sense, access to BCBL positions and promotion are based on
purely academic merits, seeking an Open, Transparent and Merit based recruitment policy (OTM-R). In fact,
attracting talent is based on the evaluation of the merits of each submitted candidacy, guaranteeing the same
opportunities for all candidates, and trying to keep gender balance. These principles are also applicable to the
selection of the staff team.
Apart from that, as a key point of its Gender Action Plan,
the BCBL facilitates a flexible environment in which both
men and women can combine their family and research
lives (e.g., by requiring all researchers to be at the centre
for only certain “core hours” of the day, and offering as
much flexibility as possible). The objective is to create a
workplace where the best talent can flourish, in line with
the Strategic Vision of the European Research Area
(adopted in 2010), that points out the objective for the
year 2030 in which half of all scientific personnel in all
disciplines and at all levels of the scientific system should
be women. In fact, 56 % of the BCBL full community are
female, while 50 % are male scientists (PhD students:
46 % female; 54 % male; Postdoctoral: 67 % female;
33 % male; Staff Scientists & Group Leaders: 41 %
female; 59 % male).
The BCBL also encourages researchers (both men and women with equal rights) to present their candidacy for
postdoctoral calls such as the Ramon y Cajal or Juan de la Cierva (where on average only about 15 % of the
grants are awarded to women; 62 % however, in the case of the BCBL, our internal track record shows that
women are awarded double this rate: 76 % of our grants have been to women), Ikerbasque fellows, Marie
Skłodowska-Curie, etc. In this respect, communications on promotion and job opportunities are distributed to all
the members so as to guarantee the same opportunities. Some studies indicate that individuals who are not given
information on their readiness for a certain call, or who are not directly approached and encouraged to apply for
promotion, might assume they were either not eligible, or not yet ready. So, at the BCBL, after general
communication, personalised recommendations are done so as to encourage researchers to apply for all calls for
which they would be competitive, with a special emphasis on encouraging women.
Also, not only from the administration point of view but also from the academic perspective, the BCBL has been
participating in a European project, under the VII Framework programme that focused on how language
influences and forms the cognitive representations of women and men. We hope that this project will ultimately
help address issues of inequality across Europe.
Measures intended to promote gender equality in the centre
BCBL pursues the objective is to create a workplace where the best talent can flourish in line with the Strategic
Vision of the European Research Area, which aims to ensure that half of the scientific personnel in all disciplines
and at all levels of the scientific system are women by 2030.
The BCBL Gender Action plan is managed directly by the General Manager of the centre in coordination with the
HRS4R Working Group and, as a result of this plan, the current situation is that 56% of BCBL employees and
50% of BCBL researchers are female. This balance in the proportion of female/male employees comes as a result
of a strategy that is based on two main pillars:
(1) No distinction in gender for salary. Salary level depends on responsibility and/or research level, regardless of
gender
(2) Promotion is always achieved based on performance, regardless of the gender of the employee.
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There is still some gender imbalance at the more senior level (Full and Associate Professors). However, we are
committed to rectifying this imbalance in the coming years by supporting the career progression of the eight
researchers currently on the tenure track, seven of whom are women (Ikerbasque and Ramón y Cajal fellows:
Marie Lallier, Simona Mancini, Marina Kalashnikova, Lucía Amoruso, Efthymia Kapnoula, Svetlana Pinet and
Manuela Ruzzoli). In addition, we consider this senior-level imbalance when recruiting new research staff.
●

We expect to develop and track annually at least 3 actions focused on Gender balance and Equality during
the 2022-2025 period.
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3.6. Strategy for dissemination and transfer of knowledge, outreach activities
This section should include (Max. 2 pages):
Technology surveillance, knowledge transfer activities to be carried out. Include all the measures and
actions intended to be implemented for research communication and dissemination, at a scientific level
and to the general public. Detail the actions to be carried out.
Since it was created, the BCBL has identified the need to develop and implement a comprehensive outreach plan.
The main objective of the dissemination plan is to continue with our previous strategy: (1) Publish the results in
highly-regarded scientific journals; organise conferences, workshops and seminars in order to disseminate
to the scientific community our scientific findings, and (2) organise BCBL events and tech-transfer oriented to
professionals in education and health; with our website and social media acting as channels for accomplishing
both of these goals.
(1) Our programme will contribute to excellence and societal change strategy based on our work to advance
knowledge and methods of research in the field of Cognitive Neuroscience of Language, and by transforming the
outcome of fundamental research into products and services to society (e.g., software, protocols), through the
collaboration with other agents. In order to optimise the impact of publicly-funded research both at European and
national levels, since it is essential to enhance economic returns and improve competitiveness through
knowledge, the BCBL follows its “Open Access” policy so that results of publicly-funded research get
disseminated broader and faster in the benefit of researchers, the innovation field and society in general. The
added value provided by the BCBL regarding knowledge transfer can contribute to the achievement of the
societal challenges of Horizon 2020, by means of breakthrough solutions in at least two general objectives
through social sciences and humanities research:
Health, demographic change and well-being: BCBL research will contribute to the topics by understanding
health and improved health information and data exploitation, thus providing longer term support to topics in the
areas of prevention, diagnosis, treatment and rehabilitation.
Europe in a changing world - inclusive, innovative and reflective societies: The BCBL will contribute to
increasing employment in the R&D sector (e.g., via language training to build international groups of workers in
the technology fields) that must be a key to get out of the crisis, making its contribution to the challenge of
inclusive, innovative and reflective societies.
(2) Organising and presenting results in specialised workshops, seminars and courses for researchers
and/or for the stakeholders and the general public. The BCBL will actively promote the dissemination of BCBL
researchers’ scientific activities and their contributions and achievements. The BCBL will continue to have a wide
programme of workshops, seminars and courses that are led by BCBL researchers. The Centre will reinforce the
promotion of these activities motivating researchers to lead them and supporting the organisation. Interestingly, in
some workshops we have had notable success by combining two days dedicated to the scientific community and
one day for stakeholders and the general public, thus linking basic research to applications in education and
health. Another format we have used, and will continue using in the future, are the “brain talks” offered to the
general public scheduled before each scientific conference or workshop organised by the BCBL.
(3) Communication activities for the general public. The BCBL will actively promote initiatives to create
awareness about the research work performed and its implications for citizens. Outreach activities should also
introduce students from schools and universities to science, research and innovation. Following the BCBL’s
philosophy, the researchers will receive specific training in ‘transfer and dissemination of research results’, and
will share the research done with the general public via different outreach activities such as:


The ‘ZIENTZIASTEA’ (Science, Technology and Innovation Week, http://www.zientzia-astea.org/), which
attracts thousands of visitors across the Basque Country. The researchers will participate in organising and
managing one of the exhibition booths and will present research results in an interactive fashion.



The Brain Awareness Week is an international campaign aimed to raise awareness about the progress and
advantages of research related to the brain, and it is coordinated by “Dana Alliance for Brain Initiatives” and
“European Dana Alliance for the Brain”.



Events to thank the audience. These kinds of scientific meetings are especially relevant since they manage to
bring together the PI of the projects with participants and create a collaboration network between both parts, in
which participants realise of the usefulness of volunteering.



Pint of Science It is a platform that allows people to discuss about science with the researchers who carry
experiments out. It is a non-profit organisation, managed by volunteers, created by a community of
postgraduate and postdoctoral researchers. The annual festival lasts 3 days and it is held simultaneously in
different bars and pubs worldwide.
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We are developing an information space on our website aiming at disseminating neuroscience and language
research among the population in a more visual and appealing way. This VIRTUAL DISSEMINATION SPACE
will bring neuroscientific research closer to the general public and especially to the educational community.
BCBL is constantly generating knowledge that is published in scientific journals. We strongly believe that this
content could be very useful to support the school science curriculum, thus increasing the interest of
schoolchildren in science and their vocation for a scientific career. Offering updated, novel knowledge
supported by the latest research techniques could motivate students and spur interest in new areas of
knowledge. Since the main research line is related to bilingualism and multilingualism and, considering that all
schools teach in more than one language, it could also be a focus of interest for students and teachers. The
aim of this action is to make a complex subject, such as the brain, accessible to the public. To be ready by the
end of 2021.



BCBL is generating informative videos that will enrich our website and serve to explain our research lines, as
well as the strategic projects of our centre



In addition to its off-line media presence (press, TV and radio), the BCBL will improve its presence in the
already created corporate channels in the main social networks: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Youtube.
Using these channels, the BCBL sends a bi-weekly communication related to cognitive neuroscience and
language, which is followed and forwarded by the followers of these channels.



Finally, the BCBL is playing a very active role in collaborating with Frontiers for Young Minds. Frontiers for
Young Minds (kids.frontiersin.org) provides a collection of freely available scientific articles by distinguished
scientists that are shaped for younger audiences by the input of their own young peers. This website is
spreading science edited for kids, by kids, but only in English so far. The goal is to be an international and
multilingual platform to bring science to kids in an understandable way. BCBL is collaborating actively in this
enterprise by translating the papers on understanding neuroscience into Spanish and has been acknowledged
as a sponsor (https://kids.frontiersin.org/sponsors).
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3.7. Other activities
This section should include (Max. 3 pages):
Include any other activity to be developed during the period 2022-2025 that should be considered for the
evaluation of the centre.
In this section, we will describe some relevant activities that have not been included in the previous sections
despite being relevant to the BCBL:
University Teaching: Master Programme and PhD programme
The Master Programme in Cognitive Neuroscience of Language continues to adapt to the new techniques
and methodologies developed at the centre. There seems to be a need to attract students with a more
engineering background, although all sorts of profiles are being assessed and selected. We expect to maintain
the number of final master thesis defended, as the number of slots are and will remain the same.
The new PhD programme in Cognitive Neuroscience is having great acceptance in the field. We anticipate that
this programme will allow us to expand the pool of excellent students that will enrol in our programme, coming
from different fields (e.g., linguistics, psychology, physics, engineering, etc.).


We estimate that we will defend 22 PhD theses and 48 Master theses within the next 4 years.
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3.8. Time planning
This section should include (Max. 2 pages):
Time planning for the deployment of the strategies and activities
The work plan for the next four years is summarised in the GANTT chart that contains how the different actions
and activities that have been described in the different sections will develop as time unfolds. In particular, we will
focus on research outputs, fund-raising, recruiting and training of personnel, international visibility, transfer of
knowledge and technology, and acquisition of new infrastructure.
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3.9. Financial planning: quantification and economic justification
3.9.1. Budget
This section should include (Max. 3 pages):
Include information on the budget foreseen for 2022-2025. All the expenses must be justified by means of
a detailed description of its specific destination and a study of the financial sources expected to cover
those expenses.
Include the table supplied in the Excel file.
2022-2025 PERIOD
See below a general view of the budget showing a significant increase in subsequent years.
BUDGET

TOTAL 20222025

2022

%

2023

%

2024

%

2025

%

Personnel

3.949.500

62,20%

3.949.500

62,20%

3.999.500

61,53%

3.999.500

61,53%

15.898.000

61,86%

Other costs

1.755.375

27,64%

1.755.375

27,64%

1.805.375

27,78%

1.805.375

27,78%

7.121.500

27,71%

645.125

10,16%

645.125

10,16%

695.125

10,69%

695.125

10,69%

2.680.500

10,43%

6.350.000

100,00%

6.350.000

100,00%

6.500.000

100,00%

6.500.000

100,00%

25.700.000

100,00%

Investm ents (total)
TOTAL BUDGET

%

The growth objective of the centre is quite important for the following years due to the fact that the BCBL has
been awarded one more time with the Severo Ochoa Grant. The centre has considered maintaining
approximately the weight percentages of each budget line over the total: 60% personnel expense, 27 % other
management costs, and 13 % investments.
Personnel

See outlined in the chart below a breakdown of the personnel expenditure. It corresponds to the 2022-2025 fouryear period:

ESTIMATED FIGURES

BERC
2022-2025
Euros

PROJECTS
2022-2025
Euros

GRANTS
2022-2025
Euros

TOTAL
2022-2025
Euros

RESEARCH PERSONNEL
Staff Scientist
Postdoc
Predoc

275.000
150.000
150.000

942.000
2.414.000
450.000

1.000.000
2.300.000
3.000.000

2.217.000
4.864.000
3.600.000

LAB PERSONNEL

750.000

1.588.000

22.000

2.360.000

ADMINISTRATION
Admin and Technical

1.800.000

1.024.000

33.000

2.857.000

TOTAL
Funding percentage

3.125.000
20%

6.418.000
40%

6.355.000
40%

15.898.000
100%

The personnel cost has been increased for the future years. This is the plan that will be followed in terms of new
recruitment:
-

1 Staff scientist, for 2 years.
32 Postdocs, for 2 years each
1 Program Manager, for 3 years.
1 IT Technician, for 2 years.
1 Receptionist for NeureClinic, for 4 years.
1 Therapist for NeureClinic, for 2 years.
1 Administration Member, for 4 years.
2 Lab Research Assistants, for 4 years.
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Investments

Regarding investments, in the following table, there is a detail of the expected main figures:

TOTAL
INVESTMENTS
SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE
LAB EQUIPMENT
GENERAL INVESTMENTS

1.102.500
1.205.000
373.000

TOTAL

2.680.500

Some of them will be part of the lab equipment, such us an upgrade
to the current NirScout System.
Near infrared spectroscopy, or NIRS, is a neuroimaging technique
that records brain activity by measuring oxygen saturation in the
blood. The lab technicians put on a cap that contains a series of
infrared lights on the participant’s head. This is a completely
harmless procedure.
Currently, the BCBL has NIRS facilities in the Baby Lab but another
system to be installed at the Hospital Donotia, as well as EEG
system for babies, are foreseen within the BERC 2022-2025 budget.

Other investments that are really interesting for the BCBL lab equipment are:
Optoacustics or spectralis OCT tomography system, amongst others.

In the IT field, the BCBL needs to replace the majority of the
administration and lab personnel computers as well as to
upgrade the computer storage systems.
This will improve significantly the IT equipment that, in some
cases, has been operating since the beginning of the centre in
2009.
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Other management costs
This chapter includes all the general expenses that are not related to personnel or investments. There is a broad
variety of items that are considered in this category, as reflected in the following image:

2022-2025
OTHER COSTS
Other management costs
Facility Renting costs
Other rentings (venues, assets, etc.)
Works, repair and maintenance
Conference Proceedings Abroad
Publications
Social Expenses
Participants, lab specific tools and Helium
IT related expenses
Other general costs (electricity, insurances, indirect costs, etc.)

1.037.772
314.228
1.000.000
800.000
100.000
120.000
720.000
240.000
2.789.500

TOTAL

7.121.500

Moderate growth in all expenditure items has been considered. Taking into account the expected personnel and
activity growth, an increase in investments and general costs can be predicted accordingly. However, ns big extra
expenses have been considered.
We will analyse the renting and lab-related expenses more exhaustively in the following chapters of this
document.
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3.9.2. Incomes
This section should include (Max. 3 pages):
Detail of all the financial sources expected to cover the budget foreseen for the period 2022-2025.
Justify the information provided and include the table supplied in the Excel file.
2022-2025 PERIOD
INCOMES (BERC only)
PUBLIC FUNDING
BERC program m e
UPV/EHU funding
IKUR funding
Other Basque funding
CSIC funding

2022

%

2023

%

2024

%

2025

%

TOTAL

%

5.570.000

87,72%

5.570.000

87,72%

5.720.000

88,00%

5.720.000

88,00%

22.580.000

87,86%

1.500.000

23,62%

1.550.000

24,41%

1.600.000

24,62%

1.650.000

25,38%

6.300.000

24,51%

1.000

0,02%

1.000

0,02%

1.000

0,02%

1.000

0,02%

4.000

0,02%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

450.000

7,09%

450.000

7,09%

450.000

6,92%

450.000

6,92%

1.800.000

7,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

Other Spanish funding

2.519.000

39,67%

2.550.000

40,16%

2.550.000

39,23%

2.550.000

39,23%

10.169.000

39,57%

EU & International funding

1.100.000

17,32%

1.019.000

16,05%

1.119.000

17,22%

1.069.000

16,45%

4.307.000

16,76%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

780.000

12,28%

780.000

12,28%

780.000

12,00%

780.000

12,00%

3.120.000

12,14%

Other funding
PRIVATE FUNDING
R+D contracts

30.000

0,47%

30.000

0,47%

30.000

0,46%

30.000

0,46%

120.000

0,47%

patronage

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

donations

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

returns via patents, licencing…

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

750.000

11,81%

750.000

11,81%

750.000

11,54%

750.000

11,54%

3.000.000

11,67%

6.350.000

100,00%

6.350.000

100,00%

6.500.000

100,00%

6.500.000

100,00%

25.700.000

100,00%

other private funding
TOTAL INCOME (m ust m atch total
budget)

In order to estimate the revenues, the centre has considered the following factors:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Success in “Severo Ochoa” grant with €1.000.000 per year in 2022-2025 period.
Slight increase of BERC grant, of around 10% the first year and €50k the following years.
Regarding EU & International funding, the BCBL has the budget of the project
ERC_CoG_2018_ReadCalibration, until September 2024. We expect to be successful in another ERC
grant before this one ends. The historical success rate of Marie Curies is around 2 per year, and it is
expected to maintain remain like this.
Funding of the BERC grant over the total annual budget: average of 24.51 % over the four-year period.

In general, apart from the Severo Ochoa extra budget (€1M per year), the BCBL’s budget will be quite stable in
relation with previous years, with a slight increase that is considered necessary to be able to develop and
maintain the excellence in an increasingly competitive framework.
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See below the revenues-expenses relationship, as in the previous four-year period.
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3.9.3. Cost of renting of premises
This section should include (Max. 2 pages):
Please indicate the expenses expected in renting the premises or building for the period 2022-2025, and
the justification of the evolution of these renting expenses for this period. Include documents (invoices) of
the expenses in order to justify the cost and any comment or additional information that could be taken
into consideration in this regard.
Justify the information provided and include the table supplied in the Excel file.

Additional information
BUDGET (BERC only)
Cost of renting of facilities

2022
259.443

2023
259.443

2024
259.443

2025
259.443

TOTAL 20222025
1.037.772

The renting cost of the BCBL is a very significant part of the budget. There are three main renting items to be
taken into consideration, in order to calculate the budget for the following years:

Miramón building:
From 2022-2025, the rental fee of the premises the BCBL uses in building
number 69 of the Technology Park of Miramón are estimated to amount to
252.622,92 euros (VAT incl.), 208.779,24 euros (VAT excl.)
We do not expect a price rise in the following years, so this expense should be
constant during the period at issue.

Korta building:

The premises rented by the BCBL in the Korta building, belonging to the UPV/EHU, houses
a small but highly valued and necessary auxiliary lab to be close to the university
community, which is of great importance in the research area at issue.
Currently, the renting price is 1705,05 euros per 3 months, which makes 568,35 euros per
month, and 6820,2 euros per year.
We expect to maintain the same expense rate in the future, as it is a fixed price that has not been increased
previously.
TOTAL COST OF RENTING PREMISES 2022-2025:

Additional information
BUDGET (BERC only)
Cost of renting of facilities

2022
259.443
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2023
259.443

2024
259.443

2025
259.443

TOTAL 20222025
1.037.772

3.9.4. Degree of lab-based practical work of the centre
This section should include (Max. 3 pages):
Please indicate the expenses expected for research-related tasks such as equipment, reagents, specific
tools or similar, needed to carry out experiments, for the period 2022-2025.
Justify the information provided and include the table supplied in the Excel file.
The activity carried out in the BCBL lab is the basis of the research work performed at the centre. The chart below
shows the main expenses related to the work in the BCBL lab by item and year:
BUDGET (BERC only)
Cost of the lab-based practical work of the BERC
equipment

2022

2023

1,126,250

2024

1,176,250

TOTAL 20222025

2025

1,126,250

1,176,250

4,605,000

301,250

301,250

301,250

301,250

0

0

0

0

0

specific tools

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

100,000

maintenance of facilities

50,000

100,000

50,000

100,000

300,000

Participants

80,000

80,000

80,000

80,000

320,000

590,000

590,000

590,000

590,000

2,360,000

80,000

80,000

80,000

80,000

320,000

reagents

Personnel
Helium

1,205,000

Maintenance of facilities
The cost included in this section corresponds to the monthly maintenance expense for the
Magnetoencephalography (MEG). This service is essential for the correct running of the machine all year round.
Magnetoencephalography (MEG) is a non-invasive method for recording cortical activity which
boasts exceptional temporal and fine spatial resolution. It is used to map brain activity by recording magnetic
fields produced by the electrical currents neurons generate when they communicate with each other.
During the last years, the maintenance of the machine has been restricted due to the shortage of the general
budget. However, from 2022 to 2025, there is a budget saved (around €100.000 every 2 years) for full package
maintenance, and €50.000 for the other 2 years for a less complete maintenance package. The MEG is one of
BCBL lab’s most valuable assets and it is worthy to maintain it as well as it can be. Besides, the machine is no
longer new and some parts will likely start to fail.
Equipment
As we already detailed in chapter 1.1.1, there are some assets that the BCBL is planning to acquire throughout
the next years:
-

An upgrade to the current NirScout System, which is currently part of
BCBL’s BabyLab.
Another NIRS system to be installed at the Hospital Donotia, as well as
A EEG system for babies, are foreseen within the BERC 2022-2025
budget

Near infrared spectroscopy, or NIRS, is a neuroimaging technique that records brain
activity by measuring oxygen saturation in the blood. The lab technicians put on a
cap that contains a series of infrared lights on the participant’s head. This is a completely harmless procedure.

-

Other investments that are really interesting for the BCBL lab equipment are: Optoacustics or spectralis
OCT tomography system, amongst others.

Specific Tools
Within this section, many costs associated with the daily running of the lab are
included: lab material (syringes, gel, adaptors, towels, etc.), small replacements for
the different techniques (e.g., bulbs), specific materials to carry out particular tests,
etc.
The budget assigned to this item is similar to previous years (except the ones
affected by the restriction of the Covid19), as it is directly related to the lab activity.
.
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Participants
The BCBL needs to obtain data of participants coming to the lab in
order to carry out the research developed in the centre. Participants of
all ages and social groups turn to our premises, and the amount has
risen exponentially year after year since the BCBL opened in 2009.
The cost of participants the BCBL defrays is a small compensation
payment that is offered in turn for the time and effort they devote to
science.
The budget assigned to this item is similar to previous years (except
the ones affected by the restriction of the Covid19), as it is directly
related to the lab activity.
However, we also considered the fact that during the pandemic a new way of recruiting participants’ data was
developed (online experiments) and also new procedures that are very likely to remain due to their benefits, for
example, when there is a need for recruiting data from foreign subjects.
Personnel
The personnel related to the activity performed in the lab basically comprised the 2 staff members in charge (Lab
Managers, the coordinators of each technique (Lab Coordinators) and the team of Research Assistants, whose
duties are to help the research team to prepare and carry out the experiments in the centre.
As analised in the Personnel general chapter, there is a budget of €2.360.000 assigned to lab personnel for the
years 2022-2025, which is around 14,84% of the total personnel budget. It is €40.000 higher than the previous
four-year period, a difference that will be used for recruiting a new Research Assistant, during 2 years
approximately.

STIMATED FIGURES

2022-2025
Euros

Research Assistants
Lab Management

2.010.000
350.000

Total

2.360.000

Helium
Helium is a quite constant expense in the BCBL, as the fMRI and the MEG use it for operating. The Magnetic
Resonance machine gets filled with helium approximately every three months, whereas the MEG gets filled
almost weekly.
The budget assigned to this item is similar to previous years (except the ones affected by the restriction of the
Covid19), as it is directly related to the lab activity. We estimate a yearly expense of €80.000, which will be mostly
covered by research projects.

TOTAL LAB EXPENSES 2022-2025:
BUDGET (BERC only)
Cost of the lab-based practical work of the BERC

2022
1,126,250
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2023
1,176,250

2024
1,126,250

2025
1,176,250

TOTAL
2022-2025
4,605,000

4. Indicators
This section should include the main indicators of the Excel file provided as template.

Scientific output
OBTAINED RESULTS 2018-2021
INDICATORS
Number of indexed articles and reviews published in
the given year
Number of indexed articles Q1
% of indexed articles Q1
Number of indexed articles D1
% of indexed articles D1
Number of indexed articles C1
% of indexed articles C1
% of indexed articles by the Scientific Director
Number of international scientific co-publications
Number of public private co-publications
Number of citations during the given year of all indexed
articles published by the centre, total
H index of the centre for the indexed articles published
until the given year
M index of the centre for the indexed articles published
until the given year
Number of books, book chapters and monographies
published in the given year

PROPOSED INDICATORS 2022-2025
TOTAL /
2023
2024
2025
AVRG

2018

2019

2020

2021

TOTAL /
AVRG

2022

76

91

83

83

333

84

84

84

84

336

64
84,2%
47
61,8%
4
5,3%
18,4%

73
80,2%
63
69,2%
8
8,8%
7,7%

71
85,5%
50
60,2%
5
6,0%
14,5%

71
85,5%
50
60,2%
5
6,0%
15,7%

70
83,9%
53
62,9%
6
6,5%
14%

71
84,5%
50
59,5%
4
4,8%
10,0%

71
84,5%
50
59,5%
4
4,8%
10,0%

71
84,5%
50
59,5%
4
4,8%
10,0%

71
84,5%
50
59,5%
4
4,8%
10,0%

71
84,5%
50
59,5%
4
4,8%
10,0%

62

69

69

68

268

67

67

67

67

268

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2054

2496

2977

3000

3000

3100

3200

3300

39

44

52

54

47

54

55

56

57

56

3,9

4

4,3

4,2

4,1

3,9

3,7

3,5

3,4

3,6

3

2

3

3

11

2

2

2

2

8

Talent attraction and recruitment
OBTAINED RESULTS 2018-2021
INDICATORS
Basque programmes
BERC
Basque Government (non BERC)
UPV/EHU
Others (Basque or local)
Spanish programmes
Minister
Others
International programmes
Total PhD students
Basque programmes
BERC
Basque Government (non BERC)
UPV/EHU
Others (Basque or local)
Spanish programmes
Minister
Others
International programmes
Total postdoctoral researchers
Basque programmes
BERC
Basque Government (non BERC)
UPV/EHU
Others (Basque or local)
Spanish programmes
Minister
Others
International programmes
Total technicians
Total BERC Personnel
Ikerbasque Research Professors
Ikerbasque Research Associates
Ikerbasque Research Fellows
Total Ikerbasque Personnel

PROPOSED INDICATORS 2022-2025
TOTAL /
AVRG
3

2018

2019

2020

2021

3

1

4

2

2
1
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
4
0
0

0
2
0
0

10

6

7

2

5
5
2

5
1
1

7
0
1

2
0
1

5

15
3

8
1

12
2

3
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

2

TOTAL /
AVRG
2,5

2022

2023

2024

2025

2

3

2

3

0
2
0
0

1
2
0
0

0
2
0
0

1
2
0
0

9

6

6

5

5
1
1

5
1
1

4
1
1

5,5

1

8
1
1

5
3

10
2

12
2

10
1

9
2

9
1

10
1,5

2
0
0
0

3
0
0
0

2

1
0
0
0

2
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

1,5

0

2
0
0
0

2

3

3

3

5

5

5

5

5

2
0
4

2
0
2

3
0
3

3
0
2

3

5
0
2

5
0
1

5
0
2

5
0
1

5

9
5

5
7

8
4

8
7

9
6

7
6

9
6

7
6

4
0
0
1

4
2
0
1

1
2
0
1

4
2
0
1

3

3
2
0
1

3
2
0
1

3
2
0
1

3

1

3
2
0
1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
2

0
0
2

0
0
2

0
0
2

0

0
0
2

0
0
2

0
0
2

0

2

0
0
2

7
9

9
5

6
3

9
7

8
6

8
5

8
5

8
5

8
5

8
5

0
1
1

1
0
0

0
0
1

1
1
3

1
1,3

0
1
1

1
0
1

0
1
1

1
2
1

0,5

0,5

2

1

1

5

2,3

2

2

2

4

2,5

76

0,5
2
0
0
6
2

0
0

0
3
8
6
2
0

0

0,5
2
0
0
6,5
1
1

0
0
0

0
1,5
8
6
2
0
1

0
2

1,0
1,0

External funding (BERC centre only)
OBTAINED RESULTS 2018-2021
INDICATORS
% of other Basque funding (different from BERC
funding)
% of Spanish funding
% of international funding
% of external funding (total)

PROPOSED INDICATORS 2022-2025
TOTAL /
2023
2024
2025
AVRG

2018

2019

2020

2021

TOTAL /
AVRG

2022

13%

11%

16%

15%

16%

15%

14%

15%

14%

15%

41%
17%
71%

47%
17%
75%

34%
23%
73%

30%
28%
73%

32%
26%
73%

41%
20%
76%

42%
20%
76%

40%
20%
75%

41%
20%
75%

41%
20%
75%

Patents, transfer of knowledge and outreach activities
OBTAINED RESULTS 2018-2021
INDICATORS

PROPOSED INDICATORS 2022-2025
TOTAL /
2023
2024
2025
AVRG
0
0
0
0
0

2018

2019

2020

2021

Requested patents, utility models

0

0

0

0

TOTAL /
AVRG
0

Licenced patents, utility models

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0
0
2
6
0
3
28
15

0
0
1
6
0
4
38
14

0
0
2
1
0
1
16
9

0
0
4
1
0
1
25
3

0
0
9
14
0
9
107
41

1
0
2
2
0
3
27
10

0
0
2
2
0
2
27
11

0
0
3
2
0
2
27
10

0
0
3
2
0
2
27
11

1
0
10
8
0
9
108
42

Patents, utility models under exploitation
Creation of spin-offs
Agreements/contracts with public institutions
Agreements/contracts with private firms
Organized congresses at national level
Organized congresses at international level
Invited lectures at international scientific congresses
Events and outreach activities organized
High Level Policy oriented meetings (City Halls, Basque
Government, Spanish Government, European Union…)
Activity in mass media (nº)
Activity in social networks (nº)
Visits hosted (general public, schools, associations…)

2022

4

4

4

2

14

4

4

4

4

16

584
782
22

347
450
29

225
785
12

300
800
0

364
704
15,75

370
705
16

370
705
16

370
705
16

370
705
16

370
705
16

Training
OBTAINED RESULTS 2018-2021
INDICATORS

PROPOSED INDICATORS 2022-2025

2018

2019

2020

2021

On going
Finalized (national)
Finalized (international)
Industrial

48
0
4
0

50
3
3
0

50
2
4
0

52
0
9
0

TOTAL /
AVRG
200
5
20
0

PhD Thesis
On going
Finalized (national)
Finalized (international)
Master Thesis

52
13
1
10
24

56
10
4
7
21

56
11
2
6
19

61
17
3
8
28

13
33
6

13
36
6

13
32
6

52

55

51

PhD courses
Master courses
Advanced courses
Number of researchers participating in courses

77

2022

2023

2024

2025

50
0
5
0

50
1
5
0

50
0
5
0

50
1
5
0

TOTAL /
AVRG
200
2
20
0

225
51
10
31
92

55
10
2
6
18

56
10
2
6
18

55
10
2
6
18

56
10
2
6
18

222
40
8
24
72

13
32
6

52
133
24

13
32
7

13
32
7

13
32
7

13
32
7

52
128
28

51

209

52

52

52

52

208

Internationalization
OBTAINED RESULTS 2018-2021
INDICATORS
Participation in international networks
International agreements
International projects (requested)
International projects (obtained)
% of non Spanish PhD personnel in relation to total
number of PhD personnel
% of non Spanish PhD students in relation to total
number of PhD students
Number of researchers who are member of editorial
boards of indexed research publications
Number of researchers who are member of editorial
boards of indexed Q1 research publications
Requested ERC grants
Obtained ERC grants
Visiting researchers (number of researchers)
Visiting researchers (number of months of average
stay)
Nobel Laureates or Fields medal awardees assigned o
contracted by the centre
International recognitions, awards

PROPOSED INDICATORS 2022-2025

2018

2019

2020

2021

4
42
14
6

5
45
15
3

5
45
12
3

4
45
15
3

TOTAL /
AVRG
18
177
56
15

2022

2023

2024

2025

5
45
14
4

5
45
14
4

5
45
14
4

5
45
14
4

TOTAL /
AVRG
20
180
56
16

82%

77%

72%

75%

77%

75%

75%

75%

75%

75%

63%

56%

58%

57%

59%

57%

57%

57%

57%

57%

13

12

12

14

13

14

14

14

14

14

12
3
1
19

12

8

8

10

8

8

8

8

8

3
1
28

2
0
5

3
0
11

11
2
63

2
0
16

2
0
16

2
1
16

2
0
16

8
1
64

3

2

5

5

4

4

4

4

4

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

0

0

4

1

0

1

0

2

Public and private partnerships
OBTAINED RESULTS 2018-2021
INDICATORS

Number of projects in cooperation with research groups
of Universities within the Basque University System
Number of projects in cooperation with research agents
within the Basque Network of Science, Technology and
Innovation (non-industrial)
Number of projects in cooperation with research agents
within the Basque Network of Science, Technology and
Innovation (industrial)

PROPOSED INDICATORS 2022-2025
TOTAL /
2023
2024
2025
AVRG

2018

2019

2020

2021

TOTAL /
AVRG

2022

1

1

2

2

1,5

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Gender equality
OBTAINED RESULTS 2018-2021
INDICATORS
Scientific director
PI
Permanent researchers (PI excluded)
Postdoctoral researchers
PhD students
Technical personnel
Management personnel
Others
Total number of women
Scientific director
PI
Permanent researchers (PI excluded)
Postdoctoral researchers
PhD students
Technical personnel
Management personnel
Others
Total number of men
% of women in the centre
% of women related to senior researchers
Activities related to promotion of gender equality (n.)

2018

2019

2020

2021

0
4
1
15
16
5
5
11
57
1
4
1
7
15
5
2
3
38
60%
45%
2

0
4
1
16
18
13
6
11
69
1
6
0
10
19
4
2
4
46
60%
42%
2

0
4
3
11
20
5
7
10
60
1
6
2
7
23
5
2
2
48
56%
44%
2

0
4
3
11
19
5
6
11
59
1
6
2
7
21
5
2
2
46
56%
44%
2
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TOTAL /
AVRG
0
4
2
13
18
7
6
11
61
1
5,5
1,25
7,75
19,5
4,75
2
2,75
45
58%
44%
8

PROPOSED INDICATORS 2022-2025
TOTAL /
2022
2023
2024
2025
AVRG
0
0
0
0
0
4
4
5
5
5
3
3
4
4
4
12
12
13
13
13
22
25
25
26
25
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
11
11
11
11
11
63
66
69
70
67
1
1
1
1
1
6
6
6
6
6
2
2
2
2
2
8
8
8
8
8
20
20
20
20
20
5
6
6
6
5,75
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
46
47
47
47
46,75
58%
58%
59%
60%
59%
44%
44%
50%
50%
47%
3
3
3
3
12

People structure under each organization
STRUCTURE 2018-2021
INDICATORS

PROPOSED STRUCTURE FOR 2022-2025
TOTAL /
2023
2024
2025
AVRG
8
9
10
10
9
1
2
3
3
2
19
21
23
23
22
42
47
48
49
47
10
12
12
12
12
8
9
9
9
9
13
15
15
15
15
101
115
120
121
114
6
7
8
8
7
1
2
3
3
2
19
21
23
23
22
42
47
48
49
47
10
12
12
12
12
8
9
9
9
9
13
15
15
15
15

2018

2019

2020

2021

PI
Permanent researchers (PI excluded)
Postdoctoral researchers
PhD students
Technical personnel
Management personnel
Others
Total Personnel
PI
Permanent researchers (PI excluded)
Postdoctoral researchers
PhD students
Technical personnel
Management personnel
Others

7
1
23
31
11
5
13
91
7
0
22
31
11
5
13

5
0
23
36
10
8
26
108
4
0
23
36
10
8
26

5
0
20
43
10
9
12
99
5
0
19
43
10
9
12

6
1
22
40
10
9
12
100
5
0
19
40
10
9
12

TOTAL /
AVRG
6
1
22
38
10
8
16
100
5
0
21
38
10
8
16

Total BERC Personnel

89

107

98

95

97

99

113

118

119

112

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Ikerbasque Research Professors
Ikerbasque Research Associates

0
1

1
0

0
0

1
1

1
1

2
0

2
0

2
0

2
0

2
0

Ikerbasque Research Fellows

1

0

1

3

1

0

0

0

0

0

2

1

1

5

2

2

2

2

2

2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

PI
Permanent researchers (PI excluded)
Postdoctoral researchers
PhD students
Technical personnel
Management personnel
Others
Total UPV/EHU Personnel
PI
Permanent researchers (PI excluded)
Postdoctoral researchers
PhD students
Technical personnel
Management personnel
Others
Total CSIC Personnel

Total Ikerbasque Personnel
PI
Permanent researchers (PI excluded)
Postdoctoral researchers
PhD students
Technical personnel
Management personnel
Others
Total other Personnel
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BUDGET

2018

%

2019

%

2020

%

2021

TOTAL 20182021

%

%

2022

%

2023

%

2024

%

2025

%

TOTAL 20222025

%

Personnel

3.167.182

68,15%

3.808.686

67,95%

3.468.128

62,16%

3.540.967

70,64%

13.984.963

67,1%

3.949.500

62,20%

3.949.500

62,20%

3.999.500

61,53%

3.999.500

61,53%

15.898.000

61,9%

Other costs

1.337.906

28,79%

1.671.264

29,82%

1.942.053

34,81%

1.390.000

27,73%

6.341.223

30,4%

1.755.375

27,64%

1.755.375

27,64%

1.805.375

27,78%

1.805.375

27,78%

7.121.500

27,7%

142.555

3,07%

125.281

2,24%

169.568

3,04%

82.000

1,64%

519.404

2,5%

645.125

10,16%

645.125

10,16%

695.125

10,69%

695.125

10,69%

2.680.500

10,4%

4.647.643

100,00%

5.605.231

100,00%

5.579.749

100,00%

5.012.967

100,00%

20.845.590

100,0%

6.350.000

100,00%

6.350.000

100,00%

6.500.000

100,00%

6.500.000

100,00%

25.700.000

100,0%

Investm ents (total)
TOTAL BUDGET

Additional information
BUDGET (BERC only)

2018

2019

2020

TOTAL 20182021

2021

2022

2023

2024

TOTAL 20222025

2025

Cost of renting of facilities

289.709

268.501

256.601

259.443

1.074.254

259.443

259.443

259.443

259.443

1.037.772

Cost of the lab-based practical w ork of the BERC

834.523

1.033.215

574.298

647.157

3.089.193

1.126.250

1.176.250

1.126.250

1.176.250

4.605.000
1.205.000

equipm ent

610

32.860

84.900

10.000

128.370

301.250

301.250

301.250

301.250

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

specific tools

55.549

25.648

5.357

24.000

110.555

25.000

25.000

25.000

25.000

100.000

m aintenance of facilities

69.058

74.579

22.041

3.000

168.679

50.000

100.000

50.000

100.000

300.000

reagents

Participants
Personnel
Helium

INCOMES (BERC only)
PUBLIC FUNDING
BERC program m e
UPV/EHU funding
Other Basque funding
CSIC funding
Other Spanish funding
EU & International funding
Other funding
PRIVATE FUNDING
R+D contracts

56.181

87.615

30.952

92.374

267.123

80.000

80.000

80.000

80.000

320.000

604.551

755.170

389.287

444.783

2.193.791

590.000

590.000

590.000

590.000

2.360.000

48.573

57.343

41.760

73.000

220.676

80.000

80.000

80.000

80.000

320.000

%

TOTAL

%

2022

%

2023

%

2024

%

2025

%

TOTAL

%

4.178.755

2018

%
89,91%

4.662.134

2019

%
83,17%

4.056.149

2020

%
81,69%

4.323.593

2021

86,25%

17.220.631

85,12%

5.570.000

87,72%

5.570.000

87,72%

5.720.000

88,00%

5.720.000

88,00%

22.580.000

87,86%

1.367.868

29,43%

1.350.875

24,10%

1.350.875

27,21%

1.350.875

26,95%

5.420.493

26,79%

1.500.000

23,62%

1.550.000

24,41%

1.600.000

24,62%

1.650.000

25,38%

6.300.000

24,51%

1.000

0,02%

1.000

0,02%

1.000

0,02%

1.000

0,02%

4.000

0,02%

1.000

0,02%

1.000

0,02%

1.000

0,02%

1.000

0,02%

4.000

0,02%

456.794

9,83%

225.401

4,02%

393.873

7,93%

386.613

7,71%

1.462.681

7,23%

450.000

7,09%

450.000

7,09%

450.000

6,92%

450.000

6,92%

1.800.000

7,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

1.873.449

40,31%

2.157.627

38,49%

1.155.042

23,26%

1.569.080

31,30%

6.755.198

33,39%

2.519.000

39,67%

2.550.000

40,16%

2.550.000

39,23%

2.550.000

39,23%

10.169.000

39,57%

469.806

10,11%

927.231

16,54%

1.155.359

23,27%

1.016.025

20,27%

3.568.421

17,64%

1.100.000

17,32%

1.019.000

16,05%

1.119.000

17,22%

1.069.000

16,45%

4.307.000

16,76%

9.838

0,21%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

9.838

0,05%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

468.888

10,09%

943.097

16,83%

909.055

18,31%

689.374

13,75%

3.010.414

14,88%

780.000

12,28%

780.000

12,28%

780.000

12,00%

780.000

12,00%

3.120.000

12,14%

6.057

0,13%

61.644

1,10%

34.138

0,69%

16.177

0,32%

118.016

0,58%

30.000

0,47%

30.000

0,47%

30.000

0,46%

30.000

0,46%

120.000

0,47%

patronage

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

donations

13.000

0,28%

12.000

0,21%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

25.000

0,12%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

449.831

9,68%

869.453

15,51%

874.917

17,62%

673.197

13,43%

2.867.398

14,17%

750.000

11,81%

750.000

11,81%

750.000

11,54%

750.000

11,54%

3.000.000

11,67%

4.647.643

100,00%

5.605.231

100,00%

4.965.204

100,00%

5.012.967

100,00%

20.231.045

100,00%

6.350.000

100,00%

6.350.000

100,00%

6.500.000

100,00%

6.500.000

100,00%

25.700.000

100,00%

returns via patents, licencing…
other private funding
TOTAL INCOME (m ust m atch total budget)
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5. Annexes
Include any annex that could contribute to the evaluation process of the centre.

Annex 1: Last report from the ISAB dated November 2020
Annex 2: Finance Planning - Invoices
Annex 3: Projects currently running or awarded along the 20182021 period
Annex4: Benchmarking of the Centre
Annex 5: Full list of Publications 2018-2021
Annex 6: Full list of Conference Proceedings 2018-2021
Annex 7: Top 20 Journals 2018-2021
Annex 8: Knowledge transfer. Full list of Databases
Annex 9: Full list of External Speakers 2018-2021
Annex 10: Full list of Visiting Researchers 2018-2021
Annex 11: PhD Thesis 2018-2021
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Annex 1: Last report from the ISAB dated November 2020
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Annex 2: Finance Planning - Invoices
1- Renting Invoices:
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2- Equipment Invoices:
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3- Specific Tools:
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4- Helium:
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Annex 3: Projects currently running or awarded along the 20182021 period
EUROPEAN RESEARCH COUNCIL
PI
Frost, Ram
Carreiras, Manuel
Martin, Clara

Grant
GA 692502 - ERC AdG - L2STAT
GA 787487 - ERC PoC - OSCILANG
GA 819093 - ERC CoG - READCALIBRATION

Amount
800,000 €
150,000 €
1,875,000 €

Period
2016-2021
2018-2020
2019-2024

Amount
306,710 €

Period
2014-2019

Amount
170,122 €
170,121 €
158,121 €
158,121 €
170,121 €
170,121 €
158,121 €
257,191 €
170,121 €
245,732 €
185,721 €
173,721 €
160,932 €
224,496 €
172,932 €
245,732 €

Period
2016 -2018
2016 -2018
2017-2019
2018-2021
2018-2021
2018-2020
2018-2020
2018-2021
2018-2021
2019-2022
2020-2022
2020-2022
2021-2023
2020-2023
2021-2023
2021-2024

Amount
88,209 €
72,700 €
231,000 €
64,251 €
64,009 €
108,900 €
84,700 €
58,080 €
87,725 €
54,450 €
120,000 €
20,000 €
134,310 €
4,000,000 €
97,768 €
98,373 €
75,000 €
84,700 €

Period
2016-2018
2016-2018
2015-2018
2016-2018
2016-2018
2016-2018
2016-2019
2016-2019
2016-2019
2016-2019
2017-2019
2017-2019
2017-2019
2016-2019
2018-2020
2018-2020
2018-2019
2019-2021

EUROPEAN COMMISSION: 7PM Programme
PI
Carreiras, Manuel

Grant
GA 613465 - ATHEME

EUROPEAN EXECUTIVE AGENCY (REA): Marie Skłodowska-Curie Programme
PI
Wilson, Lisa
López, Rocío
De Bruin, Angela
Guediche, Sara
Kapnoula, Effie
Klimovich, Anastasia
Kalashnikova, Marina
Lerma, Garikoitz
Polyanskaya, Leona
Caffarra, Sendy
Cespón, Jesús
Stoehr, Antje
Pinet, Svetlana
Amoruso, Lucia
Carrión, Amaia
Biondo, Nicoletta

Grant
H2020-MSCA-EF-2014-GA-657474-BIOMARK
H2020-MSCA-EF-2015-GA-65747-VIAWORD
H2020-MSCA-IF-2016-GA-743691-CAB
H2020-MSCA-IF-2017-GA-799554-E-CLIPS
H2020-MSCA-IF-2017-GA- 793919- OPTISELL
H2020-MSCA-IF-2017-GA-798971-PRESPEECH
H2020-MSCA-IF-2017-GA-798908-OPTIMISINGIDS
H2020-MSCA-GF-2017-GA-795807-RECIMODEL
H2020-MSCA-GF-2017-GA-792331-METABIL
H2020-MSCA-GF-2018-GA- 837228-ENGRAVING
H2020-MSCA-IF-2018-GA- 838536-BILINGUALPLAS
H2020-MSCA-IF-2018-GA- 843533-LIPPS
H2020-MSCA-IF-2019-GA- 843533-OWLI
H2020-MSCA-GF-2020-GA- 101025814-MULTILAND
H2020-MSCA-IF-2020-GA- 101027016-READING BIG
H2020-MSCA-GF-2020-GA- 101028370-TIME

MINISTERIO DE CIENCIA E INNOVACIÓN
PI
Molinaro, Nicola
Paz-Alonso, Kepa
Carreiras, Manuel
Duñabeitia, Jon Andoni
Lallier, Marie
Carreiras, Manuel
Giezen, M.; Costello, B.
Soto, David
Bourguignon, Mathieu
Mancini, S.; Alemán, J.
Carreiras, Manuel
Carreiras, Manuel
Bergouignan, Loretxu
Carreiras, Manuel
Samuel, Arthur
Martin, Clara
Martin, Clara
Paz-Alonso, Kepa

Grant
PSI 2015-65694-P PREPROC
PSI 2015-65696-P MAGNO
APCIN 2015-061 MULTI-LATERAL
PSI 2015-65689-P MIXLEARN
PSI 2015-65338-P DICHOBIL
PSI 2015-67353-R READEAF
PSI 2016-76435-P SIGNEVAL
PSI 2016-76443-P METAWARE
PSI 2016-77175-P SPEECHDEGEN
FFI2016-76432-P LAMPT
BFU2016-81721 RED CENTROS DE EXCELENCIA ESPAÑOLES
PSI2016-81881 REDT
PSI2015-73408-JIN REVERSALA
SEV-2015-0490 EXCELENCIA SEVERO OCHOA
PSI2017-82563-P COLAPOP
PSI2017-82941-P REFO
ERC2018-092833 READCALIBRATION
PGC2018-093408-B THALANG
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MINISTERIO DE CIENCIA E INNOVACIÓN
PI
Richter, Craig
Carreiras, M. Quiñones, I.
Amoruso, Lucia
Lallier, Marie
Molinaro, Nicola
Ordin, Mikhail
Soto, David
Caballero, Cesar
Kalashnikova, Marina
Cespon, Jesús
Costello, B; Giezen, B.
Mancini, Simona
Kapnoula, E; Samuel, A.
Martin, C.; Pinet, S.
Ruzzoli, M.
Magnuson, J.

Grant
PGC2018-093474-A OSC-PAD
RTI2018-093547-B LANGCONN
RTI2018-096216-A- MEGLIOMA
RTI2018-096242-B VISOSCIL
RTI2018-096311-B TRAINSYNCHRO
RTI2018-098317-B BILMETACOG
PID2019-105494GB-BRAINMETALOOP
PID2019-105520GB-qRSFMRI
PID2019-105528GA-CONTUR
PID2019-105538RA-BILINGUALAGE
PID2019-107325GB-BiTRi
PID2020-113945RB-I00 TENL.ESP
PID2020-113348GB-I00 CO-LEXI
PID2020-113926GB-I00 CROSSPOD
PID2020-114717RA-I00 SweetC
PID2020-119131GB-I00 BLIS

Amount
90.750 €
169.400 €
72.600 €
72.600 €
171.336 €
84.700 €
154.880 €
47.432 €
48.400 €
60.500 €
121.000 €
56.870 €
66.550 €
102.850 €
88.330 €
84.700 €

Period
2019-2020
2019-2021
2019-2021
2019-2021
2019-2021
2019-2021
2020-2024
2020-2023
2020-2023
2020-2023
2020-2023
2021-2025
2021-2024
2021-2024
2021-2024
2021-2024

Amount

Period

55.791 €

2017-2019

57.260 €

2017-2019

69.600 €

2017-2019

56.569 €

2017-2018

50.000 €

2018-2021

43.395 €

2019-2021

48.912 €

2019-2021

48.340 €

2020-2022

50.000 €

2021-2024

GOBIERNO VASCO – EUSKO JAURLARITZA
PI
Paz-Alonso, Kepa
Molinaro, Nicola
Soto, David

Carreiras, Manuel

Martin, Clara
Kalashnikova, Marina

Caballero, Cesar

Mancini, Simona

Paz-Alonso, Kepa

Grant
PI 2016-1-12 ATLAS MULTIMODAL DE NÚCLEOS TALÁMICOS Y SU
APLICACIÓN AL ESTUDIO DE LA DISLEXIA
PI 2016-1-14 MARCADORES NEUROBIOLÓGICOS PARA EL
DIAGNÓSTICO DE LOS TRANSTORNOS DEL DESARROLLO DEL
LENGUAJE
PI 2017-1-25 LA INTERACCIÓN ENTRE LA MEMORIA OPERATIVA Y
LA ATENCIÓN VISUAL A LO LARGO DEL CICLO VITAL
ELKARTEK KK-201700103 NEUROMOD: SISTEMA DE
NEUROMODULACIÓN EN LAZO CERRADO PARA LA MEJORA DEL
SUEÑO Y LA MEMORIA BASADO EN LA REGENERACIÓN Y
MANIPULACIÓN NEURONAL
PIBA 2018-29 PRAD: PHONEMIC RECALIBRATION IN AVERAGE
READER AND DYSLEXIC CHILDREN
PI 2019-54 BUSCAR PALABRAS: HABILIDADES TEMPRANAS PARA
LA SEGMENTACIÓN DEL HABLA Y SU RELACIÓN CON EL
DESARROLLO DE VOCABULARIO EN BEBÉS BILINGÜES
PI 2019-104 QUANTIFYING THE DYNAMICS OF SPONTANEOUS
BRAIN FLUCTUATIONS WITH CALIBRATED FUNCTIONAL
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING TECHNIQUES
PIBA-2020-1-0024 ACS.eus (APHASIA COGNITIVE SCREENING IN
BASQUE): FILLING GAPS AND OVERCOMING BIAS IN CURRENT
APHASIA ASSESSMENT
PIBA_2021_1_0003 CONTRIBUTION OF MAGNOCELLULAR AND
PARVOCELLULAR VISUAL SYSTEMS TO NORMAL READING AND
DYSLEXIA
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DIPUTACIÓN FORAL DE GIPUZKOA – GIPUZKOAKO FORU ALDUNDIA

PI
Lallier, Marie
Mancini, Simona
Paz-Alonso, Kepa
Arocena, Miguel Angel
Arocena, Miguel Angel
Caballero, C.; Quiñones, I.

Grant
MARCADORES NEUROBIOLÓGICOS PARA EL DIAGNÓSTICO DEL
TRANSTORNO ESPECÍFICO DEL LENGUAJE (TEL)
ASC.ESP AFASIA: SCREENING COGNITIVO PARA EL ESPAÑOL
UNIFICANDO PERSPECTIVAS CL ÍNICAS Y NEUROCIENTÍFICAS
ADINBERRI: ENTRENAMIENTO DE CAPACIDADES COGNITIVAS
SUPERIORES EN MAYORES
TALENTO: PARQUE TECNOLOGICO: EMPLOYER BRANDING
TALENTO: BCBL. GARAPEN
TENDIENDO PUENTES ENTRE LAS NEUROCIENCIAS Y LA
NEUROCIRUGÍA

Amount

Period

25.620 €

2017-2018

39.410 €

2018-2019

83.434 €

2018-2019

7.500 €
12.000 €

2018-2019
2018-2019

29.240 €

2019-2020

Funding Agency and Grant

Amount

Period

BBVA FOUNDATION - ACS.esp: screening de la afasia en español

35.000 €

2018-2020

500.000 €

2019-2022

47.850 €

2019-2021

72.055 €

2018-2021

300.000 €

2020-2023

19.972 €

2019-2021

18.600 €

2021-2022

PRIVATE FUNDING
PI
Mancini, Simona
Carreiras, Manuel

Paz-Alonso, Kepa

Carreiras, Manuel

Carreiras, Manuel
Arocena, Miguel Angel
Arocena, Miguel Angel

LA CAIXA FOUNDATION, HEALTH RESEARCH-Dyslexia and the
thalamus: Integrating anatomy and function in a mechanistic
account of the reading brain
TATIANA PEREZ DE GUZMAN EL BUENO FOUNDATION-Dislexia e
interacciones tálamocorticales: Una visión mecanística de la
lectura basada en redes funcionales y estructurales
NSF-NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION-Examining Native
Language Variability and its Effects on Second Language
Processing: An Event-Related Potentials Investigation of
Referential Dependencies
FUNDACION CIENTIFICA AECC-Biomarcadores de recuperación
cognitiva postquirúrgica en tumores cerebrales
FUNDACION KUTXABANK-Herramientas diagnostico Dislexia en
Euskera
FUNDACION KUTXABANK-Burmuinaren Txokoa
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Annex 4: Benchmarking of the Centre
We have included a BENCHMARKING OF THE CENTRE against other international centres considered to be the
leaders in the field. This benchmarking compares size, research output, human resources, number of researchers
and employees, publications and impact, and budget, as well as the source of the information.
According to the Oxford English Dictionary, “benchmarking” means “to evaluate (something) by comparison with a
standard”.
Following this definition, below we use three key benchmarks to evaluate BCBL’s performance with respect to
nine centres that are recognised as leaders in our field. (Funding and budget details for the nine benchmark
institutions are not available and therefore could not be included.)
1.
2.
3.

Research output and productivity of research staff
Growth rates of centre publications
Publications in Top 25% and 10% CiteScore Percentiles

1.- Research output and productivity of research staff: BCBL ranking for the 2018-2020 period. This
evaluation shows the ratio between the number of R3 and R4* postdoctoral researchers (obtained from the
website of each institution) and their number of indexed publications (obtained from Scopus/Scival August 26,
2021). We do not include the year 2021, as it is still ongoing.
*According to EURAXESS, R3s are Established Researchers (Researchers who have developed a level of
independence), and R4 are Leading Researchers (Researchers leading their research area or field).
(https://euraxess.ec.europa.eu/europe/career-development/training-researchers/research-profiles-descriptors)

Centre / Institution

Country

Scopus ID

Publications:
Articles and
Reviews
2018 2019 2020

Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain
sciences

Average
published
2018-2020

RATIO
PUBLICATIONS
PER R3-R4
RESEARCHER

Germany

60025323

235

255

250

247

2,94

BCBL - Basque Center on Cognition, Brain and
Language

Spain

60111834

76

91

83

83

2,60

ISC - Institut des Sciences Cognitives Marc
Jeannerod

France

60108304

86

75

69

77

2,56

UK

60109771

161

172

160

164

2,31

Netherlan
60024516
ds

165

162

166

164

2,28

UCL Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience
Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics
MRC Cognition and Brain Sciences Unit

UK

60029069

133

129

165

142

2,03

LPC -Laboratoire de Psychologie Cognitive

France

60107110

64

65

48

59

1,97

LNC - Laboratoire de Neurosciences Cognitives CNRS & Aix-Marseille Université

France

60107158

34

36

21

30

1,21

Netherlan
60102054
ds

44

64

66

58

0,36

25

19

18

21

0,21

Donders Institute for Brain Cognition and Behaviour
Brams - Centre for Research on Brain, Language, and
Music

Canada

60083646

Benchmarking of Research centres/units, sorted according to production rate. Source: SCOPUS/SCIVAL and each institution’s website.
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The ratio “publications/researcher” (where researchers include Principal investigators, Senior Researchers, and
Postdoctoral researchers who obtained their PhD three or more years ago: R3+R4) reveals that the BCBL is
among the top 2 centres in the field in terms of production per R3-R4 researcher. This result is particularly
remarkable since it compares the BCBL, a young institution, with well-established international centres of
excellence.
2.- Centre growth rates: The publication growth rate in last three years 2018-2020 compared to 2015-2017
Publications: Articles and Reviews
Centre / Institution

Donders Institute for Brain
Cognition and Behaviour
BCBL - Basque Center on
Cognition, Brain and Language
ISC - Institut des Sciences
Cognitives Marc Jeannerod
Max Planck Institute for
Psycholinguistics

Country

Netherlan
60102054
ds

Brams - Centre for Research on
Brain, Language, and Music

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Average
published
2015-2017

Average
published
2018-2020

% Growth
between
periods

35

32

35

44

64

66

34

58

71%

Spain

60111834

59

74

61

76

91

83

65

83

29%

France

60108304

61

67

68

86

75

69

65

77

17%

Netherlan
60024516
ds

149

125

158

165

162

166

144

164

14%

60107110

48

58

60

64

65

48

55

59

7%

60107158

35

25

27

34

36

21

29

30

5%

60029069

145

136

137

133

129

165

139

142

2%

60025323

232

251

266

235

255

250

250

247

-1%

UK

60109771

235

196

183

161

172

160

205

164

-20%

Canada

60083646

25

26

31

25

19

18

27

21

-24%

LPC -Laboratoire de Psychologie
France
Cognitive
LNC - Laboratoire de
Neurosciences Cognitives - CNRS
France
& Aix-Marseille Université
MRC Cognition and Brain Sciences
UK
Unit
Max Planck Institute for Human
Germany
Cognitive and Brain sciences
UCL Institute of Cognitive
Neuroscience

Scopus ID

Benchmarking of Research centres/units, sorted according to growth rate. Source: SCOPUS/SCIVAL

The table shows that the BCBL is among the top 2 centres in its field in terms of productivity growth rates.
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3.- Publications in Top 25% and 10% CiteScore Percentiles: This benchmark uses Scopus /Scival database
filters to provide a closer look at BCBL’s publication record. The screenshots from SciVal show that BCBL ranks
fourth in Top 25% (Q1) and second in Top 10% (D1).

a)

Top 25% (Q1):

b)

Top 10% (D1)

Moreover, the BCBL had a normalised impact of 1,37 in the 2018-2020 period. This indicates that we are +37%
above the world average in terms of impact in our fields of expertise.

The next graph shows the main research fields to which the BCBL contributes: Psychology (25,3% of our
production), Neuroscience (21,5%), and Arts and Humanities (15%).
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BCBL main areas. Source: SCOPUS-SCIVAL.

Conclusions:







The average ratio of publications per researcher (R3+R4) at the BCBL exceeds the average ratio of the
sample. The BCBL is ranked second in terms of this indicator with 2.60 papers per researcher.
BCBL’s scientific publication growth rate was 29% higher in 2018-2020 than in the previous 2015-2017
period and exceeds the average growth rate of the sample. The BCBL is ranked SECOND in terms of
this indicator with increased growth rate of 29%.
The BCBL ranks high in terms of both productivity and growth.
Using data filters on the SCOPUS benchmarking tool (Scival) to search for Publications in the Top 25%,
10% and 5% Journal Percentiles by CiteScore Percentile, the BCBL ranks fourth in Top 25% (Q1) and
second in Top 10% (D1).
The BCBL had a normalised impact of 1,37 in the 2018-2020 period, +37% above the world average in
terms of impact.
In addition to these benchmarks, we carried out a qualitative analysis of the research areas of all centres
in the sample. This analysis shows that while the BCBL continues to develop excellence in its “core”
field, Cognitive Neuroscience, it has also developed an important multidisciplinary and transversal
dimension, to become an international centre of reference.
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Annex 5: Full list of Publications 2018-2021
2018
Journal Articles
1.
Abrahamse, E., & Guida, A. (2018). Commentary: Coding of serial order in verbal, visual and spatial working
memory. Frontiers in Psychology, 9:2330. Doi:10.3389/fpsyg.2018.02330
2.
Aguasvivas, J.A., Carreiras, M., Brysbaert, M., Mandera, P., Keuleers, E., & Duñabeitia, J.A. (2018).
SPALEX: A Spanish lexical decision database from a massive online data collection. Frontiers in Psychology,
9:2156. Doi:10.3389/fpsyg.2018.02156
3.
Amoruso, L., Finisguerra, A., & Urgesi, C. (2018). Autistic traits predict poor integration between top-down
contextual expectations and movement kinematics during action observation. Scientific Reports, 8:16208.
Doi:10.1038/s41598-018-33827-8
4.
Amoruso, L., Finisguerra, A., & Urgesi, C. (2018). Contextualizing action observation in the predictive brain:
Causal contributions of prefrontal and middle temporal areas. NeuroImage, 177, 68–78.
Doi:10.1016/j.neuroimage.2018.05.020
5.
Antzaka, A., Martin, C.D., Caffarra, S., Schlöffel, S., Carreiras, M., & Lallier, M. (2018). The effect of
orthographic depth on letter string processing: The case of visual attention span and rapid automatized naming.
Reading and Writing, 31 (3):583-605. Doi:10.1007/s11145-017-9799-0.
6.
Arganda-Carreras, I., Manoliu, T., Mazuras, N., Schulze, F., Iglesias, J.E., Buhler, K., Jenett, A., Rouyer, F.,
& Andrey, P. (2018). A Statistically Representative Atlas for Mapping Neuronal Circuits in the Drosophila Adult
Brain. Frontiers in Neuroinformatics, 12. Doi:10.3389/fninf.2018.0001
7.
Baart, M., & Vroomen, J. (2018). Recalibration of vocal affect by a dynamic face. Experimental Brain
Research, 236 (7), 1911–1918. Doi: 1911-1918oi:10.1007/s00221-018-5270-y
8.
Biondo, N., Vespignani, F., Rizzi, L. & Mancini, S. (2018). Widening agreement processing: a matter of time,
features
and
distance.
Language,
Cognition
and
Neuroscience,
33:7,
890-911.
Doi:10.1080/23273798.2018.1446542
9.
Blanco, B., Molnar, M., & Caballero-Gaudes, C. (2018). Effect of prewhitening in resting state functional
near-infrared spectroscopy data. Neurophotonics, 5(4), 040401. Doi:10.1117/1.NPh.5.4.040401
10. Bogaerts, L., Siegelman, N., Ben-Porat, T., & Ram Frost, R. (2018). Is the Hebb repetition task a reliable
measure of individual differences in sequence learning? Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology, 71(4),
892–905. Doi:10.1080/17470218.2017.1307432
11. Borragan, M., Martin, C.D., De Bruin, A., & Duñabeitia, J. A. (2018). Exploring different types of inhibition
during bilingual language production. Frontiers in Psychology, 9:2256. Doi:10.3389/fpsyg.2018.02256
12. Bourguignon, M., Molinaro, N., & Wens, V. (2018). Contrasting functional imaging parametric maps: the
mislocation
problem
and
alternative
solutions.
NeuroImage,
169,
200–211.
Doi:10.1016/j.neuroimage.2017.12.033
13. Branzi, F.M., Calabria, M., Gade, M., Fuentes, L.J., & Costa, A. (2018). On the bilingualism effect in task
switching. Bilingualism: Language and Cognition, 21(1), 195-208. Doi:10.1017/S136672891600119X
14. Bundt, C., Ruitenberg, M., Abrahamse, E.L., & Notebaert, W. (2018). Early and late indications of itemspecific
control
in
a
Stroop
mouse
tracking
study.
PLOS
ONE,
13(5):
e0197278.
Doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0197278
15. Caffarra, S., Michell, E., & Martin, C.D. (2018). The impact of foreign accent on irony interpretation. Plos
One, 13(8): e0200939. Doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0200939
16. Cañas, A., Juncadella, M., Lau, R., Gabarrós, A., & Hernández, M. (2018). Working Memory Deficits After
Lesions Involving the Supplementary Motor Area. Frontiers in Psychology, 9:765. Doi:10.3389/fpsyg.2018.00765
17. Cespón, J., Galdo-Álvarez, S., & Díaz, F. (2018). Event-related potentials reveal altered executive control
activity in healthy elderly with subjective memory complaints. Frontiers in Human Neuroscience, 12:445.
Doi:10.3389/fnhum.2018.00445
18. Cespón, J., Miniussi, C., & Pellicciari, M.C. (2018). Interventional programmes to improve cognition during
healthy and pathological ageing: Cortical modulations and evidence for brain plasticity. Ageing Research
Reviews, 43, 81-98. Doi:10.1016/j.arr.2018.03.001
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19. Chica, A.B., Thiebaut de Schotten, M., Bartolomeo, P., & Paz-Alonso, P.M. (2018). White matter
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lexical bias. Poster presentation at the Psychonomics International meeting, Amsterdam, the Netherlands.
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8.
Biondo, N., Bergamini, E., & Vespignani, F. (March, 2018). Distance matters during adverb-verb tense
processing: evidence from ERPs. Poster presentation at 31st CUNY Conference on Human Sentence
Processing, Cuny 2018, Davis, USA.
9.
Blanco, B., Molnar, M., & Caballero-Gaudes, C. (October, 2018). Effect of prewhitening in resting state
functional near infrared spectroscopy data. Poster presentation at the fNIRS 2018 biennial meeting of the Society
for fNIRS, Tokyo, Japan.
10. Blanco, B., Molnar, M., Caballero-Gaudes, C., & Carreiras, M. (October, 2018). Cortical network
development in monolingual and bilingual infants. Poster presentation at the fNIRS 2018 biennial meeting of the
Society for fNIRS, Tokyo, Japan.
11. Burgering, M. A., Baart, M., & Vroomen, J. (June, 2018). Audiovisual recalibration and selective adaptation
for vowels and speaker sex. Poster presentation at the 19th Annual International Multisensory Research Forum
(IMRF), Toronto, Canada.
12. Caballero-Gaudes, C., Bandettini, P., & Gonzalez-Castillo, J. (April 5, 2018). A temporal deconvolution
algorithm for multiecho functional MRI. Poster presentation at IEEE International Symposium of Biomedical
Imaging, ISBI 2018, Washington DC, USA.
13. Caballero-Gaudes, C., Gonzalez-Castillo, J., & Bandettini, P. (June 16-21, 2018). Improved detection of
neuronal-related BOLD events of unknown timing with Multi-Echo Sparse Paradigm Free Mapping. Poster
presentation at the Annual Meeting of the International Society of Magnetic Resonance in Medicine, ISMRM
2018, Paris, France.
14. Caballero-Gaudes, C., Moia, S., Bandettini, P., & Gonzalez-Castillo, J. (September 16-20, 2018).
Quantitative deconvolution of fMRI data with Multiecho Sparse Paradigm Free Mapping. Poster presentation at
MICCAI 2018, Granada, Spain.
15. de Bruin, A., Kapnoula, E., & Duñabeitia, J. A. (November, 2018). Examining conflict adaptation across
Stroop and semantic interference tasks: An eye-tracking study. Poster presentation at Poster presentation at the
59th Annual Meeting of the Psychonomic Society (Psychonomics 2018), New Orleans, USA.
16. de Dios-Flores, I. (September, 2018). Interference in the processing of grammatical sentences: the case of
multiple negation. Poster presentation at Architectures and Mechanisms for Language Processing, AMLaP 2018,
Berlin, Germany.
17. Frances, C., De Bruin, A., & Duñabeitia, J.A. (September 21-23, 2018). Learning Emotional Concepts in a
Foreign or a Native Languag. Poster presentation at CoNSALL Conference, Bangor, UK.
18. Geng, S., Amoruso, L., Timofeeva, P., Gil Robles, S., Pomposo, I., Molinaro, N., & Carreiras, M. (August,
2018). Oscillatory dynamics during lexico-semantic retrieval: Evidence for neuroplasticity of language in patients
with left-hemisphere temporal tumors. Poster presentation at 10th Anniversary of the Society for the Neurobiology
of Language (SNL 2018), Québec, Canada.
19. Gisbert-Muñoz, S., Quiñones, I., & Carreiras, M. (August, 2018). Network selectively responding to bilingual
sentence comprehension vary as a function of the L2 age of acquisition. Poster presentation at the 2018 meeting
of the Society for the Neurobiology of Language (SNL 2018), Québec, Canada.
20. Gonzalez-Castillo, J., Caballero-Gaudes, C., & Bandettini, P.A. (November, 2018). Pseudo-Quantitative
Deconvolution of Neuronal-related BOLD events with unknown timing. Poster presentation at the 2018 annual
meeting of the Society for Neuroscience (SfN 2018), San Diego, USA.
21. Guediche, S., Baart, M., & Samuel, A.G. (November 15-18, 2018). How changes in brain activity are
modulated by semantic priming, crosslinguistic phonological overlap, and their interaction, during second
language (L2) word recognition in noisy listening conditions. Poster presentation at Poster presentation at the
59th Annual Meeting of the Psychonomic Society (Psychonomics 2018), New Orleans, USA.
22. Guediche, S., de Bruin, A., Baart, M., & Samuel, A.G. (November 3-7, 2018). L2 word recognition in noise:
modulatory effects of semantic and crosslinguistic overlap on brain activity. Poster presentation at the 2018
Meeting of the Society for Neuroscience (SfN 2018), San Diego, USA.
23. Gurunandan, K., Carreiras, M., & Paz-Alonso, P.M. (August, 2018). Neural plasticity of speech and reading
networks associated with language learning. Poster presentation at the 2018 meeting of the Society for the
Neurobiology of Language (SNL 2018), Québec City, Canada.
24. Gurunandan, K., Rueda, M.R., Guerra, S., Carreiras, M., & Paz-Alonso, P.M. (March, 2018). Metacognitive
training induces neurodevelopmental changes in prefrontal regions. Poster presentation at the Cognitive
Neuroscience Society (CNS 2018) annual meeting. Boston, USA.
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25. Herrero-Roldán, S., Quiñones, I., Rodrigo, M.J., Hernandez-Cabrera, J.A., & León, I. (10-12 May, 2018).
Altered crying face processing as a common neural link between childhood maltreatment and neglectful
mothering. Poster presentation at the Psychonomics International meeting, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
26. Iglesias, J.E., Insausti, R., Lerma-Usabiaga, G., Artacho-Figueroa, G., Van Leemput, K., Ourselin, S.,
Fischl, B., Caballero-Gaudes, C., & Paz-Alonso. P.M. (February 18 - 23, 2018). A probabilistic atlas of the
thalamic nuclei combining ex vivo MRI and histology. Poster presentation at the Thalamocortical Interactions
Gordon Research Conference, Lucca, Italy.
27. Jevtović, M., Duñabeitia, J. A., & de Bruin, A.(December, 2018). How do bilinguals switch between
languages in different interactional contexts? Poster presentation at the Conference on Multilingualism, Ghent,
Belgium.
28. Lallier, M., Martin, C., Acha, J., & Carreiras, M. (April, 2018). Bilingualism modulates the orthographic grain
size: Evidence in early Basque bilingual children. Poster presentation at the International Conference of the
British Dyslexia Association, Telford, UK.
29. Lerma-Usabiaga, G., Carreiras, M., & Paz-Alonso (July, 2018). Multimodal characterization of ventrooccipito-temporal reading regions. Poster presentation at the SEPEX-SEPNECA conference, Madrid, Spain.
30. Lerma-Usabiaga, G., Glozman, T., & Wandell, B. (November 3-7, 2018). Interhemispheric similarities
between diffusion measures of human brain white matter tracts. Poster presentation at the 2018 Meeting of the
Society for Neuroscience (SfN 2018), San Diego, USA.
31. Lindborg, A., Baart, M., & Andersen, T. S. (June, 2018). Electrophysiological evidence for differences
between fusion and combination illusions in audiovisual speech perception. Poster presentation at the 19th
Annual International Multisensory Research Forum (IMRF), Toronto, Canada.
32. Lopez-Zunini, R.A., Armstrong, B.C., Baart, M., & Samuel, A.G. (May, 2018). Processing dynamics of
hearing and seeing words under (no) time pressure: Insights from behaviour, ERPs and mixed-effect models.
Poster presentation at the Psychonomics International meeting, Amsterdam, the Netherlands.
33. Mancini, S., Wolpert, M., Scarinci, D., & Caffarra, S. (March, 2018). Impact of interlocutor identity on
grammatical processing: the case of Basque allocutive. Poster presentation at 31st CUNY Conference on Human
Sentence Processing, Cuny 2018, Davis, USA.
34. Mancini, S., Wolpert, M., Scarinci, D., & Caffarra, S. (September, 2018). Addressee identity and
grammatical processing: the case of basque allocutive agreement. Poster presentation at Architectures and
Mechanisms for Language Processing, AMLaP 2018, Berlin, Germany.
35. Marin-Garcia, E., & Paz-Alonso, P.M. (Mach, 2018). Neural interactions between memory and language:
The role of language profile on semantic processing leading to true and false memories. Poster presentation at
the Cognitive Neuroscience Society (CNS 2018) annual meeting. Boston, USA.
36. Martin, C., Quiñones, I., & Carreiras, M. (August, 2018). Being in love changes brain activity during
speaking. Poster presentation at 10th Anniversary of the Society for the Neurobiology of Language (SNL 2018),
Québec, Canada.
37. Morucci, P., Barilari, M., Collignon, O., Crepaldi, D., & Bottini, R. (May, 2018). The concreteness effect is
independent of visual experience. Poster presentation at the Workshop on Concepts, Actions, and Objects
(CAOS 2018), Rovereto, Italy.
38. Nara, S., Zarraga, A., Bourguignon, M., & Molinaro, N. (June 20-22, 2018). Neural correlates of Predictable
and Non-Predictable targets in Visual Predictions. Poster presentation at 1st International Workshop on Predictive
Processing (WoPP), Donostia-San Sebastian, Spain.
39. Navarra Barindelli, E., Caffarra, S., Guediche, S., & Martin, C.D. (July, 2018). Cognate effect in noise.
Poster presentation at the SEPEX-SEPNECA conference, Madrid, Spain.
40. Ostiz-Blanco, M., Lallier, M., Grau, S., Rello, L., Bigham, J.P., & Carreiras, M. (October 22-24, 2018). Jellys:
Towards a Videogame that Trains Rhythm and Visual Attention for Dyslexia. Demo presentation at the
Proceedings of the 20th International ACM SIGACCESS conference on Computers & Accessibility - ASSETS '18,
Galway, Ireland.
41. Ostiz-Blanco, M., Pina, A., Lizaso, M., Astráin, J.J. & Arrondo, G. (October 22-24, 2018). Using the musical
multimedia tool ACMUS with people with severe mental disorders: a pilot study. Demo presentation at the
Proceedings of the 20th International ACM SIGACCESS conference on Computers & Accessibility - ASSETS '18,
Galway, Ireland.
42. Paz-Alonso, P.M., Gurunandan, K., & Carreiras, M (March, 2018). Convergence of speech-print networks as
a marker of language learning. Poster presentation at the Cognitive Neuroscience Society (CNS) annual meeting.
Boston, US.
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43. Pérez-Navarro, J., Molinaro, N., & Lallier, M. (May, 2018). Speech-brain entrainment in children at risk of
Specific Language Impairment. Poster presentation at the Summer Neurolinguistics School, Moscow, Russia.
44. Perez-Serrano, C., Arnaez-Telleria, J., & Paz-Alonso, P.M. (July, 2018). Ventral and dorsal white matter
pathways contributions to the testing effect. Poster presentation at the SEPEX-SEPNECA conference, Madrid,
Spain.
45. Ristic, B., Mancini, S., & Molinaro, N. (June 20-22, 2018). Predicting syntax: Establishing subject-verb
agreement through active maintenance. Poster presentation at 1st International Workshop on Predictive
Processing (WoPP), Donostia-San Sebastian, Spain.
46. Sarrett, M., Kapnoula, E.C., & McMurray, B. (2018). Realtime integration of acoustic cues and semantic
expectations in speech processing: Evidence from EEG. Poster presentation at the 176th Meeting of the
Acoustical Society of America (ASA 2018), Victoria, Canada.
47. Scarinci, D., Carreiras, M., & Mancini, S. (March 15-17, 2018). Processing non-argumental dependencies:
tense and aspect in Spanish. Poster presentation at 31st CUNY Conference on Human Sentence Processing,
Cuny 2018, Davis, USA.
48. Sheikh, U.A., Carreiras, M., & Soto, D. (June, 2018). Decoding the Meaning of Non-conscious Words with
fMRI-based MVPA. Poster presentation at 22nd Annual Meeting of the Association for the Scientific Study of
Consciousness, Kraków, Poland.
49. Vespignani, F., Bergamini, E., & Biondo, N. (March, 2018). Verb class is early used during the processing of
subject-verb agreement (in Italian). Poster presentation at 31st CUNY Conference on Human Sentence
Processing, Cuny 2018, Davis, USA.

Oral Presentations
1.
Alemán Bañón, J., & Martin, C.D. (Sept 6-8, 2018). L2 learners predict at the level of the discourse:
Evidence from ERP. Oral Presentation at Architectures and Mechanisms for Language Processing, AMLaP 2018,
Berlin, Germany.
2.
Aguasvivas, J.A., Duñabeitia, J.A., & Carreiras, M. (August, 2018). Bilingual experience effects on statistical
learning: Preliminary results. Oral presentation at Statistical Learning Workshop in Quebec City. Quebec,
Canada.
3.
Antzaka, A., Acha, J., Carreiras, M., Lallier, M. (April, 2018). Does morphological grain size affect the role of
the Visual Attention Span in reading? Oral presentation at BDA international conference, Telford, UK.
4.
Antzaka, A., Lallier, M., Carreiras, M., Valdois, S. (April, 2018). Can playing Action Video Games modulate
attentional components involved in reading? Oral presentation at BDA international conference, Telford, UK.
5.
Arnaez-Telleria, J., Carreiras, M., & Paz-Alonso, P.M. (November, 2018). Neurodevelopmental correlates of
the testing effect. Oral presentation at the 2018 annual meeting of the Society for Neuroscience (SfN 2018), San
Diego, USA.
6.
Baart, M., Keetels, M., & Vroomen, J. (November, 2018). Aftereffects of Emotional Affect: Crossmodal
Learning, Bias, and Adaptation. Oral presentation at the 59th Annual Meeting of the Psychonomic Society
(Psychonomics 2018), New Orleans, USA.
7.
Baese-Berk, M.M., & Samuel, A.G. (November 15-18, 2018). The role of timing in perceptual learning of
non-native speech sounds. Oral presentation at the 59th Annual Meeting of the Psychonomic Society
(Psychonomics 2018), New Orleans, USA.
8.
Caballero-Gaudes, C., Moia, S., Bandettini, P., & Gonzalez-Castillo, J. (September 16-20, 2018).
Quantitative deconvolution of fMRI data with Multiecho Sparse Paradigm Free Mapping. Oral presentation at
MICCAI 2018, Granada, Spain.
9.
Caffarra, S., Motamed Haeri, A., Michell, E. & Martin, C.D. (June, 2018). Who makes you laugh? Impact of
foreign accent on irony interpretation. Oral presentation at XPRAG, Pavia, Italy.
10. Cespón, J. (February, 2018). Potencial utilidad de la estimulación magnética transcraneal en pacientes con
deterioro cognitivo y enfermedad de Alzheimer. Oral presentation at X Jornadas de Neuropsicología CNC, Bilbao,
Spain.
11. Costello, B. (February, 2018). Agreement in sign languages: what processing studies add to the debate on
spatial grammar. Keynote talk at II Meeting on Morphosyntax of Portuguese Sign Language and other sign
languages, Universidade do Porto,O Porto, Portugal.
12. Costello, B., & Carreiras, M. (April, 2018). El procesamiento de la lengua de signos española [Processing of
Spanish Sign Language]. Oral presentation as part of the Panel Discussion on Signolingüística at the XXXVI
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International Conference of the Spanish Association of Applied Linguistics (AESLA), Universidad de Cádiz, Cádiz,
Spain.
13. de Bruin, A., & Martin, C. (December, 2018). Choosing your language: How do personal preferences and
external primes affect bilingual language choice? Oral presentation at the Conference on Multilingualism, Ghent,
Belgium.
14. de Bruin, A., & Della Sala, S. (July, 2018). The bilingual advantage debate: How publication biases affect
the literature and systematic reviews. Oral presentation at the 20th International Congress of Linguists, Cape
Town, South Africa.
15. de Dios Flores, I. (October, 2018). Interference in Sentence Processing: When Multiple Negations Render
Grammatical Sentences Unacceptable. Oral presentation at the AEDEAN Conference, Córdoba, Spain.
16. Frances, C., De Bruin, A., & Duñabeitia, J.A. (July, 2018). Foreign language does not hinder learning
emotional concepts. Oral presentation at the Sepex - Sepneca - Aipexperimental joint conference, Madrid, Spain.
17. Frances, C., Sevilla, Y., Planelles Almeida, M., & Duñabeitia, J.A. (September 21-23, 2018). GPS: Latin
lover or naggy spouse? Science Slam presentation at CoNSALL Conference, Bangor, UK.
18. Gonzalez-Castillo, J., Caballero-Gaudes, C., & Bandettini, P. (June 16-21, 2018). Quantitative
deconvolution of neuronal-related BOLD events with Multi-Echo Sparse Free Paradigm Mapping. Oral
presentation at the Annual Meeting of the International Society of Magnetic Resonance in Medicine, ISMRM
2018, Paris, France.
19. Gurunandan, K., Carreiras, M., & Paz-Alonso, P.M. (August, 2018). Neural plasticity of speech and reading
networks associated with language learning. Oral presentation at the 2018 meeting of the Society for the
Neurobiology of Language (SNL 2018), Québec City, Canada.
20. Hoversten, L.J., & Martin, C.D. (December, 2018). Parafoveal processing in bilingual readers within and
across languages. Oral presentation at the 2018 Confreence on Multilingualism (COM), Ghent, Belgium.
21. Hoversten, L.J., & Traxler, M. J. (March, 2018). Zooming in on zooming out: Dynamic tuning of bilingual
language control during reading. Oral presentation at 31st CUNY Conference on Human Sentence Processing,
Cuny 2018, Davis, USA.
22. Lallier, M., & Ordin, M. (April, 2018). Dichotic listening: a window onto bilingualism reading development.
Oral presentation at the International Conference of the British Dyslexia Association, Telford, UK.
23. Morucci, P., Barilari, M., Collignon, O., Crepaldi, D., & Bottini, R. (May, 2018). The concreteness effect is
independent of visual experience. Oral presentation at the Workshop on Concepts, Actions, and Objects (CAOS
2018), Rovereto, Italy.
24. Paz-Alonso, P.M. (July, 2018). Visual imagery strengths mnemonic control. Oral presentation at the SEPEXSEPNECA conference, Madrid, Spain.
25. Rastle, K., Myers, E., Schapiro, A., Batterink, L.J., Armstrong, B.C., & Gareth Gaskell, M. (November 15-18,
2018). Generalization in Language and Memory. Oral presentation at the 59th Annual Meeting of the
Psychonomic Society (Psychonomics 2018), New Orleans, USA.
26. Rosenthal, C.R, Mallik, I., Caballero-Gaudes, C., Sereno, M.I., & Soto, D. (June, 2018). Explicit and implicit
learning of multiple concurrent higher-order sequences in human V1. Oral presentation at the 22nd Annual
Meeting of the Association for the Scientific Study of Consciousness, Kraków, Poland.
27. Samuel, A.G., Choi, W., & Tong, X. (November 15-18, 2018). Better than native: Cantonese-English
bilinguals outperform native English speakers on judging English lexical stress. Oral presentation at the 59th
Annual Meeting of the Psychonomic Society (Psychonomics 2018), New Orleans, USA.
28. Villameriel, S. (October 26, 2018). La lengua de signos en el cerebro. Oral presentation at “De cañas con el
Ateneo”, Palencia, Spain.

Invited Talks
1.
Aguasvivas, J.A. (March 21, 2018). Medición del léxico a través de plataformas digitales. Invited talk at
Primer Encuentro Hispano-Dominicano de Alfabetización en Español, Madrid, Spain.
2.
Amoruso, L. (August 26-30, 2018). Contextual effects in perceiving others’ actions. Invited talk at the 41st
European Conference on Visual Perception (ECVP), Trieste, Italy.
3.

Baart, M. (June 13, 2018). Phonetic binding in audiovisual speech. University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada.
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4.
Biondo, N. (June 8, 2018). Agreement and Tense dissociation: new evidence from adults' sentence
processing. Invited talk at workshop Linguistic Structure and Language Processing, 10th year anniversary of the
Fondazione Marica De Vincenzi Onlus, Palazzo della Società Dante Alighieri, Roma, Italy.
5.
Caballero Gaudes, C. (November 9, 2018). The importance of deconvolution for mapping the brain's timevarying activity with functional MRI: Algorithms and applications. Invited talk at a seminar in TECNUN, San
Sebastian, Spain.
6.
Caffarra, S. (May 10-13, 2018). The learnability of gender agreement in Spanish-Basque bilinguals and
Spanish bimodal bilinguals. Invited talk at the XVIII International Morphology Meeting, Budapest, Hungary.
7.
Caffarra, S. (November 24, 2018). Aprendizaje lectoescritor y su impacto en la reorganización cerebral.
Invited talk at the 40th Anniversary of Fiapas Conference, Madrid, Spain.
8.
Carreiras, M. (January 30, 2018). Brain Laterality and Bilingualism. Invited talk at Max-Planck-Institute,
Nijmegen, the Netherlands.
9.

Carreiras, M. (Marzo 3, 2018). El cerebro multilingüe. Invited talk at Ibercaja, Zaragoza, Spain.

10.

Carreiras, M. (Abril 10, 2018). El cerebro bilingüe. Invited talk at Gobierno de Cantabria, Santander, Spain.

11. Carreiras, M. (Abril 17-18, 2018). El cerebro lector. Invited talk at Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y
Deporte, Madrid, Spain.
12. Carreiras, M. (Abril 17-18, 2018). Dos lenguas en un cerebro. Invited talk at Ministerio de Educación,
Cultura y Deporte Madrid, Madrid, Spain.
13. Carreiras, M. (June 1, 2018). Plasticidad y procesamiento en el cerebro bilingüe. Invited talk at Universitat
Autonoma de Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain.
14. Carreiras, M. (June 21-23, 2018). El cerebro lector. Invited talk at ACIPE & Universidad de La Rioja,
Logroño, Spain.
15. Carreiras, M. (June 22-23, 2018). Language representation and control in awake patient bilinguals. Invited
talk at ELGGN, Lisbon, Portugal.
16.

Carreiras, M. (July, 2018). El cerebro lector. Invited talk at Ayuntamiento de Bétera, Bétera, Spain.

17. Carreiras, M. (July, 2018). The bilingual brain: Plasticity and processing from cradle to grave. Invited talk at
Huaqiao University, Xiamen, China.
18. Carreiras, M. (Septiembre 8, 2018). El cerebro lector . Invited talk at Intelexia, Ediciones Logos, Fundación
INECO y Haskins Laboratories de Yale University, Buenos Aires, Argentina.
19. Carreiras, M. (Septiembre 28-29, 2018). The bilingual brain: Plasticity and processing from cradle to grave.
Invited talk at Saint Petersburg State University, Saint Petersburg, Russia.
20. Carreiras, M. (Octubre, 1-2-16, 2018). Neurociencia, lenguaje y proceso educativo. Invited talk at Fundación
Colegio Vizcaya Fundazioa, Bilbao, Spain.
21. Carreiras, M. (Octubre 22,2018). La magia del lenguaje. Invited talk at El Museo de la Ciencia y el Cosmos
del Organismo Autónomo de Museos y Centros del Cabildo de Tenerife, Tenerife, Spain.
22. Carreiras, M. (Octubre 28, 2018). Orthographic and lexical effects in visual recognition in Arabic. Invited talk
at United Arab Emirates University, Al-Ain, Emiratos Arabes.
23. Correia, J., Carreiras, M., & Uludag, K. (October 2018). Prospects of laminar fMRI in ultra-high-field (7 tesla
MRI) to unravel bottom-up and top-down representations of language. Invited talk at Sungkyunkwan University,
Seul, South Korea.
24. Costello, B. (May, 2018). Bilingüismo: lengua oral y lengua de signos. Invited talk at III Jornada sobre
Audición y Lenguaje "El bilingüismo desde el desarrollo del lenguaje", Universidad de Deusto, San Sebastián,
Spain.
25. de Bruin, A. (August, 2018). Language switching and inhibitory control in Spanish-Basque children and
teenagers. Invited talk at the Bilingual Education Research Conference, Berlin, Germany.
26. Frances, C. (November, 2018). El impacto de las neurociencias en la investigación y la enseñanza de ELE:
Las emociones en la lengua extranjera y su impacto en el aprendizaje. Invited talk at at the IV Congreso Sicele,
Rosario, Argentina.
27. Frances, C. (February, 2018). Introduction to OpenSesame Workshop. Invited talk at Bangor University,
Wales, UK.
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28. Galparsoro, N. (March 1, 2018). Construcción de una bateria de evaluación para TEL. Invited talk at
Congreso de la FANPSE, Valencia, Spain.
29. Lallier, M. (January 18, 2018). How does the sensitivity to rhythm shape the reading brain? Keynote speaker
in the symposium "It's all about time: Auditory processing, speech perception, and reading", at ExpORL, Dept.
Neurosciences, Leuven University, Leuven, Belgium.
30. Lallier, M. (May, 2018) Bilingüismo y Desarrollo del lenguaje Escrito. Keynote speaker at III Jornada sobre
Audición y Lenguaje "El bilingüismo desde el desarrollo del lenguaje", Universidad de Deusto, San Sebastiàn,
Spain.
31. Lallier, M. (May, 2018). Attention Auditive, Attention Dynamique et Troubles de Apprentissages. Keynote
speaker at 6ème Congrès de la SOFTAL "Attention et Apprentissages, Approches Innovantes et Nouvelles
Technologies". Université Grenoble-Alpes, Grenoble, France.
32. Martin, C.D. (May, 2018). Prediction in sentence comprehension. Invited talk at Centre for Research on
Bilingualism, Stockholm University, Stockholm, Sweden.
33. Martin, C.D. (November 29, 2018). Language comprehension in accented speech. Invited talk at
Distinguished Speaker Series, Pennsylvania State University’s Centre for Language Science, Pennsylvania, USA.
34. Molinaro, N. (March 7, 2018). Delta vs. theta speech entrainment: MEG evidence from typical and atypical
language users. Invited talk at IMPRS NeuroCom Lecture Series, Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and
Brain Sciences, Munich, Germany.
35. Ostiz-Blanco, M. (June, 2018). Abordando la dislexia de un modo indirecto. Invited talk at "Herramientas
tecnológicas frente a la dislexia", Instituto de Cultura y Sociedad, Universidad de Navarra, Pamplona, Spain.
36. Paz-Alonso, P.M. (July, 2018). Converging evidence for a functional and structural segregation within the
left ventral occipitotemporal cortex in reading. Invited talk at the International Forum of Brain and Language,
Huaqiao University, Quanzhou, China.
37. Paz-Alonso, P.M. (December, 2018). Converging evidence for a functional and structural segregation within
the left vOTC in reading. Invited talk at the "V Encuentro Vasco-Chileno en Investigación Biomédica, Santiago,
Chile.
38. Paz-Alonso, P.M. (December, 2018). Developmental trajectories of human thalamic nuclei and its relation to
cognitive development. Invited talk at "Talleres de Trabajo con Estudiantes de Doctorado y Pregrado", Facultad
de Medicina, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Santiago, Chile.
39. Paz-Alonso, P.M. (July, 2018). Differential reading and speech functional dynamics for highly contrasting
languages. Invited talk at the National Taiwan Normal University, Taipei, Taiwan.
40. Quiñones I. (2018). Las emociones y el cerebro. Nuerociencia y Educación. Invited talk at KRISTAU
ESKOLA, Bilbao, Spain.
41. Quiñones I., Duñabeitia J., & Carreiras M. (March 20, 2018). Cambios cerebrales asociados a la
alfabetización de adultos. Invited talk at Nebrija University, Madrid, Spain.
42. Soto, D. (2018). Can non-conscious representations support high-level cognition? Invited talk at NeuroSpin,
École des Neurosciences, Paris, France.
43. Stoehr, A., Benders, T., van Hell, J., & Fikkert, P. (July 26-27, 2018). What affects bilingual children’s
speech production? Evidence on the role of perception and accented input on Dutch-German bilingual children’s
VOTs. Invited talk at Current Issues in Child Bilingual Development, Macquarie University, North Ryde, Australia.
44. Villameriel, S. (April 13, 2018). La investigación en bilingües bimodales. Invited talk at Universidad de
Oviedo, Oviedo, Asturias.
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Poster Presentations
1.
Aguasvivas, J.A., Duñabeitia, J.A., & Carreiras, M. (April, 2019). Does previous linguistic experience
facilitate novel language learning? Poster presentation at the Groningen Spring School on Cognitive Modeling,
Groningen, The Netherlands.
2.
Aguasvivas, J.A., Duñabeitia, J.A., & Carreiras, M. (September, 2019). Does bilingual experience facilitate
novel morphology learning? Poster presentation at the AMLAP conference, Moscow, Russia.
3.
Alcalá-López, D., & Soto, D. (June, 2019). Brain representations of social knowledge during mental
simulation. Poster presentation at Human Brain Mapping (2019 OHBM), Rome, Italy.
4.
Ansorena, X., Hernández, M., Carreiras, M., Quemada, J.I., & Mancini, S. (September 24-26, 2019). Short
Term Memory and sentence processing in deep dysphasia. Poster presentation at 20th Science of Aphasia
Conference, Rome, Italy.
5.
Arnaez-Telleria, J., Mezer, A., & Paz-Alonso, P.M. (June, 2019). Neurodevelopmental changes in qMRI
measures in hippocampal and cortical regions. Poster presentation at Human Brain Mapping (2019 OHBM),
Rome, Italy.
6.
Arnaez-Telleria, J. & Paz-Alonso, P.M. (March, 2019). Developmental changes and neural correlates of
associative, spatial and temporal relational memory. Poster presentation at the Cognitive Neuroscience Society
(CNS 2019) annual meeting. San Francisco, USA.
7.
Bañón, J.A., & Martin, C.D. (August, 2019). Examining prediction at the level of the discourse: An ERP
study. Poster presentation at the Eleventh Annual Meeting of the Society for the Neurobiology of Language (SNL
2019), Helsinki, Finland.
8.
Bergouignan, L., Carreiras, M., & Paz-Alonso, P.M. (June, 2019). Our Inner-Speech Language interacts with
Our Reality Tag in the Episodic Hippocampal System. Poster presentation at Human Brain Mapping (2019
OHBM), Rome, Italy.
9.
Biondo, N., & Mancini, S. (August, 2019). The grammaticalization of different relations during adult second
language (L2) acquisition. Poster presentation at the Eleventh Annual Meeting of the Society for the Neurobiology
of Language (SNL 2019), Helsinki, Finland.
10. Biondo, N., & Mancini, S. (September, 2019). Tense-agreement dissociation in adult second language (L2)
acquisition. Poster presentation at the Brain, Language & Learning conference, Siena, Italy.
11. Borragan, M. (September, 2019). Changes throughout age in sensitivity to markedness. Poster presentation
at the 21st ESCoP conference (ESCoP 2019), Tenerife, Spain.
12. Caffarra, S., Haeri, A. M., Michell, E., & Martin, C.D. (March, 2019). When is irony influenced by
communicative constraints? ERP evidence supporting interactive models. Poster presentation at 32nd Annual
CUNY Conference on Human Sentence Processing (CUNY 2019), Colorado Boulder, USA.
13. Caffarra, S., Gonzalez, A., & Martin, C.D. (March, 2019). Syntactic interlanguage speech benefit: an ERP
study. Poster presentation at 32nd Annual CUNY Conference on Human Sentence Processing (CUNY 2019),
Colorado Boulder, USA.
14. Clark, C., Guediche, S., & Lallier, M. (October, 2019). Cross-modal effects of sentence context on visual
word recognition in adults. Poster presentation at the International Workshop on Reading and Developmental
Dyslexia, San Sebastian, Spain.
15. Costello, B., Giezen, M., Stutzman, L., Sampedro, M.A., Villameriel, S., & Carreiras, M. (September, 2019).
Effects of familiarity, iconicity and phonological density in the LSE lexicon. Poster presentation at TISLR13
(Theoretical Issues in Sign Language Research), Hamburg, Germany.
16. de-Dios-Flores, I., Mancini, S., Acuña-Fariña, C. & Carreiras, M. (April, 2019). Eye-tracking the use of
control information in null subject-antecedent dependencies. Poster presentation at the XIV International
Symposium of Psycholinguistics, Tarragona, Spain.
17. Dueme, F., Stoehr, A., & Martin, C.D. (June, 2019). Does the orthography of a new L2 impact L1 production
and perception? Poster presentation at the L2 Pronunciation Research Workshop (l2prw2019), Barcelona, Spain.
18. Dumay, N., & Nash, A. (September, 2019). Sleep makes perceptual memories more accessible: Evidence
from Reicher-Wheeler. Poster presentation at the 21st ESCoP conference (ESCoP 2019), Tenerife, Spain.
19. Frances, C., De Bruin, A., & Duñabeitia, J.A. (July, 2019). The effects of language and emotional context on
learning. Poster presentation at SAMBA Conference, Salzburg Austria.
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20. Frances, C., De Bruin, A., & Duñabeitia, J.A. (September, 2019). The Influence of Emotional and Foreign
Language Context in Learning. Poster presentation at the 21st ESCoP conference (ESCoP 2019), Tenerife,
Spain.
21. Frances, C., Martin, C.D., De Bruin, A, & Duñabeitia, J.A. (November, 2019) The effects of contextual
factors on learning in a native and a foreign language. Poster presentation at PhDay, Universidad Complutense
de Madrid, Madrid, Spain.
22. Ferrer-Gallardo, V., Delgado, M., Navalpotro, I., Moia, S., Carreiras, M., Rodriguez-Oroz, M.C., & CaballeroGaudes, C. (June, 2019). Impact of mild cognitive impairment in Parkinson's disease in the Functional
connectome. Poster presentation at Human Brain Mapping (2019 OHBM), Rome, Italy.
23. Frances, C., Navarra-Barindelli, E., & Martin, C.D. (September, 2019). Oral Cognates. Poster presentation
at the 21st ESCoP conference (ESCoP 2019), Tenerife, Spain.
24. Furgoni, A., Stoehr, A., Dueme, F., & Martin, C. (October 2-4, 2019). Orthographic Consistency Effect:
Evidence at the phonemic level. Poster presentation at International Workshop on Reading and Developmental
Dyslexia, Donostia-San Sebastian, Spain.
25. Geng, S., Amoruso, L., Molinaro, N., & Carreiras, M. (August, 2019). Spatio-temporal dynamics of noun and
verb naming in early bilinguals. Poster presentation at the Eleventh Annual Meeting of the Society for the
Neurobiology of Language (SNL 2019), Helsinki, Finland.
26. Gisbert-Muñoz, S., Quiñones, I., Amorouso, L., Pomposo, I., Gil-Robles, S., & Carreiras, M. (September,
2019). MULTIMAP: Multilingual visual naming test for the mapping of eloquent areas during awake surgeries.
Poster presentation at conference of the European Society for Cognitive Psychology (ESCOP 2019), Tenerife,
Spain.
27. Guediche, S., de Bruin, A., Caballero-Gaudes, C., Baart, M., & Samuel. A.G. (August, 2019). Modulation of
functional connections from temporal cortex during second language word recognition in noise: does L2 - L1
phonological similarity matter? Poster presentation at the Eleventh Annual Meeting of the Society for the
Neurobiology of Language (SNL 2019), Helsinki, Finland.
28. Gurunandan, K., Carreiras, M., & Paz-Alonso, P.M. (March, 2019). Differential neuroplasticity of language
systems in adult language acquisition. Poster presentation at the Cognitive Neuroscience Society (CNS 2019)
annual meeting. San Francisco, USA.
29. Gurunandan, K., Ibarbia, M., Carreiras, M., & Paz-Alonso, P.M. (March, 2019). Structural changes induced
by creativity training. Poster presentation at the Society for Neuroscience of Creativity (SfNC 2019) annual
meeting. San Francisco, USA.
30. Gurunandan, K., Ibarbia, M., Carreiras, M., & Paz-Alonso, P.M. (June, 2019). Structural correlates of
creativity training in chefs. Poster presentation at Human Brain Mapping (2019 OHBM), Rome, Italy.
31. Hartzell, J.F., & Paz-Alonso, P.M. (August, 2019). Tip-of-the-Tongue: A window into neural interactions
between memory and language systems. Poster presentation at the Eleventh Annual Meeting of the Society for
the Neurobiology of Language (SNL 2019), Helsinki, Finland.
32. Hoversten, L.J., & Traxler, M.J. (November, 2019). Asymmetric switch costs accompanied by symmetric
suppression of the alternate language during bilingual reading. Poster presentatiton at the Psychonomic Society
Meeting, Montreal, Canada.
33. Ibarbia, M., Gurunandan, K., Carreiras, M., & Paz-Alonso, P.M. (March, 2019). Functional contributions to
general and specific creative problem solving. Poster presentation at the Society for Neuroscience of Creativity
(SfNC 2019) annual meeting. San Francisco, USA.
34. Ibarbia, M., & Paz-Alonso, P.M. (March, 2019). Magnocellular and parvocellular contributions to reading.
Poster presentation at the Cognitive Neuroscience Society (CNS 2019) annual meeting. San Francisco, USA.
35. Ibarbia, M., & Paz-Alonso, P.M. (June, 2019). Magnocellular and parvocellular contributions to visual object
and word recognition. Poster presentation at Human Brain Mapping (2019 OHBM), Rome, Italy.
36. Kalashnikova, M., Goswami, U., & Burnham, D. (September, 2019). Infant directed speech to infants at
family risk for dyslexia. Poster presentation at the 21st ESCoP conference (ESCoP 2019), Tenerife, Spain.
37. Kalashnikova, M., Goswami, U., & Burnham, D. (June, 2019). Infant-directed speech and parent-directed
signals in interactions with infants at family risk for dyslexia. Poster presentation at the Workshop on Infant
Language Development (WILD), Potsdam, Germany.
38. Kapnoula, E.C., & Samuel, G.A. (April, 2019). Disentangling the effects of production and speaker variability
on word learning. Poster presentation at the XIV International Symposium of Psycholinguistics (ISP 2019),
Tarragona, Spain.
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39. Kapnoula, E.C., & Samuel, A.G. (November, 2019). Does saying a new word out loud help to learn it better?
Poster presentation at the 60th Annual Meeting of the Psychonomic Society, Montreal, Canada.
40. Kapnoula, E.C., & Samuel, A.G. (September, 2019). Does saying a new word out loud help to learn it
better? Disentangling the effects of production and speaker variability on word learning. Poster presentation at the
21st ESCoP conference (ESCoP 2019), Tenerife, Spain.
41. Kartushina, N., & Martin, C. (August, 2019). Dynamic changes in bilingual production as a function of L3English use: Insights from a longitudinal study in Spanish-Basque Erasmus students. Poster presentation at New
Sounds 2019, Tokyo, Japan.
42. Lerma-Usabiaga, G., Mukherjee, P., Ren, Z., Perry, M., & Wandell, B. (June, 2019). Replication and
generalization in applied neuroimaging. Poster presentation at Human Brain Mapping (2019 OHBM), Rome, Italy.
43. Liu, M., Wang, X., Zhang, X., Zhang, R., Paz-Alonso, P.M., & Yang, J. (August 20-22, 2019). Semantic
Integration During Language Comprehension in Natural Contexts. Poster presentation at the Eleventh Annual
Meeting of the Society for the Neurobiology of Language (SNL 2019), Helsinki, Finland.
44. Ludowicy, P., Arnaez-Telleria, J., Gurunandan, K., Czernochowski, D., Lachmann, T., & Paz-Alonso, P.M.
(June, 2019). Neural modulation of the Testing Effect via test-potentiated encoding with feedback. Poster
presentation at Human Brain Mapping (2019 OHBM), Rome, Italy.
45. Ludowicy, P., Paz-Alonso, P.M., Lachmann, T., & Czernochowski, D. (September, 2019). Performance
feedback enhances test potentiated encoding: An event-related potential study on the testing effect. Poster
presentation at the 21st ESCoP conference, Tenerife, Spain.
46. Martin, C.D., Goddard, K., Koutsogiannaki, M., & Kartushina, N. (August, 2019). Optimization in non-native
speech sound production. Poster presentation at the Eleventh Annual Meeting of the Society for the Neurobiology
of Language (SNL 2019), Helsinki, Finland.
47. Martin, C.D., & Nozari, N. (April, 2019). Language control in bilingual word production: Insights from error
rate and error type in sentence production. Poster presentation at the XIV International Symposium of
Psycholinguistics (ISP 2019), Tarragona, Spain.
48. Martorell, J., Alhama, R.G., Molinaro, N., & Mancini, S. (April, 2019). Predictive generation of syntax during
sentence reading. Poster presentation at the XIV International Symposium of Psycholinguistics (ISP 2019),
Tarragona, Spain.
49. Martorell, J., Alhama, R.G., Molinaro, N., & Mancini, S. (June, 2019). Preactivating syntactic information
during reading. Poster presentation at Psycholinguistics in Iceland – Parsing and Prediction conference,
Reykjavík, Iceland.
50. Mei, N., Sheikh, U., Santana, R., & Soto,D. (September, 2019). How the brain encodes meaning:
Comparing word embedding and computer vision models to predict fMRI data during visual word recognition.
Poster presentation at 2019 Conference on Cognitive Computational Neuroscience, Berlin, Germany.
51. Mei, N., & Soto,D. (September, 2019). Predicting human prospective beliefs and decisions to engage using
multivariate classification analyses of behavioural data. Poster presentation at 2019 Conference on Cognitive
Computational Neuroscience, Berlin, Germany.
52. Moia, S., Termenon, M., Uruñuela, E., Bright, M. G., & Caballero-Gaudes, C. (September, 2019).
Comparison of ICA-based denoising approaches in breath-holding task with ME-fMRI data. Poster presentation at
the ICP Network Symposium: Physiological and Functional MRI of the Brain: Emerging Techniques and Clinical
Applications, Baltimore, USA.
53. Morucci, P., Giannelli, F., & Molinaro, N. (March, 2019). Native language affects visual processing by
activating categorical template of objects via the modulation of alpha oscillations. Poster presentation at the
Cognitive Neuroscience Society (CNS 2019) annual meeting. San Francisco, USA.
54. Morucci, P., Martin, C.D., & Molinaro, N. (September 2019). Language experience affects prediction during
auditory rhythm perception. Poster presentation at the predictive brain conference, Marseille, France.
55. Muller, H., de-Dios-Flores, I., & Phillips, C. (March, 2019). Not (just) any licensors cause negative polarity
illusions. Poster presentation at 32nd Annual CUNY Conference on Human Sentence Processing (CUNY 2019),
Colorado Boulder, USA.
56. Navarra-Barindelli, E., Guediche, S., Caffarra, S., & Martin, C.D. (September, 2019). The Cognate Effect in
Noise. Poster presentation at the 21st ESCoP conference (ESCoP 2019), Tenerife, Spain.
57. Ordin, M., Polyanskaya, L., Gomez, D., & Samuel, A.G. (April 24-26, 2019). Universality and linguistic
experience in the perception of speech rhythm, and its relevance for speech evolution. Poster presentation at the
14th European Human Behaviour and Evolution Association Conference, Toulouse, France.
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58. Ordin, M., Polyanskaya, L., & Soto, D. (September, 2019). Neural bases of statistical learning in artificial
language. Poster presentation at the AMLAP conference, Moscow, Russia.
59. Pérez-Navarro, J., Molinaro, N., & Lallier, M. (September, 2019). Is the amount of exposure a good predictor
of language development? Evidence from a bilingual population. Poster presentation at the 21st ESCoP
conference (ESCoP 2019), Tenerife, Spain.
60. Pérez-Navarro, J., Molinaro, N., & Lallier, M. (September, 2019). Exploring the relationship between
speech-brain entrainment and language development in children at risk of developmental language disorder.
Poster presentation at the 21st ESCoP conference (ESCoP 2019), Tenerife, Spain.
61. Polyanskaya, L., Ordin, M., Gomez,D., & Samuel, A.G. (September, 2019). Universality and linguistic
experience in the perception of speech rhythm. Poster presentation at the AMLAP conference, Moscow, Russia.
62. PourHashemi, F., Baart, M., & Vroomen, J. (December 19-21, 2019). Auditory learning of noise vocoded
speech by lip-read information: Does reading skill matter? Poster presentation at the 17th Winterconference on
Brain and Cognition (NVP), Egmond aan Zee, the Netherlands.
63. Quiñones, I., Molinaro, N., Caballero-Gaudes, C., Mancini, S., Barber, H., & Carreiras, M. (June, 2019).
Integrating form and meaning in the left angular gyrus. Poster presentation at Human Brain Mapping (2019
OHBM), Rome, Italy.
64. Sheikh, U. A., Carreiras, M., & Soto, D. (June, 2019). Brain Mechanisms Underlying Generalization of
Concepts Across Languages. Poster presentation at Human Brain Mapping (2019 OHBM), Rome, Italy.
65. Timofeeva, P., Amoruso, L., & Carreiras, M. (September, 2019). Investigating the time course of bilingual
and monolingual linguistic control mechanisms: An MEG study. Poster presentation at the AMLAP conference,
Moscow, Russia.
66. Timofeeva, P., Amoruso, L., & Carreiras, M. (August, 2019) Spatiotemporal signatures of linguistic control
mechanisms in bilingual and monolingual contexts. Poster presentation at the Eleventh Annual Meeting of the
Society for the Neurobiology of Language (SNL 2019), Helsinki, Finland.
67. Uruñuela-Tremiño, E., Moia, S., Zheng, C., González-Castillo, J., & Caballero-Gaudes, C. (May 15, 2019).
Deconvolution of multi-echo functional MRI data with Multivariate Multi-Echo Sparse Paradigm Free Mapping.
Poster presentation at the Annual Meeting of International Society Magnetic Resonance in Medicine, (ISMRM
2019), Montreal, Canada.
68. Williams, L., Kapnoula, E., & de Bruin, A. (March, 2019). Bilingual language mode is flexible: Evidence from
a lexical decision task. Poster presentation at the 3rd Biennial International Convention of Psychological Science,
Paris, France.

Oral Presentations
1.
Aguasvivas, J.A., Duñabeitia, J.A., & Carreiras, M. (September, 2019). "Txakurra" is "perro" but also "dog":
How input variability impacts bilingual language learning in different contexts. Oral presentation at the 6th
Barcelona Summer School on Bilingualism and Multilingualism, Barcelona, Spain.
2.
Amoruso, L., Molinaro, N., Geng, S., Quiñones, I., Timofeeva, P., Gisbert-Muñoz, S., Gil-Robles, S.,
Pomposo, I., & Carreiras, M. (June, 2019). Noun-verb dissociation in the brain: MEG evidence from healthy
participants and patients with slow-growing brain tumors. Oral presentation at European Low Grade Glioma
Network Meeting (ELGGN 2019), London, UK.
3.
Amoruso, L., Molinaro, N., Geng, S., Quiñones, I., Timofeeva, P., Gisbert-Muñoz, S., Gil-Robles, S.,
Pomposo, I., & Carreiras, M. (September, 2019). An oscillatory model of noun-verb dissociations: MEG evidence
from healthy participants and brain tumor patients. Oral presentation at the 21st ESCoP conference (ESCoP
2019), Tenerife, Spain.
4.
Baart, M., López Zunini, R.A., Samuel, A. G., & Armstrong, B.C. (December 19-21, 2019). Lexico-semantic
access and audiovisual integration in the aging brain: Insights from single trial Event-Related Potentials. Oral
presentation at the 17th Winterconference on Brain and Cognition (NVP), Egmond aan Zee, the Netherlands.
5.
Biondo, N., Bergamini, E., & Vespignani, F. (June, 2019). An ERP study on the effect of distance during the
processing of temporal concord violations. Oral presentation at Experimental Psycholinguistics Conference.
Palma de Mallorca, Spain.
6.
Borragan, M. (August, 2019). Morpho-functional changes in the glottis after breathing in air with humidity.
Oral presentation at Congress of the The Pan-European Voice Conference (Pevoc), Copenhagen, Denmark.
7.
Cholin, J., Abad Bruzzo, K.F., Jorschick, A.B., & Carreiras, M. (September 2019). Proficiency shapes the
representation and access of syllabic motor programs in bilingual speakers: Syllable-frequency effects in early
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high-proficient Spanish-Basque bilinguals and late low-proficient Spanish-German bilinguals. Oral presentation at
21st ESCoP conference (ESCoP 2019), Tenerife, Spain.
8.
de Bruin, A., & Martin, C. (April, 2019). Bilingual language choice is affected by external primes and
individual language preferences. Oral presentation at the XIV International Symposium of Psycholinguistics (ISP
2019), Tarragona, Spain.
9.
Dumay, N., & Nash, A. (November, 2019). Sleep makes perceptual memories more accessible: Evidence
from Reicher-Wheeler. Oral presentation at the 60th Annual Meeting of the Psychonomic Society, Montreal,
Canada.
10. Dumay, N., Nash, A., & Starr, L. (September, 2019). Setting the alarm while you sleep. Oral presentation at
the 21st ESCoP conference (ESCoP 2019), Tenerife, Spain.
11. Frances, C., De Bruin, A., & Duñabeitia, J.A. (April, 2019). The Influence of Emotional and Foreign
Language Context in Learning. Oral presentation at the XIV International Symposium of Psycholinguistics (ISP
2019), Tarragona, Spain.
12. Frances, C., Martin, C., & Duñabeitia, J.A. (September, 2019). The effects of contextual diversity on foreign
and native language vocabulary learning. Oral presentation at the 6th Barcelona Summer School on Bilingualism
and Multilingualism, Barcelona, Spain.
13. Frances, C., Thierry, G., & Duñabeitia, J.A. (September, 2019). Investigating strategic language choice in
fluent bilinguals during a deception inducing game. Oral presentation at the 6th Barcelona Summer School on
Bilingualism and Multilingualism, Barcelona, Spain.
14. Furgoni, A., Stoehr, A., Dueme, F., & Martin, C.D. (November 28-29, 2019). The Orthographic Consistency
Effect in language perception: Evidence at the phonemic level. Oral presentation at 1st International Conference
for Young Researchers in Cognitive Linguistics (YRCL1), Madrid, Spain.
15. Guediche, S., & Caffarra, S. (September, 2019). Auditory comprehension under adverse listening
conditions. Symposium at the 21st ESCoP conference (ESCoP 2019), Tenerife, Spain.
16. Gisbert-Muñoz, S., Quiñones, I., Amoruso, L., Pomposo, I., Gil-Robles, S., & Carreiras, M. (June, 2019).
MULTIMAP: Multilingual visual naming test for the mapping of eloquent areas during awake surgeries. Oral
presentation at European Low Grade Glioma Network Meeting (ELGGN 2019), London, UK.
17. Heinzová, P., Carreiras, M. & Mancini, S. (May, 2019). Argument structure processing in bilingual speakers.
Oral presentation at Psycholinguistics in Flanders workshop 2019, Antverps, Belgium.
18. Kalashnikova, M. (March, 2019). The acquisition of word learning strategies by monolingual and bilingual
toddlers. Oral presentation at the Biannual Meeting of the Society for Research on Child Development (SRCD),
Baltimore, USA.
19. Kalashnikova, M. (April, 2019). Acoustic qualities of bilingual infant directed speech. Oral presentation at the
XIV International Symposium of Psycholinguistics (ISP 2019), Tarragona, Spain.
20. Kalashnikova, M. (June, 2019). Exaggerated prosody in infant directed speech facilitates infants’ predictions
of conversational turns. Oral presentation at the Workshop on Infant Language Development (WILD), Potsdam,
Germany.
21. Kalashnikova, M. & Carreiras, M. (September, 2019). Early speech perception development in SpanishBasque bilingual infants. Oral presentation at the 21st ESCoP conference (ESCoP 2019), Tenerife, Spain.
22. Kapnoula, E.C., & McMurray, B. (2019). What can continuous responses tell us about phoneme
categorization? Oral presentation at the 21st ESCoP conference (ESCoP 2019), Tenerife, Spain.
23. Klimovich-Gray, A. (April, 2019). Domain-general and domain-specific processes in spoken word
recognition.Oral presentation at the XIV International Symposium of Psycholinguistics (ISP 2019), Tarragona,
Spain.
24. Mancini, S., Paz-Alonso, P., & Carreiras, M. (September, 2019). The cortical representation of left and right
branching: evidence from Spanish and Basque. Oral presentation at Brain, Language & Learning Conference,
Siena, Italy.
25. Martin, C.D. (April, 2019). Prediction in bilingualism: Lexical anticipation in L2 comprehension and in
accented L1 comprehension. Oral presentation in Memoriam of Albert Costa. The XIV International Symposium of
Psycholinguistics (ISP 2019), Tarragona, Spain.
26. Martin, C.D., & Scharff, C. (September 28, 2019). Communication Systems Across Species: How Research
on Animals Inspires Research on Humans. Symposium at the 21st ESCoP conference (ESCoP 2019), Tenerife,
Spain.
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27. Martin, C.D., Quinones, I., & Carreiras, M. (September, 2019). Humans speak as birds sing: Sociallymediated brain activity in language production. Oral presentation at the 21st ESCoP conference (ESCoP 2019),
Tenerife, Spain.
28. Ordin, M., Polyanskaya, L., & Soto, D. (September, 2019). Metacognitive processing in statistical learning is
modulated by bilingualism. Oral presentation at the AMLAP conference, Moscow, Russia.
29. Polyanskaya, L., Samuel, A., & Ordin, M. (April 24-26, 2019). Isochrony and meter convergence in speech
as coalition signals. Oral presentation at the 14th European Human Behaviour and Evolution Association
Conference, Toulouse, France.
30. Quiñones, I., Amoruso, L., Gisbert-Muñoz, S., Pomposo, I., Gil-Robles, S., & Carreiras, M. (June, 2019).
Neural capacity to negotiate L1 and L2 language information after the removal of a language hub. Oral
presentation at European Low Grade Glioma Network Meeting (ELGGN 2019), London, UK.
31. Quiñones, I. Molinaro, N. Caballero, C., Mancini, S, Hernández-Cabrera, J.A., Barber, H.A., & Carreiras, M.
(September, 2019). Integrating form and meaning in the left parietal cortex. Oral presentation at 21st ESCoP
conference (ESCoP 2019), Tenerife, Spain.
32. Ristic, B., Mancini, S., Molinaro, N., & Staub, A. (June, 2019). Maintain to pre-activate: Is subject-verb
dependency proactive? Oral presentation at Psycholinguistics in Iceland – Parsing and Prediction conference,
Reykjavík, Iceland.
33. Ristic, B., Mancini, S., Molinaro, N., & Staub, A. (April, 2019). Maintaining long-distance subject-verb
dependency in sentence comprehension. Oral presentation at The XIV International Symposium of
Psycholinguistics (ISP 2019). Tarragona, Spain.
34. Rivolta, C., Costello, B., & Carreiras, M. (September, 2019). Más allá del espacio: explorando la dimensión
del tiempo en LSE. Oral presentation at the Congreso CNLSE 2019, Madrid, Spain.
35. Samuel, A.G. (November 17, 2019). Linguists are brilliant, but psycholinguists should be wary of shiny
linguistic units. Oral presentation at the 60th Annual Meeting of the Psychonomic Society, Montreal, Canada.
36. Samuel, A.G., Choi, W., & Tong, X. (January 3-5, 2019). Better than native: Cantonese-English bilinguals
outperform native English speakers on judging English lexical stress. Oral presentation at Auditory Cognitive
Neuroscience Society, Florida, USA.
37. Scarinci, D., Carreiras, M., & Mancini, S. (April, 2019). A matter of time: parser sensitivity to time-related
grammatical categories in Spanish. Oral presentation at the at the XIV International Symposium of
Psycholinguistics (ISP 2019), Tarragona, Spain.
38. Uruñuela-Tremiño, E., Moia, S., Zheng, C., González-Castillo, J., & Caballero-Gaudes, C. (May 15, 2019).
Deconvolution of multi-echo functional MRI data with Multivariate Multi-Echo Sparse Paradigm Free Mapping.
Oral presentation at the Annual Meeting of International Society Magnetic Resonance in Medicine, (ISMRM
2019), Montreal, Canada.

Invited Talks
1.
Biondo, N. (June, 2019). Are all concord relations grammaticalized in the same way during (adult) second
language (L2) acquisition? Invited talk at the University of Trento, Rovereto, Italy.
2.
Caballero-Gaudes, C. (May 11, 2019). Preprocessing. Invited talk at Educational Course "fMRI: Back to
Basics" at Annual Meeting of International Society Magnetic Resonance in Medicine, ISMRM 2019, Montreal,
Canada.
3.
Caffarra, S. (February, 2019). The impact of speaker and addressee identity on sentence analysis. Invited
talk at the "Giornate di Studi Scientifici sul Liguaggio", Rovereto, Italy.
4.
Carreiras, M. (March, 2019). The Literate Brain. Invited talk at the Mind-Brain College of Universidade de
Lisboa, Lisboa, Portugal.
5.
Carreiras, M. (April, 2019). Neurociencia, lenguaje y proceso educativo. Invited talk at the Cátedra
TECNOEDU de la Universidad de La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain.
6.
Carreiras, M. (April, 2019). Neurociencia, lenguaje y proceso educativo. Invited talk at the Cátedra
TECNOEDU de la Universidad de La Laguna, Las Palmas, Spain.
7.
Carreiras, M. (April, 2019). The Literate Brain. Invited talk at XIV International Symposium of
Psycholinguistics (ISP 2019). Tarragona, Spain.
8.

Carreiras, M. (May, 2019). The Literate Brain. Invited talk at a Seminary. Beijing, China.
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9.

Carreiras, M. (May, 2019). Mechanisms of agreement. Invited talk at a Seminary. Beijing, China.

10. Carreiras, M. (May, 2019). The bilingual brain: Plasticity and processing from cradle to grave. Invited talk at
a Seminary. Beijing, China.
11. Carreiras, M. (July, 2019). Neurociencia, lenguaje y proceso educativo. Invited talk at Jornadas 2019:
¿Estamos a la altura de los niños con diferencias de aprendizaje?. Fundación Ricardo Fisas Natura Bissé. Sant
Cugat, Barcelona , Spain.
12. Carreiras,M. (September, 2019). Two Languages in one Brain. Invited talk at 21st ESCoP conference
(ESCoP 2019), Tenerife, Spain.
13. Carreiras, M. (October, 2019). Las ilusiones del lenguaje. Invited talk at Semana de la Ciencia UPV/EHU.
Bilbao, Spain.
14. Cespón, J. (March, 2019). Neuroplasticity in elderly during physiological and pathological ageing. Invited
talk at II JORNADA SEMEG ACTUALIZACIÓN EN EL MANEJO DE LAS PERSONAS MAYORES QUE SUFREN
CAÍDAS. ¿SON LAS CAÍDAS EL PRIMER SIGNO DE FALLO COGNITIVO? SEMEG Sociedad Española de
Medicina Geriátrica, Madrid, Spain.
15. de Bruin, A. (June, 2019). How do bilinguals switch between their languages? Invited talk at the Universidad
Nebrija, Madrid, Spain.
16. Frances, C. (January 29-30, 2019). La lengua extranjera no dificulta el aprendizaje de conceptos
emocionales. Invited talk at Universidad de Nebrija, Madrid, Spain.
17. Kalashnikova, M. (May, 2019). Infant-directed speech facilitates neural encoding of speech during infants’
first year of life. Invited talk in the Special session "Perception of speech directed toward infants and children" at
the Acoustical Society of America 177th Meeting, Louisville, KY, USA.
18. Molinaro, N. (March 28, 2019). Predicting language in a multilingual society. Invited talk at Rutgers
University, New Jersey, USA.
19. Paz-Alonso, P.M. (March, 2019). Converging evidence underlying the role of the thalamus in typical and
atypical reading. Invited talk at the CIMCYC External Speakers series, University of Granada, Granada, Spain.
20. Paz-Alonso, P.M. (May, 2019). Reading within and beyond the classical reading network: Contributions of
the ventral occipitotemporal cortex and thalamic nuclei to reading processes. Invited talk at the Achucarro Basque
Centre for Neuroscience External Speakers series. Leioa, Spain.
21. Polyanskaya, L. (April 11-13, 2019). Error monitoring and error detection as possible mechanisms
underlying metacognition. Invited talk at German-Spanish Interdisciplinary Workshop at Universidad Complutense
de Madrid (UCM) and the German Embassy, Madrid, Spain.
22. Richter, C.G. (January, 2019). Spectral estimation of neural and behavioural time series data. Invited talk at
the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Israel.
23. Soto. D. (February 1, 2019). A novel framework for understanding unconscious information processing.
Invited talk at Institute of Neuroscience & Psychology, University of Glasgow, Glasgow, UK.
24. Villameriel, S. (April 12, 2019). La investigación en bilingües en lengua oral y lengua de signos. Invited talk
at Universidad de Oviedo, Oviedo, Spain.
25. Villameriel, S. (May 28, 2019). Las lenguas orales y signadas en el cerebro. Invited talk at Escuela
Universitaria de Enfermería, Palencia, Spain.
26. Villameriel, S. (June 28, 2019). La investigación en oyentes bilingües en LSE y castellano, ¿cómo
procesamos las lenguas? Invited talk at Centro de Intérpretes de LS y Guías-Intérpretes de Castilla y León,
Valladolid, Spain.
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2020

Poster Presentations
1.
Aguasvivas, J.A., Duñabeitia, J.A., & Carreiras, M. (2020). Does bilingual experience facilitate novel
vocabulary learning? The role of orthographic similarity. Poster presentation at the AMLaP-Architectures and
Mechanisms for Language Processing 2020. Potsdam, Germany, Virtual Conference.
2.
Alcalá-López, D., & Soto, D. (May, 2020). Decoding social knowledge in the human brain. Poster
presentation at Cognitive Neuroscience Society annual meeting (CNS 2020), Virtual Conference.
3.
Alcalá, D., Ayyagari, A., Bright, M.G., Caballero-Gaudes, C., Ferrer Gallardo, V., Hayashi, S., Markello, R.,
Moia, S., Stickland, R., Uruñuela, E., & Zvolanek, K. (June, 2020). Physiopy/phys2bids: BIDS formatting of
physiological recordings. Poster presentation at the 2020 meeting of the Organisation of Human Brain Mapping
(2020 OHBM), Montreal, Québec, Canada.
4.
Aleman Bañon, J., & Martin, C.D. (September, 2020). Cross-linguistic differences can obscure L2 learners’
ability to generate predictions: Evidence from ERP. Poster presentation at the Society for the Neurobiology of
Language Annual 12th Meeting (SNL 2020), virtual conference.
5.
Ansorena, X., Carreiras, M., & Mancini, S. (October, 2020). Lexical, morphological and syntactic abilities at
the discourse level: comparing elicitation methods. Poster presentation at the Society for the Neurobiology of
Language Annual 12th Meeting (SNL 2020), virtual conference.
6.
Bergouignan, L., Carreiras, M., & Paz-Alonso, P.M. (May, 2020). Cumulating negative experiences induces
structural changes in the left hippocampal dentate gyrus-CA3 and self-related cortical areas. Poster presentation
at Cognitive Neuroscience Society annual meeting (CNS 2020), Virtual Conference.
7.
Blanco, B., Molnar, M., Arrieta, I., Caballero-Gaudes, C., & Carreiras, M. (October, 2020). Hemodynamic
Correlates of Speech Processing in Monolingual and Bilingual Infants. Poster presentation at the Society for the
Neurobiology of Language Annual 12th Meeting (SNL 2020), virtual conference.
8.
Cheimariou, S., & Kapnoula, E.C. (March, 2020). Differential effects of print exposure on subphonemic
sensitivity and lexical competition during spoken word recognition: An individual differences approach. Poster
presentation at the 33st Annual CUNY Conference on Human Sentence Processing, Amherst, Massachusetts,
USA.
9.
Costello, B., Villameriel, S., Giezen, M., & Carreiras, M. (October, 2020). Silent words and invisible signs:
cross-language activation in bimodal bilinguals. Poster presentation at the Society for the Neurobiology of
Language Annual 12th Meeting (SNL 2020), virtual conference.
10. de Bruin, A., Hoversten, L.J., Martin, C.D. (June 2020). Why does a trilingual’s second language experience
more interference from a third than first language? Examining cross-language intrusions and inhibition during
trilingual production. Conference on Multilingualism (COM), Virtual Conference.
11. de Dios-Flores, I., Acuña-Fariña, C., Mancini, S., & Carreiras, M. (September, 2020). Processing lexicallybased dependencies: an eye-tracking study on verbal control. Poster presentation at AMLaP-Architectures and
Mechanisms for Language Processing. Potsdam, Germany. Online conference: https://amlap2020.github.io/
12. Frances, C., Navarra-Barindelli, E., & Martin, C. (October, 2020). Effect of speaker accent on auditory
cognate processing by L2 learners of English. Poster presentation at the Society for the Neurobiology of
Language Annual 12th Meeting (SNL 2020), virtual conference.
13. Frances, C., Navarra-Barindelli, E., Pinet, S., & Martin, C. (October, 2020). The effects of accent and
likelihood on spellings of unknown words for L2 speakers of English. Poster presentation at the Society for the
Neurobiology of Language Annual 12th Meeting (SNL 2020), virtual conference.
14. Frances, C., & Duñabeitia, J.A. (May, 2020). The effects of contextual diversity on reading measures in
foreign and native language vocabulary learning. Poster presentation at Cognitive Neuroscience Society annual
meeting (CNS 2020), Virtual Conference.
15. Ferrer-Gallardo, V., Delgado, M., Navalpotro, I., Moia, S., Carreiras, M., Paz-Alonso, P.M., Rodriguez-Oroz,
M.C., & Caballero-Gaudes, C. (May, 2020).Characteristic Traits of Mild cognitive impairment in Parkinson's
disease Poster presentation at Cognitive Neuroscience Society annual meeting (CNS 2020), Virtual Conference.
16. Ferrer-Gallardo, V., Delgado, M., Navalpotro, I., Moia, S., Carreiras, M., Rodriguez-Oroz, M.C., & CaballeroGaudes, C. (June, 2020). Characteristic functional Traits of Mild cognitive impairment in Parkinson’s disease.
Poster presentation at Human Brain Mapping (2020 OHBM), Montreal, Canada.
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17. Furgoni, A., Stoehr, A., & Martin, C.D. (May, 2020). Speech production also involves orthographic
representations: Evidence from Spanish adults and children. Poster presentation at Cognitive Neuroscience
Society annual meeting (CNS 2020), Virtual Conference.
18. Furgoni, A., Stoehr, A., & Martin, C.D. (September, 2020). Early readers make use of orthographic
representations in speech perception and production. Poster presentation at AMLaP-Architectures and
Mechanisms for Language Processing. Potsdam, Germany. Online conference: https://amlap2020.github.io/
19. Garcia, M., Aguasvivas, J., Gisbert, S., Gil-Robles, S., Pomposo, I., Carreiras, M., & Quiñones, I. (October,
2020). Functional and structural biomarkers of cognitive outcomes after brain tumor resection. Poster
presentation at the Society for the Neurobiology of Language Annual 12th Meeting (SNL 2020), virtual
conference.
20. Garcia, M., Aguasvivas, J., Gisbert,S., Gil-Robles, S., Pomposo, I., Carreiras, M., & Quiñones, I. (May,
2020). Functional and structural biomarkers of cognitive outcomes after brain tumor resection. Poster
presentation at Cognitive Neuroscience Society annual meeting (CNS 2020), Virtual Conference.
21. Gastaldon, S., Lizarazu, M., Peressotti, F., & Molinaro, N. (June, 2020). Reduced speech–brain entrainment
in adult stutterers when listening for speaking. Poster presentation at the IMPRS Conference 2020:
Interdisciplinary Approaches in the Language Sciences, Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen, The
Netherlands. [virtual conference due to COVID-10 pandemic]
22. Geng, S., Molinaro, N., Carreiras, M., & Amoruso, L. (May, 2020). Spatio-temporal dynamics of noun and
verb naming in early bilinguals. Poster presentation at Cognitive Neuroscience Society annual meeting (CNS
2020), Virtual Conference.
23. Gisbert, S., Quiñones, I., Amorouso, L., Timofeeva, P., Geng, S., Gil-Robles, S., Pomposo, I., & Carreiras,
M. (May, 2020). MULTIMAP: Multilingual visual naming test for the mapping of eloquent areas during awake
surgeries. Poster presentation at Cognitive Neuroscience Society annual meeting (CNS 2020), Virtual
Conference.
24. Gurunandan, K., Carreiras, M., & Paz-Alonso, P.M. (October, 2020). Functional specialisation and plasticity
of language systems: converging evidence from language learning experiments. Poster presentation at the
Society for the Neurobiology of Language Annual 12th Meeting (SNL 2020), virtual conference.
25. Heinzova, P., Mancini, S., & Carreiras, M. (October, 2020). Processing different levels of argument structure
complexity: A behavioral study in balanced Basque-Spanish bilinguals . Poster presentation at the Society for the
Neurobiology of Language Annual 12th Meeting (SNL 2020), virtual conference.
26. Hoversten, L.J., & Martin, C.D. (March, 2020). The time course of bilingual lexico-semantic access within
and across languages: Evidence from the boundary paradigm during reading. Poster presentation at the CUNY
Human Sentence Processing Conference, Amherst, Massachusetts, USA.
27. Hoversten, L.J., & Martin, C.D. (May, 2020). Interplay between task demands and language mode in
bilingual word recognition: Evidence from ERPs. Poster presentation at Cognitive Neuroscience Society annual
meeting (CNS 2020), Virtual Conference.
28. Ibarbia, M., Gurunandan, K., Carreiras, M., & Paz-Alonso, P.M. (October, 2020). Contribution of semantic
memory and fluid reasoning to creativity problem solving in Chefs. Poster presentation at the Society for the
Neuroscience of Creativity Annual Meeting, virtual conference.
29. Ibarbia, M., & Paz-Alonso, P.M. (May, 2020). Role of magnocellular and parvocellular visual pathways in
object and word recognition. Poster presentation at Cognitive Neuroscience Society annual meeting (CNS 2020),
Virtual Conference.
30. Ibarbia, M., & Paz-Alonso P.M. (October, 2020). Developmental trajectories of magnocellular and
parvocellular pathways and their contribution to reading. Poster presentation at the Society for the Neurobiology
of Language Annual 12th Meeting (SNL 2020), virtual conference.
31. Jevtović, M., Stoehr, A., Antzaka, A., & Martin, C.D. (May, 2020). The effects of orthographic consistency at
different levels of speech processing in Spanish beginning readers. Poster presentation at Cognitive
Neuroscience Society annual meeting (CNS 2020), Virtual Conference.
32. Kalashnikova, M. (July, 2020). Effects of bilingualism on the encoding and discrimination of native and nonnative speech contrasts. Poster presentation at the International Congress on Infant Studies, virtual conference.
33. Kalashnikova, M., Pejovic, J., & Carreiras, M. (July, 2020). Early attentional control abilities in monolingual
and bilingual infants. Poster presentation at the International Congress on Infant Studies, virtual conference.
34. Kim, D., Samuel, A.G., Kapnoula, E.C., Nash, A., & Dumay, N. (November, 2020). Reconciling
Subphonemic Mismatch Effects and Other Psycholinguistic Tests of Lexical Engagement. Poster presentation at
the 61st Annual Meeting of the Psychonomic Society, Virtual Meeting.
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35. Klimovich-Gray, A., & Molinaro, N. (October, 2020). Cortical language processing flexibly adapts to
perceptual and contextual properties of speech. Poster presentation at the Society for the Neurobiology of
Language Annual 12th Meeting (SNL 2020), virtual conference.
36. Koutsogiannaki, M., Simantiraki, O., Cooke, M., & Lallier, M. (January, 2020). Listening effort of natural
speaking styles. Poster presentation at Speech In noise workshop, Toulouse, France.
37. Lerma-Usabiaga, G., Benson, N., Winawer, J., & Wandell, B. (May, 2020). Computational generalization of
neuroimaging software: the case of population receptive fields. Poster presentation at 20th Annual Meeting of the
Vision Sciences Society (VSS), St Pete Beach, Florida, USA.
38. Lerma-Usabiaga, G., Benson, N., Winawer, J., & Wandell, B. (May, 2020). A validation framework for
neuroimaging software: the case of population receptive fields. Poster presentation at Cognitive Neuroscience
Society annual meeting (CNS 2020), Virtual Conference.
39. Martorell, J., Mancini, S., Molinaro, N., & Carreiras, M. (October, 2020). The role of lexical information in
oscillatory tracking of syntactic structure. Poster presentation at the Society for the Neurobiology of Language
Annual 12th Meeting (SNL 2020), virtual conference.
40. Martorell, J., Mancini, S., Molinaro, N., & Carreiras, M. (September, 2020). Oscillatory tracking of syntactic
structure across languages. Poster presentation at the AMLaP-Architectures and Mechanisms for Language
Processing 2020. Postdam, Germany, virtual conference.
41. Moia, S., Ferrer Gallardo, V., Stickland, R., Uruñuela, E., Termenon, M., Caballero-Gaudes, C., & Bright,
M.G. (June, 2020). Multi-session CVR variability within functional networks. Poster presentation at the 2020
meeting of the Organisation of Human Brain Mapping (2020 OHBM), Montreal, Québec, Canada.
42. Moia, S., Termenon, M., Uruñuela, E., Stickland, R., Bright, M.G., & Caballero-Gaudes, C. (June, 2020).
ICA-based denoising strategies in highly motion correlated tasks with Multi Echo BOLD fMRI. Poster presentation
at the 2020 meeting of the Organisation of Human Brain Mapping (2020 OHBM), Montreal, Québec, Canada.
43. Moia, S., Termenon, M., Uruñuela, E., Stickland, R.C., Bright, M.G., & Caballero-Gaudes, C. (April, 2020).
Improving breath-hold cerebrovascular reactivity mapping with multi-echo BOLD fMRI. Digital poster presentation
at ISMRM 2020, Sydney, Australia.
44. Moia, S., Stickland, R.C., Termenon, M., Uruñuela., E., Caballero-Gaudes, C., & Bright, M.G. (April, 2020).
Assessment of longitudinal cerebrovascular reactivity measurements based on breath-hold and resting state
BOLD multi-echo fMRI. Digital poster presentation at ISMRM 2020, Sydney, Australia.
45. Moia, S., Termenon, M., Uruñuela, E., Stickland, R.C., Bright, M.G., Caballero-Gaudes, C. (September,
2020). Evaluating multi-echo based denoising strategies for breath-hold induced cerebrovascular reactivity
mapping. Poster presentation at The European Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine and Biology annual
meeting (ESMRMB 2020), Virtual Conference.
46. Molinaro, N., Lizarazu, M., Baldin, V., Pérez-Navarro, J., & Ríos-López, P. (May, 2020). Contextual
information modulates speech-aligned neural tracking. Poster presentation at Cognitive Neuroscience Society
annual meeting (CNS 2020), Virtual Conference.
47. Ordin, M., Polyanskaya, L., Gomez, D., & Samuel, A. (April, 2020). Linguistic experience and universal
design of the auditory system in speech rhythm perception: implications for speech evolution. Poster presentation
at EvoLang XIII conference, Brussels, Belgium.
48. Pérez-Navarro, J.J., Lallier, M. (June, 2020). Amount of exposure and phonological abilities as predictors of
general language development: Evidence from a bilingual population. Poster Presentation at 7th Annual Summer
Neurolinguistics School, Online Conference.
49. Pinet, S., Alario, F.-X., Longcamp, M., Schön, D., & King, J-R. (October, 2020). Decoding Typing from
Electro-Encephalography Reveals how the Human Brain Simultaneously Represents Successive Keystrokes.
Poster presentation at LiveMEEG 2020, virtual conference.
50. Pinet, S., Martin, C., & Paz-Alonso, P.M. (October, 2020). A systematic investigation of oral and written
language production in fMRI. Poster presentation at the Society for the Neurobiology of Language Annual 12th
Meeting (SNL 2020), virtual conference.
51. Pinet, S., & Nozari, N. (October, 2020). Timeline of monitoring during semantic and phonological
interference in word production. Poster presentation at the Society for the Neurobiology of Language Annual 12th
Meeting (SNL 2020), virtual conference.
52. Pinet, S., & Nozari, N. (July, 2020). Using signal detection theory to investigate the role of visual information
in performance monitoring in typing. Poster Presentation at the 2020 meeting of Cognitive Science Society
(CogSci 2020), virtual conference.
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53. Quiñones I., Molinaro N., Caballero-Gaudes C., Mancini S., Hernandez-Cabrera J.A., Barber H., & Carreiras
M. (May, 2020). Linguistic input drives brain network configuration during language comprehension. Poster
presentation at Cognitive Neuroscience Society annual meeting (CNS 2020), Virtual Conference.
54. Ray, D., & Das, M. (October, 2020). Investigating Intero- and Exteroceptive predictive Processes in Major
Depressive disorder. Interactive talk at Neuromatch conference 3.0, virtual conference.
55. Rivolta C.L., Costello B., & Carreiras, M. (October, 2020). Temporal processing of a signed language: effect
of modality and language status. Poster presentation at the Society for the Neurobiology of Language Annual
12th Meeting (SNL 2020), virtual conference.
56. Rivolta, C., Costello, B., & Carreiras, M. (May, 2020).The impact of modality on temporal linguistic
processing: a comparison of spoken and signed languages. Poster presentation at Cognitive Neuroscience
Society annual meeting (CNS 2020), Virtual Conference.
57. Rivolta, C., Costello, B., & Carreiras, M. (September, 2020). How do visual modality and linguistic structure
affect temporal processing of sign language?. Poster presentation at AMLaP-Architectures and Mechanisms for
Language Processing. Potsdam, Germany. Online conference: https://amlap2020.github.io/
58. Souganidis, C., Molinaro, N., & Stoehr, A. (2020). Balanced Spanish-Basque bilinguals produce languagespecific voice onset time in prevoiced plosives. Poster presentation at the 26th Architectures and Mechanisms for
Language Processing Conference, Potsdam, Germany.
59. Stoehr, A., & Martin, C.D. (June, 2020). L1 grapheme-to-phoneme mappings influence L2 speech sound
learning in production and perception. Poster presentation at the Conference on Multilingualism (COM) 2020,
Reading, UK.
60. Taouki, I., Lallier,M., & Soto, D. (May, 2020). Metacognitive processing in early childhood. Poster
presentation at Cognitive Neuroscience Society annual meeting (CNS 2020), Virtual Conference.
61. Termenon, M., Moia, S., Paz-Alonso, P., Molinaro, N., Mancini, S., Carrión-Castillo, A., Mazoyer, B.,
Tzourio-Mazoyer, N., Crivello, F., Carreiras, M., & Caballero-Gaudes C. (May, 2020). Covert sentence production
in early bilinguals: A study in left and right handed participants. Poster presentation at Cognitive Neuroscience
Society annual meeting (CNS 2020), Virtual Conference.
62. Termenon, M., Moia, S., Paz-Alonso, P.M., Molinaro, N., Mancini, S., Mazoyer, B., Tzourio-Mazoyer, N.,
Crivello, F., Carreiras, M., & Caballero-Gaudes, C. (June, 2020). Implications of handedness on language brain
lateralization in early bilinguals. Poster presentation at Human Brain Mapping (2020 OHBM), Montreal, Canada.
63. Timofeeva, P., Carreiras, M., & Amoruso, L. (May, 2020). Linguistic control mechanisms in highly proficient
bilinguals: An MEG study. Poster presentation at Cognitive Neuroscience Society annual meeting (CNS 2020),
Virtual Conference.
64. Uruñuela, E., Jones, S., Crawford, A., Shin, W., Lowe, M., & Caballero-Gaudes, C. (June, 2020). Improving
deconvolution of fMRI signal with Sparse Paradigm Free Mapping using stability selection. Poster presentation at
Human Brain Mapping (2020 OHBM), Montreal, Canada.
65. Villameriel, S., Costello, B., Giezen, M., & Carreiras, M. (May, 2020). Cross-language activation in bimodal
bilinguals. Poster presentation at Cognitive Neuroscience Society annual meeting (CNS 2020), Virtual
Conference.

Oral Presentations
1.
Baese-Berk, M., Haupt, Z., Jaggers, Z., Samuel, A.G., Trebon, T., Wallace, M., & Wesson, A. (November,
2020). Production learning of non-native speech contrasts after training in perception or production. Oral
presentation at the 61st Annual Meeting of the Psychonomic Society, Virtual Meeting.
2.
Charoy, J., & Samuel, A.G. (November, 2020). Accommodation to foreign-accented speech: Different
patterns for different accent strengths. Oral presentation at the 61st Annual Meeting of the Psychonomic Society,
Virtual Meeting.
3.
Dueme, F., Martin, C. & Stoehr, A. (January, 2020). The influence of L2 orthography on L1 speech
production in immersed bilinguals. Oral presentation at the Conference of the Student Organisation of Linguistics
in Europe (ConsOLE), Barcelona, Spain.
4.
Esteban-Peñalba, T., Paz-Alonso, P.M., Navalpotro-Gomez, I., Boddy, P., Dacosta-Aguayo, R., Carreiras,
M., & Rodriguez-Oroz, M.C. (December, 2020). Correlatos funcionales de inhibición de respuesta proactiva y
contenida en la enfermedad de Parkinson con trastorno de control de impulsos. Oral presentation at the LXXII
Annual Meeting of the Sociedad Española de Neurología, Virtual Meeting.
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5.
Furgoni, A., Stoehr, A., & Martin, C. (February, 2020). The influence of orthography on phonemic
representations: Evidence from language perception and production. Oral presentation at 17th Old World
Conference in Phonology (OCP17), Warsaw, Poland.
6.
Heinzova, P., Mancini, S., & Carreiras, M. (October, 2020). Processing verb argument structure complexity
in Basque-Spanish bilinguals. Oral presentation at Words in the World International Conference 2020 (WoW
2020), virtual conference.
7.
Kim, D., Samuel, A.G., Kapnoula, E., & Dumay, N. (November, 2020). Reconciling subphonemic mismatch
effects and other psycholinguistic tests of lexical engagement. Oral presentation at the 61st Annual Meeting of the
Psychonomic Society, Virtual Meeting.
8.
Lerma-Usabiaga, G. (October 2020). The gradient of population receptive field stimulus-dependence in
ventral visual cortex. Oral presentation at Neuromatch Conference, virtual conference.
9.
Lerma-Usabiaga, G. (June 2020). Computational generalization of neuroimaging software: the case of
population receptive fields. Oral presentation at 2020 Vision Sciences Socity (VSS) meeting online.
10. Martorell, J., Mancini, S., Molinaro, N., & Carreiras, M. (December, 2020). Oscillatory tracking of syntactic
structure and cross-linguistic variation. Oral presentation at International Conference of Psycholinguistic and
Neurolinguistic Research: Methods, Materials, and Approaches, virtual conference.
11. Ordin, M. (April, 2020). Neuro-cognitive mechanisms of statistical learning in an evolutionary perspective.
Oral presentation at EvoLang XIII, Special Theme "Evolution of the Extended Language System", Brussels,
Belgium.
12. Ordin, M. (September, 2020). Re-synthesis and speech modification techniques in applied phonetics
research. Oral presentation at workshop at the 3rd International Symposium on Applied Phonetics, Tarragona,
Spain.
13. Ray, D., & Das, M. (October, 2020). Investigating Intero- and Exteroceptive predictive Processes in Major
Depressive disorder. Interactive talk at Neuromatch conference 3.0, virtual conference.
14. Samuel, A.G., & Dumay, N. (November, 2020). What happens to sublexical and lexical representations after
they have been used to understand speech? Oral presentation at the 61st Annual Meeting of the Psychonomic
Society, Virtual Meeting.
15. Samuel, A.G., & Zheng, Y. (January, 2020). Is Lexically-Guided Phonetic Recalibration Critical for Accent
Accommodation? Oral presentation at Workshop on Speech variation: Impact on perception and comprehension,
Nice, France.
16. Stoehr, A., & Martin, C.D. (2020). Does orthography affect speech sound learning in production and
perception? Oral presentation at the 2nd International Symposium on Bilingual and L2 Processing in Adults in
Children (ISBPAC), Nijmegen, The Netherlands.

Invited Talks
1.
Caballero-Gaudes, C., (June, 2020) Multi-echo beyond preprocessing. Invited talk at the 2020 meeting of
the Organisation of Human Brain Mapping (2020 OHBM), Montreal, Québec, Canada.
2.
Caffarra, S. (August, 2020). Linking neuroscience and education: Plastic brain changes related to reading
acquisition. Invited talk at the Stanford ASEE's 2020 Summer Series, Stanford University, Stanford, USA.
3.
Carreiras, M. (February, 2020) Neurociencia y Educación: Neuromitos, aprendizaje, y marcadores
tempranos. Invited talk at 3º Congreso Mundial de Educación EDUCA 2020. Santiago de Compostela, Spain.
4.
Carreiras, M. (October, 2020) El cerebro lector. Invited talk at Seminario " Leer con cabeza". Fundación
Germán Sánchez Ruipérez. Virtual conference.
5.
Costello, B. (October, 2020). Encoding in deaf readers: the role of phonology. Invited talk at the Brain
Development & Education Lab, Stanford University, USA.
6.
Lerma- Usabiaga, G. (November 2020). Replication, generalization and validation in Nueroimaging. Invited
talk at the College of Biomed. Eng. Yuquan campus of Zhejiang University, China.
7.
Lerma-Usabiaga G. (November 2020). A Validation framework for neuroimaging software. Invited talk at the
Brainhack Donostia. San Sebastia, Spain.
8.
Lerma-Usabiaga, G. (May 2020). Computational generalization of neuroimaging software. Invited talk at
Vision and Perception Neuroscience Lab, Stanford University, Stanford, CA, USA.
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9.
Lerma-Usabiaga, G. (January 2020). A validation framework for neuroimaging software: the case of
population receptive fields. Invited talk at Psychology Department, Stanford University, Stanford, CA, USA.
10. Mancini, S. (October 21-23, 2020). From features to relations: processing mechanisms at the syntaxdiscourse interface. Invited talk at Symposium on Linguistic Levels of Representations: Challenges at the
Interfaces at the Society for the Neurobiology of Language Meeting, Philadephia, USA.
11. Martin, C.D. (May, 2020). On-line sentence comprehension adaptation when listening to foreign-accented
speakers. Keynote speaker at Bilingualism and the Brain workshop, Tromso, Norway.
12. Paz-Alonso, P.M. (September, 2020). Functional specialization and plasticity in monolingual and bilingual
populations. Invited talk at the 2nd Forum on Language Acquisition, Cognition and Brain Science. Beijing, China.
13. Ristic, B. (January, 2020). Lingvistika, koji psiho! Invited talk at the Linguistics seminar, Petnica Science
Centre, Valjevo, Serbia.
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2021

Poster Presentations
1.
Ansorena, X., Carreiras, M., & Mancini, S. (June, 2021). Discourse in aphasia: Sentence Complexity across
elicitation methods. Poster presentation at the XV International Symposium of Psycholinguistics. Virtual
Conference.
2.
Antzaka, A., Jevtović, M., & Martin, C.D. (July, 2021). Learning written words in a first language: Is there an
influence of the orthographic system of the second language? Poster presentation at the 28th Annual Meeting of
the Society for the Scientific Study of Reading (SSSR2021), Virtual Conference.
3.
Arrieta, I., Altuna, X., Betanzos, F.A., Carreiras, M., & Kalashnikova, M. (June, 2021). Predictors of
language development in children with Cochlear Implants: Preliminary pre-implantation data. Poster presentation
at Summer School ISOLDE: Infant Studies On Language Development in Europe, virtual event.
4.
Caffarra, S., Joo, S., Bloom, D., Kruper, J., Rokem, A., & Yeatman. J. D. (June, 2021). Development of the
visual pathways mediates development of electrophysiology in visual cortex. Poster presentation at the 27th
Organization for Human Brain Mapping (OHBM) annual meeting. Virtual Conference.
5.
Caffarra, S., Joo, S., Bloom, D., Kruper, J., Rokem, A., & Yeatman. J. D. (May, 2021). Development of the
visual pathways predicts changes in electrophysiological responses in visual cortex. Poster presentation at the
VSS virtual conference.
6.
Caffarra, S., Joo, S., Bloom, D., Kruper, J., Rokem, A., & Yeatman. J. D. (April, 2021). Maturational changes
of the visual pathways mediate development of visual electrophysiological responses. Poster presentation at the
12th Annual Stanford Pediatrics Research Retreat, virtual conference.
7.
Clark, C., Guediche, S., & Lallier, M. (May, 2021). Compensatory cross-modal effects of sentence context
on visual word recognition in adults. Poster presentation at the British Dyslexia Association's International
Conference, Oxford, UK.
8.
Esteban-Peñalba, T., Paz-Alonso, P.M., Navalpotro-Gomez, I., & Rodriguez-Oroz, M.C. (January, 2021).
Functional correlates of response inhibition in impulse control disorders in Parkinson’s disease. Poster
presentation at the SfN Global Connectome, Virtual Conference.
9.
Fernández-Merino, L., Lizarazu, M., Molinaro, N., & Kalashnikova, M. (June, 2021). Rhythmical cues and
neural entrainment in Basque-Spanish bilingual infants. Poster presentation at Summer School ISOLDE: Infant
Studies On Language Development in Europe, virtual event.
10. Frances, C., Navarra-Barindelli, E., & Martin, C. (March, 2021). Effect of orthographic and phonological
similarity and speaker accent on auditory processing by L2 learners of English. Poster presentation at Cognitive
Neuroscience Society annual meeting (CNS 2021), Virtual Conference.
11. Garcia, M., Carreiras, M., Gil-Robles, S. , Pomposo, I. & Quiñones, I. Presurgical assessment protocol for
detecting cognitive decline in Diffuse Low-Grade Gliomas. Poster presentation at Cognitive Neuroscience Society
annual meeting (CNS 2021), Virtual Conference.
12. Gurunandan, K., Carreiras, M., & Paz-Alonso, P.M. (2021). Network interaction dynamics in language
production. Poster presentation at Cognitive Neuroscience Society annual meeting (CNS 2021), virtual
conference.
13. Gurunandan, K., Carreiras, M., & Paz-Alonso, P.M. (June, 2021). Network Dynamics during Speech
Production. Poster presentation at the 27th Organization for Human Brain Mapping (OHBM) annual meeting.
Virtual Conference.
14. Jevtović, M., Antzaka, A., & Martin, C.D. (July, 2021). Orthographic skeletons: Do we constantly create
orthographic representations of newly acquired spoken words? Poster presentation at the 28th Annual Meeting of
the Society for the Scientific Study of Reading (SSSR2021), Virtual Conference.
15. Kapnoula, E.C., & Samuel, A.G. (June, 2021). Individual differences in speech perception: Sources and
consequences for second language learning. Poster presentation at the XV International Symposium of
Psycholinguistics (ISP). Virtual Conference.
16. Klimovich-Gray, A., & Molinaro, N. (March, 2021). Language areas adjust processing strategies to the
temporal properties of speech. Poster presentation at Cognitive Neuroscience Society annual meeting (CNS
2021), Virtual Conference.
17. Lerma-Usabiaga, G., Le, R., Gafni, C., Ben-Shachar, M., & Wandell, B. (November, 2021). Interpreting
sensory and cognitive signals in the cortical reading network. Poster presentation at the 2021 meeting of the
Society for Neuroscience (SfN 2021). Chicago, IL, USA.
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18. Lerma-Usabiaga, G., Le, R. Gafni, C. Ben-Shachar, M., & Wandell, B. (January 2021). The gradient of
population receptive field stimulus-dependence in ventral visual cortex. Poster presentation at Society for
Neuroscience's SfN Global Connectome. Virtual conference.
19. Mancarella, M., Antzaka, A., Bertoni, S., Facoetti, A, & Lallier, M. (February, 2021). Enhanced
disengagement of auditory attention and phonological skills in action video gamers. Poster presentation at the
European Conference On Digital Psychology, Milan, Italy.
20. Manso-Ortega, I.L., Quiñones, I., Gil-Robles, S.G., Pomposo, I., & Carreiras, M. (2021). How could we
benefit from Bayesian statistics in predicting cognitive outcomes after tumor resection? Poster presentation at 2nd
Bayesian Statistical Analyses for the Human, Social and Cognitive Sciences, online summerschool.
21. Manso-Ortega, I. L., Carreiras, M. , Pomposo, I. , Gil-Robles, S., Intracortical stimulation in bilingual left
temporal tumour patients: Different cortical representations for L1 and L2. Poster presentation at Cognitive
Neuroscience Society annual meeting (CNS 2021), Virtual Conference.
22. Morucci, P., Martorell, J., & Molinaro, N., (July, 2021). Tracking hierarchical processes in minimal linguistic
phrases. Poster presentation at Salzburg Mind-Brain Annual Meeting (SAMBA). Online meeting.
23. Navarra-Barindelli, E., Guediche, S., & Martin, C. (March, 2021). The cognate effect is modulated by
auditory noise: implications for L1 co-activation during L2 auditory word recognition. Poster presentation at
Cognitive Neuroscience Society annual meeting (CNS 2021), Virtual Conference.
24. Pinet, S., Alario, F.X., Longcamp, M., Schön, D., & King, J.R. (October, 2021). Decoding Typing from
Electro-Encephalography Reveals how the Human Brain Simultaneously Represents Successive Keystrokes.
Poster presentation at the 2021 meeting of the Society for the Neurobiology of Language (SNL), online meeting.
25. Pinet, S., Liu, M., Martin, C., & Paz-Alonso, P.M. (March, 2021). Functional correlates of oral and written
language production.Poster presentation at Cognitive Neuroscience Society annual meeting (CNS 2021), Virtual
Conference.
26. Quiñones. I., Menashe, B., Gisbert, S., Pomposo, I., Gil-Robles, S. & Carreiras, M. Neuroplasticity affects
grey matter regions and white-matter tracts: Evidence from brain tumor patients. Poster presentation at Cognitive
Neuroscience Society annual meeting (CNS 2021), Virtual Conference.
27. Thomas, T., Martin, C., & Caffarra, S. (March, 2021). Towards a dynamic model of processing of native,
dialectal, and foreign accented speech. Poster presentation at Cognitive Neuroscience Society annual meeting
(CNS 2021), Virtual Conference.
28. Uruñuela, E., Moia, S., & Caballero-Gaudes, C. (May, 2021). Low-rank and sparse simultaneous blind
estimation of global fluctuations and neuronal-related activity from fMRI data. Poster presentation at the 1st
ISMRM 29th Annual Meeting & Exhibition, Virtual Conference.
29. Uruñuela, E., Moia, S., & Caballero-Gaudes, C. (June, 2021). Simultaneous blind estimation of global
fluctuations and neuronal-related activity from fMRI data. Poster presentation at the 1st ISMRM Iberian Chapter
annual meeting. Virtual Conference.
30. Uruñuela, E., Moia, S., & Caballero-Gaudes, C. (June, 2021). Synthesis-based Paradigm Free Mapping and
analysis-based Total Activation are identical for temporal deconvolution of fMRI data. Poster presentation at the
1st ISMRM Iberian Chapter annual meeting. Virtual Conference.
31. Uruñuela, E., Moia, S., & Caballero-Gaudes, C. (June, 2021). Simultaneous blind estimation of global
fluctuations and neuronal-related activity from fMRI data. Poster presentation at the 27th Organization for Human
Brain Mapping (OHBM) annual meeting. Virtual Conference.
32. Uruñuela, E., Moia, S., & Caballero-Gaudes, C. (June, 2021). Synthesis-based Paradigm Free Mapping and
analysis-based Total Activation operate identically. Poster presentation at the 27th Organization for Human Brain
Mapping (OHBM) annual meeting. Virtual Conference.

Oral Presentations
1.
Antzaka, A., & Martin, C.D. (June, 2021). Orthographic consistency effects in speech perception: Does
covert production play a role? Oral presentation at the XV International Symposium of Psycholinguistics (ISP).
Virtual Conference.
2.
Caffarra, S. (April, 2021). How do we treat formal gender cues when we comprehend sentences? Oral
presentation at the SEPEX jornadas virtuales.
3.
Dueme, F., Stoehr, A., & Martin, C.D. (June, 2021). The impact of L2 orthography on the production of L1
speech sounds among French natives living in Spain. Oral presentation at The 30th Conference of the European
Second Language Association (EuroSLA 30), Barcelona (virtual conference), Spain.
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4.
Ferrer-Gallardo, V.J., Bolton, T., Delgado, M., Paz-Alonso, P.M., Rodriguez-Oroz, M., & Caballero-Gaudes,
C.(May, 2021). Distinct cognitive and anthropometric functional connectivity traits of cognitive decline in
Parkinson's disease using partial least squares. Oral presentation at ISMRM 29th Annual Meeting & Exhibition,
Virtual Conference.
5.
Jevtović, M., Stoehr, A., Klimovich-Gray, A., Antzaka, A., & Martin, C.D. (June, 2021). The impact of
phoneme-to-grapheme consistency on the production and perception of speech sounds in early Spanish readers.
Oral presentation at the International Child Phonology Conference, Lethbridge, Canada.
6.
Kalashnikova, M. (June, 2021). The role of early parent-infant interactions in promoting infants’ lexical
growth during the COVID-19 pandemic.Oral presentation at the XV International Symposium of Psycholinguistics
(ISP). Virtual Conference.
7.
Kapnoula, E.C., & McMurray, B. (June, 2021). Individual differences in speech perception: Evidence for
gradiency in the face of category-driven perceptual warping. Oral presentation at Acoustics in Focus: The 180th
Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America. Virtual meeting.
8.
Kapnoula, E.C. & Samuel, A.G. (June, 2021). Effects of immediate versus delayed production on word
learning. Oral presentation at the XV International Symposium of Psycholinguistics (ISP). Virtual Conference.
9.
Kartushina, N., Soto, D., & Martin, C. (June, 2021). Self-confidence in perception and production on nonnative sound. Oral presentation at the 4th Phonetics and Phonology Conference in Europe. Virtual Conference.
10. Mei, N., Santana, R., & Soto, D. (June, 2021). Informative neural representations of unseen objects during
higher-order processing in human brains and deep artificial networks. Oral presentation at Association for the
Scientific Study of Consciousness, Israel, Virtual Conference.
11. Moia, S. (March, 2021). Introduction to Git(Hub). Oral presentation at workshop at the OpenMR Virtual
2021.
12. Stoehr, A., & Martin, C.D. (June, 2021). Does orthography affect speech sound learning in production and
perception? Oral presentation at the 2nd International Symposium on Bilingual and L2 Processing in Adults in
Children (ISBPAC), Nijmegen, The Netherlands.
13. Stoehr, A., & Martin, C.D. (May, 2021). Orthography modulates speech perception in childhood bilinguals.
Oral presentation at Psycholinguistics in Flanders (PiF 2021), Kaiserslautern, Germany.
14. Stoehr, A., & Martin, C.D. (June, 2021). Orthography's influence on speech production and perception: An
artificial speech sound learning study. Oral presentation at the 30th Conference of the European Second
Language Association (EUROSLA 30), Barcelona (virtual conference), Spain.
15. Taouki, I., Lallier, M., & Soto, D. (January, 2021). Metacognitive Processing in Early Readers: The role of
metacognition in monitoring linguistic and non-linguistic performance and regulating students’ learning. Oral
presentation at ICCSEM 2021: International Conference on Cognitive Science, Education and Metacognition,
Zurich, Switzerland, virtual meeting.
16. Taouki, I., Lallier, M., & Soto, D. (June, 2021). The role of metacognition in monitoring performance and
regulating learning in early readers. Oral presentation at Association for the Scientific Study of Consciousness,
Israel, Virtual Conference.
17. Uruñuela, E., Moia, S., & Caballero-Gaudes, C. (May, 2021). fMRI deconvolution with synthesis-based
Paradigm Free Mapping and analysis-based Total Activation operate identically. Oral presentation at ISMRM 29th
Annual Meeting & Exhibition, Virtual Conference.
18. Uruñuela, E., Moia, S., & Caballero-Gaudes, C. (June, 2021). Simultaneous blind estimation of global
fluctuations and neuronal-related activity from fMRI data. Oral presentation at the 1st ISMRM Iberian Chapter
annual meeting. Virtual Conference.

Invited Talks
1.
Amoruso, L. (June, 2021). New insights into language plasticity in brain tumor patients: An MEG approach.
Invited talk at the Centro de Neurociencias Cognitivas (CNC), Universidad de San Andrés, Buenos Aires,
Argentina.
2.
Antzaka, A. (April 2021). How do children learn to read? Invited Talk at the University of Mondragon (Grado
en Educación Primaria).
3.
Caffarra, S. (February, 2021). Brain changes in audiovisual processing during reading development. Invited
talk at the PsychoShorts virtual conference, Ottawa, Canada.
4.
Caballero-Gaudes, C. (April, 2021). Advances in fMRI BOLD denoising: A focus on multi-echo and phasebased methods. Invited seminar at Spinoza Centre for Neuroimaging, Amsterdam, Netherlands.
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5.
Kapnoula, E.C. (April, 2021). What’s in a word? Insights from novel word learning. Invited talk at the Hull
Psychology research colloquia, University of Hull, Hull, UK.
6.
Lallier, M. (March, 2021). How the sensitivity to auditory rhythms shapes the reading brain. Invited talk at the
MPI for Psycholinguistics colloquium series. (Virtual talk).
7.
Lallier, M. (June, 2021). The impact of bilingualism on reading development. Invited talk at School of
Psychology Seminar series, Bangor University, Wales, UK. Online talk.
8.
Lizarazu, M. (May, 2021). Spatiotemporal dynamics of postoperative functional plasticity in patients with
brain tumors in language areas. American Clinical MEG Society (ACMEGS), Virtual MEG Course.
9.
Martin, C.D., Gosselin, L., Navarra, E., & Caffarra, S. (April, 2021). Processing of mispronunciations in
foreign-accented speech. Invited talk at Symposium at APPE-SEPEX annual meeting, virtual conference.
10. Molinaro, N. (July, 2021). Top-down components involved in cortical speech tracking. Invited talk at SISSA,
online event.
11. Piazza, G. (April, 2021). ¡Habla conmigo! Come parliamo a un straniero? Caratteristiche acustiche e
implicazioni cognitive. Invited talk at seminar of Linguistics, University of Padova, Padova, Italy.
12. Zugarramurdi, C. (March, 2021). Longitudinal study of reading acquisition in a transparent orthography: a
screener and a hypothesis. Invited talk at Haskins Laboratories, New Haven, USA.
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Annex 7: Top 20 Journals 2018-2021
Top 20 Q1 journals ranked by number of publications in the source
We list selected Q1 journals, in which BCBL researchers published during the 2018-2021 period.

CiteScore2020*

number of
papers

NeuroImage

10.6

28

Scientific Reports

7.1

16

Cortex

6.2

14

Neuropsychologia

5.1

12

Language, Cognition and Neuroscience

3.6

11

Brain and Language

5.1

9

Cognition

5.5

7

Journal of Memory and Language

7.7

7

Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology

3.9

7

8

6

PLoS ONE

5.3

6

Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences

9.1

5

Behavior Research Methods

8.9

5

Bilingualism

4.9

5

Frontiers in Human Neuroscience

5.1

5

Journal of Neuroscience

10.3

5

Applied Psycholinguistics

2.5

4

Human Brain Mapping
Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception and
Performance

8.4

4

5.4

4

Journal of Experimental Psychology: Learning Memory and Cognition

5.3

4

Scopus Source title

Developmental Science

Note: Journal metrics for 2020, taken from latest Scopus Citescore.
*Citescore of an academic journal is a measure reflecting the yearly average number of citations to recent articles published in
that journal. This journal evaluation metric was launched in December 2016 by Elsevier as an alternative to the generally used
JCR impact factors (calculated by Clarivate). CiteScore is based on the citations recorded in the Scopus database rather than in
JCR, and those citations are collected for articles published in the preceding four years instead of two or five.
CiteScore is based on the number of citations to documents (articles, reviews, conference papers, book chapters, and data
papers) by a journal over four years, divided by the number of the same document types indexed in Scopus and published in
those same four years.
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Top 20 most cited journals ranked by citations received
We list top 20 cited journals, in which BCBL researchers published during the 2018-2021 period.

citation sum

number of
papers

NeuroImage

240

28

Psychological Bulletin

217

2

Cortex

106

14

Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology

90

7

Scientific Reports

81

16

Cognition
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States
of America

79

7

66

3

Developmental Science

58

6

Movement Disorders

55

3

Journal of Memory and Language

53

7

Frontiers in Psychology

49

15

European Journal of Neuroscience

44

5

Behavioral Sciences

41

3

PLoS Computational Biology

41

3

Neuropsychologia

40

12

PLoS ONE

39

6

Cognitive Science

36

4

Ageing Research Reviews

35

1

Brain and Language

30

9

Psychonomic Bulletin and Review

30

4

Scopus Source title
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Annex 8: Full list of Databases
1-

Chronset: An automated tool for detecting speech onset.

The analysis of speech onset times has a longstanding tradition in experimental psychology as a measure of how
a stimulus influences a spoken response. Yet the lack of accurate automatic methods to measure such effects
forces researchers to rely on time-intensive manual or semiautomatic techniques. Chronset is a fully automated
tool that estimates speech onset on the basis of multiple acoustic features extracted via multitaper spectral
analysis. Using statistical optimisation techniques, we show that the present approach generalises across
different languages and speaker populations, and that it extracts speech onset latencies that agree closely with
those from human observations. Chronset is publicly available online at www.bcbl.eu/databases/chronset
Roux, F., Armstrong, B.C., & Carreiras, M. (2017). Chronset: An automated tool for detecting speech onset.
Behavior Research Methods, 49: 1864–1881. Doi:10.3758/s13428-016-0830-1
Citescore 2017: 5,8, Quartile 1, Decile 1

2-

LSE-Sign: A database of 2,400 LSE (Spanish Sign Language) signs and 2,500 pseudo signs.

The LSE-Sign database is a free online tool for selecting Spanish Sign Language stimulus materials to be used in
experiments. It contains 2,400 individual signs taken from a recent standardised LSE dictionary, and a further
2.700 related nonsigns. Each entry is coded for a wide range of grammatical, phonological, and articulatory
information, including handshape, location, movement, and non-manual elements. The database is accessible via
a graphically based search facility which is highly flexible both in terms of the search options available and the
way the results are displayed.
Gutierrez, E., Costello, B., Baus, C. & Carreiras, M. (2016). LSE-Sign: A Lexical Database for Spanish Sign
Language. Behavior Research Methods, 48:950–962. Doi:10.3758/s13428-014-0560-1
Citescore 2016: 5,6, Quartile 1, Decile 1

3-

The eDom software package was developed to facilitate the collection of dominance ratings -- the
proportion of times each meaning of a word is encountered -- for ambiguous words like <river/money>.

Relative meaning frequency is a critical factor to consider in studies of semantic ambiguity. This work examines
how this measure may change across the European and Rioplatense dialects of Spanish, as well as how the
overall distributional properties differ between Spanish and English, using a computer-assisted norming approach
based on dictionary definitions (Armstrong,Tokowicz, &Plaut, 2012, BRM). The results show that the two dialects
differ considerably in terms of the relative meaning frequencies of their constituent homonyms and that the overall
distributions of relative frequency vary considerably across languages, as well. These results highlight the need
for localised norms to design powerful studies of semantic ambiguity and suggest that dialectal differences may
be responsible for some discrepant effects related to homonymy. In quantifying the reliability of the norms, it was
also established that as few as seven ratings are needed to converge on a highly stable set of ratings. This
approach is therefore a very practical means of acquiring essential data in studies of semantic ambiguity relative
to past approaches, such as those based on the classification of free associates. The norms also present new
possibilities for studying semantic ambiguity effects within and between populations who speak one or more
languages.
Armstrong, B. C., Zugarramurdi, C., Alvaro, C., Valle Lisboa, J., & Plaut, D. C. (2016). Relative meaning
frequencies for 578 homonyms in two Spanish dialects: A cross-linguistic extension of the English eDom
norms. Behavior Research Methods, 48:950–962. Doi:10.3758/s13428-015-0639-3. Citescore 2016: 5,6, Quartile 1,
Decile 1

4-

ESPAL (Web interface to Spanish word frequency data and other word properties based on written and
subtitle corpora).
EsPal is a Web-accessible repository containing a comprehensive set of properties of Spanish words. EsPal is
based on an extensible set of data sources, beginning with a 300 million token written database and a 460 million
token subtitle database. Properties available include word frequency, orthographic structure and neighbourhoods,
phonological structure and neighbourhoods, and subjective ratings such as imageability. Subword structure
properties are also available in terms of bigrams and trigrams, biphones, and bisyllables. Lemma and part-ofspeech information and their corresponding frequencies are also indexed. The website enables users either to
upload a set of words to receive their properties or to receive a set of words matching constraints on the
properties. The properties themselves are easily extensible and will be added over time as they become
available.
Duchon, A., Perea, M., Sebastián-Gallés, N., Martí, A., Carreiras, M. (2013). EsPal: One-stop Shopping for
Spanish Word Properties. Behavior Research Methods, 45: 1246-1258. Doi:10.3758/s13428-013-0326-1 Citescore
2013: 4,4, Quartile 1, Decile 2
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Annex 9: External Speakers
SEMINARS
BCBL organises research seminars with participation of invited external speakers. All these seminars take place
at the BCBL Auditorium and via zoom due to Covid 19. The access is free to the scientific community of the area
and the announcements are posted at https://www.bcbl.eu/en/conferences
Please find below the list of seminars organised by the BCBL:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Darinka Trübutschek. Ecole des Neurosciences de Paris, France. February 8, 2018
Ram Frost. University of Jerusalem and BCBL affiliated researcher, Jerusalem and San Sebastian.
February 15, 2018
Jan Theeuwes. Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam. The Netherlands. February 22, 2018
Rafael Rebolo. Institute of Astrophysics of Canary Islands. Canary Islands. Spain. February 23, 2018
Rafael Yuste. Columbia University, New York, US. March 20, 2018
David Boas. Maaschusetts General Hospital Director, Optics Division, Martinos Centre, US. March 23,
2018
Harald Baayen and Elnaz Shafaei. Eberhand-Karis University Tübingen, Germany. April 9, 2018
Caren M. Rotello. University of Massachusetts Amherst, MA, US. April 19, 2018
Jyothika Kumar. University of Nottingham, UK. May 10, 2018
Andrea Facoetti. Universita di Padova, Italy. May 17, 2018
Gina Kuperberg. Tufts University, Medford, MA, US. June 19, 2018
Özge Gürcanli. McMurtry College, Rice University, Houston, TX, US. June 26, 2018
Simon Fischer-Baum. Department of Psychology, Rice University, Houston, TX, US. June 28, 2018
Joseph T. Devlin. Department University College London, UK. October 4, 2018
Ezequiel Di Paolo. University of Sussex, Brighton, UK. October 25, 2018
Arild Hestvik. University of Delaware, Delaware, USA. November 22, 2018
Christophe Pallier. Centre Neurospin, Gif-sur-Yvette, France. December 13, 2018
Thomas Bolton. School of Life Sciences, Lausanne, Switzerland. January 24, 2019
Fernando García- Moreno. Achucarro Basque Centre for Neuroscience, Bizkaia, Spain. February 28,
2019
Spyridoula Cheimariou. The University of Alabama Speech and Hearing Centre, Alabama, USA. April 5,
2019
Noa Ofen. Department of Psychology and Institute of Gerontology and the Merrill Palmer Skillman
Institute, Wayne State University, Detroit, USA. May 13, 2019
Usha Goswami. University of Cambridge, UK. May 17, 2019
Denis Burnham. Western Sydney University, Sydney, Australia. June 7, 2019
Joaquín Goñi. College of Engineering, Purdue University, USA. June 18, 2019
Begoña Díaz. Universitat Internacional de Catalunya, Barcelona, Spain. June 20, 2019
Charan Ranganath. University of California at Davis, California, EEUU. September 19, 2019
Eider M. Arenaza-Urquijo. Barcelona Beta Brain Research Centre (BBRC), Spain. October 21, 2019
Eneko Agirre. University of the Basque Country. San Sebastian. Spain. November 7, 2019
Luis M. Liz-Marzán. CIC biomaGUNE and Ciber-BBN. Ikerbasque, Basque Foundation for Science, San
Sebastian, Spain. November 19, 2019
Mario Archila-Melendez. Maastricht University, The Netherlands. November 28, 2019
Chotiga Pattamadilok. Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS), Paris, France. December
12, 2019
Miguel Angel Sebastián. Instituto de Investigaciones Filogóficas, UNAM, Mexico City. January 9, 2020
Romy Lorenz. Stanford University and the Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive & Brain Science,
UK. January 14, 2020
Amanda Sierra. Achucarro Basque Centre for Neuroscience, Leioa, Bizkaia, Spain. January 16, 2020
Sebastián Lipina. Universidad de San Martin (UNSAM), Director Unidad de Neurobiología Aplicada,
Buenos Aires, Argentina. February 10, 2020
Raphael Kaplan. Norwegian University of Science & Technology, Trondheim, Norway. May 21, 2020
Molly Bright. McCormick School of Engineering, Northwestern University, IL, US. June 18, 2020
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38. Boris Alexander Kleber. Centre for Music in the Brain, Department of Clinical Medicine- Aarhus
University - Denmark. August 27, 2020
39. Manuela Ruzzoli. Institute of Neuroscience & Psychology, University of Glasgow, Scotland. September
3, 2020
40. Ane Gurtubay-Antolin. Crossmodal Perception and Plasticity laboratory (CPP-Lab), UCLouvain,
Louvain-La-Neuve, Belgium. September 10, 2020
41. Elena Barbieri. Neural mechanisms of sentence processing and dynamics of its recovery in aphasia: a
multimodal neuroimaging perspective. Centre for the Neurobiology of Language Recovery, Northwestern
University, Chicago, IL, US. February 25, 2021
42. Katarzyna Jednoróg. Brain networks for speech and reading in typical and atypical readers. Head of
Laboratory of Language Neurobiology, Nencki Institute of Experimental Biology, Polish Academy of
Science, Warsaw, Poland. April 29, 2021.
43. Carmen Vidaurre. Brain-computer interfaces and sensorimotor oscillations. Universidad Pública de
Navarra, Pamplona, Navarra. May 14, 2021.
44. Yamil Vidal. A general-purpose mechanism of visual feature association in visual word identification and
beyond. Scuola Internazionale Superiore di Studi Avanzati - SISSA, Trieste, Italy. May 20, 2021.
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Annex 10: Visiting Researchers 2018-2021
We receive 75% of international visitors from countries on four continents.

We have a wide range of visitor types, from Full Professors to BA Students.

Most of the visiting researchers spend more than a month at our centre.
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Visitors 2018-2021 per Time

Long Stay
62%

Short Stay
38%
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Annex 11: PhD Thesis 2018-2021
1)

Statistical learning as an individual ability
a. Supervisor: Ram Frost
b. PhD student: Noam Siegelman
c. Defended in 2018 (No grading system)

2)

The relationship between phonemic category boundary changes and perceptual adjustments to natural
accents
a. Supervisor: Arthur Samuel
b. PhD student: Yi Zheng
c. Defended in 2018 (No grading system)

3)

The visual attention span as a measure of orthographic grain size: effects of orthographic depth and
morphological complexity
a. Supervisors: Marie Lallier & Manuel Carreiras
b. PhD student: Alexia Antzaka
c. Defended in 2018 (Summa cum laude)

4)

Investigation of the Development of Neural and Behavioural Auditory Rhythmic Sensitivity and of its
Contribution to Reading Acquisition
a. Supervisors: Marie Lallier & Nicola Molinaro
b. PhD student: Paula Ríos
c. Defended in 2018 (Summa cum laude)

5)

The development of audiovisual vowel processing in monolingual and bilingual infants: A cross-sectional
and longitudinal study
a. Supervisors: Monika Molnar & Eiling Yee
b. PhD student: Jovana Pejovic
c. Defended in 2019 (Excellent)

6)

Depression and anxiety in the postnatal period: An examination of mother-infant interactions and infant
language development
a. Supervisors: Marina Kalashnikova, Denis Burnham & Janet Conti
b. PhD student: Ruth Brookman
c. Awarded in 2019 (No grading system)

7)

Jellys: Desarrollo y evaluación de un videojuego para mejorar la lectura en niños con dislexia a través
del entrenamiento rítmico y de la atención visual
a. Supervisors: Javier Bernácer & Marie Lallier
b. PhD student: Mikel Ostiz
c. Defended in 2019 (Excellent)

8)

Oscillatory characterization of sensory wordform pre-activation in the visual and auditory domains
a. Supervisors: Nicola Molinaro & Mathieu Bourguignon
b. PhD student: Irene Fernández
c. Defended in 2019 (Summa cum laude)

9)

Mecanismos Fisiopatológicos del trastorno de control de impulsos en la enfermedad de Parkinson
a. Supervisor: Mari Cruz Rodríguez Oroz
b. PhD student: Irene Navalpotro
c. Defended in 2019 (Summa cum laude)

10) The Time-course of Semantic Ambiguity: Behavioural and Electroencephalographic Investigation
a. Supervisor: Blair Armstrong
b. PhD student: Joyse Vitorino de Medeiros
c. Defended in 2019 (Summa cum laude)
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11) Subject-verb Agreement in Real Time: Active Feature Maintenance as Syntactic Prediction
a. Supervisors: Simona Mancini & Nicola Molinaro
b. PhD student: Bojana Ristic
c. Defended in 2020 (Summa cum laude)
12) The role of infant-directed speech in language development in infants with hearing loss
a. Supervisors: Marina Kalashnikova (principal), Denis Burnham, Pelle Soderstrom, & Yatin
Mahajan
b. PhD student: Irena Lovcevic
c. Awarded in 2020 (No grading system)
13) The brain signature for reading in high-skilled deaf adults: behavioral and electrophysiological evidence
a. Supervisors: Brendan Costello & Manuel Carreiras
b. PhD student: Patricia Alves Dias
c. Defended in 2020 (Summa cum laude)
14) Sensitivity to letter sequences in word processing and word learning
a. Supervisors: Jon Andoni Duñabeitia & Angela de Bruin
b. PhD student: María Borragan
c. Defended in 2020 (Excellent)
15) The relationship between context and conceptual access
a. Supervisors: Eiling Yee & Pedro M. Paz-Alonso
b. PhD student: Peter J. Boddy
c. Defended in 2020 (Summa cum laude)
16) Influence of Early Bilingual Exposure in the Developing Human Brain
a. Supervisors: Cesar Caballero & Monika Molnar
b. PhD student: Borja Blanco
c. Defended in 2020 (Summa cum laude)
17) Processing long-distance dependencies: an experimental investigation of grammatical illusions in
English and Spanish
a. Supervisors: Carlos Acuña Fariña & Manuel Carreiras
b. PhD student: Iria de Dios Flores
c. Defended in 2021 (Summa cum laude)
18) Accommodation to non-native accented speech: Is perceptual recalibration involved?
a. Supervisors: Arthur Samuel & Susan Brennan
b. PhD student: Jeanne Charoy
c. Awarded in 2021 (No grading system)
19) Lexical access in bimodal bilinguals
a. Supervisors: Brendan Costello & Manuel Carreiras
b. PhD student: Saúl Villameriel
c. Defended in 2021 (Summa cum laude)
20) Semantic richness, semantic context, and language learning
a. Supervisors: Jon Andoni Duñabeitia & Clara D. Martin
b. PhD student: Candice Frances
c. Defended in 2021 (Summa cum laude)
21) Neural Plasticity of Language Systems: evidence from fMRI experiments with adult language learners
a. Supervisors: Pedro M. Paz-Alonso & Manuel Carreiras
b. PhD student: Khispra Gurunandan
c. To be defended September 7, 2021
22) Reading acquisition: from digital screening to neurocognitive bases in a transparent orthography
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a.
b.
c.

Supervisors: Manuel Carreiras & Juan Carlos Valle Lisboa
PhD student: Camila Zugarramurdi
To be defended September 15, 2021

23) The impact of human language on perceptual categorization: electrophysiological insights
a. Supervisors: Nicola Molinaro & Clara D. Martin
b. PhD student: Piermatteo Morucci
c. To be defended in November 2021
24) Advanced spatio-temporal deconvolution algorithms to investigate brain function with functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI)
a. Supervisors: Cesar Caballero & Maite Termenon
b. PhD student: Stefano Moia
c. To be defended in 2021
25) Tracing the Algorithm of Bilingual Language Learning
a. Supervisors: Manuel Carreiras
b. PhD student: Jose A. Aguasvivas
c. To be defended in 2021
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